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ABSTRACT
T h e work described m  th is thesis is based on a detailed analysis o f the classical and quantum  
non linear dynam ics o f a kicked oscillator This system  belongs to  a class o f kicked physical 
system s (tim e dependent H am iltonians) w hose dynam ics have universal properties We 
begin the analysis by considering the classical m apping (recursive relationship) derived  
from  th e parent system  equations T he analysis covers the sy stem ’s phase space and  
its evolu tion  as param eters are changed T he detailed orbit structure is obtained  and the  
break-up o f th is orbit structure in the phase space, influenced by presence o f periodic orbits, 
is exam ined  thoroughly  We also show the existence of tw o typ es o f orbital diffusion (norm al 
diffusion and a resonance enhanced diffusion) T h e results from  th is classical analysis are 
th en  com pared w ith  the quantum  m apping T he com plexity  of th is quantum  m apping is 
considerable b u t, w ith  som e necessaxy num erical considerations, we have used it to  generate  
the tim e evolution  o f the quantum  probability am plitudes o f th e  sy stem ’s eigenfunctions  
T hese am plitudes perm it the calculation of the sy stem ’s energy as tim e progresses and  
enable us to  com pare the quasi-phase space given by the W igner d istrubution  w ith the 
classical m anifold structure to  check for scarring o f th e  quantum  w avefunctions T he  
quantum  m apping we d en ve has not been defined in any o f the literature so th at all the  
results obtained  in th e  quantum  regim e are original In the classical regim e our work on  
periodic orbits and resonance enhanced diffusion is also original We have adopted  som e  
techniques and m eth od s from  other kicked system s and m odified  th em  for our system  to  
com plete th e  investigation  o f the kicked oscillator
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OVERVIEW OF THESIS LAYOUT & CONTENTS
T h e work presented m  th is thesis is in tw o parts, the classical regim e of the  
kicked harm onic oscillator and the corresponding quantum  regim e T he classical regim e  
is presented first and the results from  the detailed analysis axe presented in chapters 3 & 
4 W e th en  proceed to  the m ore abstract fully quantum  regim e and com pare the results  
ob tain ed , in  chapters 6 & 7, w ith  th ose  m the earlier chapters from  the classical regim e 
Our in tention  is to  relate th e  dynam ics & phase space structures in the classical regim e  
to  th e  evolution  of w avefunctions, energies & qausi-phase space d istributions in th e fully 
quantu m  regim e C onsequently, we will illustrate how rem nants o f th e  classical regim e are 
visib le in th e  fully quantum  regim e w ithout us having to  explore such lim its as h —► 0
T h e principle reasons for our choosing th e  kicked harm onic oscillator are th at  
th is system  is physically real (and not m athem atically  m otivated ) and classically chaotic  
Furtherm ore, it has been  p ostu la ted  by B erm an et al (1991) th at the kicked rotator, 
w hich is known to  have suppression o f chaos m  th e  quantum  regim e, is not a  generic  
kicked system  T hey argue th at the presence of an extra  tim e scale in th e  kicked oscillator  
can give rise to  w avefunction de-localisation  and hence non suppression of chaos in the  
quantum  regim e
In chapter 1 we review  the area of H am iltonian chaos w hich is pertinent to  the  
research earned  out by us T h e chapter also introduces the physical significance of the  
system  we exam ine (Cherm kov et al (1987)) and show s how  the equations governing the  
system  are obtained  Som e definitions are included at the end o f the chapter of th e  m ore  
im p ortan t expressions and term s used in the later analysis
C hapter 2 consists solely of the den vation  of the classical m apping from  the Ham il­
ton ian  d escn b in g  th e  kicked harm onic oscillator We proceed by expressing th e  H am il­
ton ian  m  term s o f th e  system s annihilation & creation operators w ith no specific kick 
poten tia l is given Our reason for th is is to  show the gen en c nature o f th e  m apping thus  
obtained  through com p an son  w ith th at obtained G oggm  et al (1990) for their form ulation  
of th e  quantum  logistic m ap We th en  proceed w ith  a specific p oten tia l so th a t th e  system  
corresponds to  the physical system  presented m  section  1 3 o f th is chapter (C herm kov et
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al (1987)) O nce th e  final expression is arrived at, the m apping is transposed  to from a 
quantum  operator regim e to  a classical scalar regim e and the final classical m apping is 
presented  once th e  real and com plex term s of th e  expression are separated T he special 
case o f a resonant kicking, i e w hen the kick period is com m ensurate w ith the natural 
p en o d  of oscillation  of the free harm om c oscillator, is highlighted specifically as th is is the  
case w e are prim arily considering Som e phase space portraits are also included for the  
purpose o f illustrating the diversity o f dynam ic behaviour present
T h e analysis o f the derived classical m apping takes place m  chapters 3 & 4 In 
chapter 3 we exam ine th e  structure of the phase space and use th e  subsequent results to  
highlight th e  m echanism s o f orbit travel in the diffuse stohcastic layer w ith in  th is phase  
space W e also obtain  an expression w hich allows us to  predict the orders o f  periodic  
points ex istin g  on the layer boundary and show  using the K A M theorem  how  these  
affect th e  break up o f stab le orbits in the invariant cells m  the phase space w hich define 
th e stable m otion  of the system  D ue to  the fundam ental im portance of th e  stochastic  
layer m  defining the non-linear properties o f our kicked system , we exam ine the layer 
itse lf specifically its  w idth  variation as a function  of the kick strength  and th e  diffusion of 
orbits w ith in  the layer itself T his latter exam ination  is presented in chapter 4 where we 
undertake an analysis sim ilar to  th a t of R echester & W h ite  (1890) W e exam ine the effect 
of correlations, betw een iterates, on the diffusion of orbits and we m odify  th e approach of 
R echester & W hite so th at it can successfully m odel the behaviour o f our kicked system  
W e also highlight how strong correlations betw een  iterates can lead to  a resonance effect 
w hich m anifests itse lf as spikes on the diffusion curve A com parison is m ad e betw een  
our expressions for th is enhancem ent and the predictions o f Ishizaki et al (1989) for their 
investigation  o f a sim ilar phenom enon for the kicked rotator
T h e derivation of th e  quantum  m apping signifies th e  beginning o f the quantum  
analysis of our kicked oscillator T he approach we take is sim ilar to  Fox et al ((1990), 
(1994)) w hich m aps the probability am phtudes o f the u n d n ven  oscillator’s eigenfunctions  
from  kick to  kick T his allows us to  construct w avefunctions, energy evolutions, phase  
space d istributions and quasi-energy levels T he approach uses a fixed evolution  m atrix  
w hich m ultiplies a vector, consisting o f the am plitude strengths of one tim e step , to  give
a vector consisting of the am plitudes at the subsequent tim e step  T his approach allows 
all th e  analysis to  be earned  ou t, for a given set o f param eter values, by ju st calculating  
a single m a tn x  H owever, for each param eter change, a new  m a tn x  m ust be evaluated  
T h e d en vation  proper and the n u m en cal short-cuts we considered when com puting these  
evolu tion  m a tn ces are included in chapter 5
T h e results from  our quantum  m apping are analysed m  chapter 6 & 7 We take a 
three-tiered  approach to  the analysis, nam ely a neghgble kick strength  in p u t, a m oderate  
kick stren gth  input and a large kick strength  input Our reasons for th is are m ade clear 
m  chapter 6 T h e vast choice of in itial d istn b u tion s of probability am plitude strengths is 
overcom e by con sid en n g  tw o typ es a pure sta te  o f the u n d n ven  oscillator and a m ixed  
sta te  consisting o f a w eighted d istn b u tion  of th e  u n d n ven  oscillator’s eigenfunctions T hese  
plus our three-tiered  approach con stitu te  the scope o f  our quantum  analysis in p u ts In 
chapter 6 we exam ine the am plitude d istn b u tion  as it evolves m  tim e for our three kick 
stren gth s, the energy evolution for the corresponding cases and the relevant w avefunction  
evolution  W e exam ine the diffusion o f orbits w hich exhibit a linear energy increase and  
also the quasi-energy levels m anifested  m  som e of th e  results as steady sta te  levels in the  
energy evolution  curves T he conclusions drawn axe com pared w ith  the quasi-phase space  
portraits presented in chapter 7
C hapter 7 represents th e  final stage m  our analysis We present, initially, a d enva­
tion o f the W igner d istn b u tion  (W igner (1932)) based on the equations given in the review  
by Hillery et al (1984) T he resultant expression is also show n to  be real valued despite  
th e appearance of com plex term s T he latter half o f the chapter is devoted  to  several pairs 
of figures, each consisting of an im age o f the wigner d istn b u tion  above th e  corresponding  
contour p lot of th e  sam e d istn b u tion  Our intention  is to  illustrate how  the system  evolves 
tem porally  in its  p osition -m om en tu m  space and com pare it to  the classical results T he  
results o f th is are as startling as th ey  are beautifu l Our m ain  conclusions are sum m an sed  





T h e pursuit o f an understand ing o f th e  m echanism s behind  previously indeterm inable  
processes has been  m ade possible w ith the developm ent o f fast, reliable, cost efficient sohd  
sta te  electronic com puters Today, through the use of com puters, both  the scientific and  
engineering com m unities axe benefiting from  the research in to  controlling th e  non-lm ear  
behaviour of critical system s, th e  onset o f turbulence and chaos T his chapter will a ttem p t  
to  review  briefly th e  m ain  developm ents in non-hnear dynam ics w hich axe relevant to  the  
work being presented in th is thesis M any books exist w hich will give the reader a m uch  
m ore detailed  p icture o f th is w hole area o f science (C vitanovic (1989), Berge et al (1987), 
D evaney (1989), O tt (1993))
1 1 Introduction
H istorically, scientists, m athem aticians and, m ore recently, engineers have a t­
tem p ted  to  im pose a sim plified p icture on our perceptions of the world about us For 
hundreds of years th e  nature of everything about us has been  explained away as modi­
fications on a theme of linearity m  everything from  m ath s to  astronom y It was using  
E uclidian geom etry th at astronom ers & philosophers back in antiquity tried unsu ccess­
fully to  m od el the U niverse w ith the earth at its  center using a series o f concentric circular 
orbits for th e  m oon , p lanets & sun (P to lem aic S ystem ) E ven the m ost com plex o f system s  
have had a ttem p ts  m ade on th em  to  be reined in by th is predilection to  linearity and to  
be brushed off as im possib le w hen proved unsuccessful Yet even desp ite th is blinkenng  
there were som e observant enough to  see som ething hidden in the nature o f th ese system s, 
a com plexity  w hich defied the sim ple, artificial rules th at were used to  explain th em  and  
flaunting a rich beauty  beyond th e  realm s of the m ediocrity  o f sim ple linearity Leonardo  
D a V inci h im self sketched th e  flow of w ater com ing from  a fountain  in F lorence in th e  16*^ 
century and was observant enough to  include the sm all structure eddy currents w ithin  th e  
larger ones as he sketched the w ater spew ing out T his structure w ith in  structure is w hat 
m akes everyth ing around us so in teresting the fact th a t som eth ing  could b e there w hich
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w e’ve overlooked N on -lin ean ty  is th e  nature of our being and chaos the theory behind  
th a t nature
In classical system s chaos is considered present if  th e  system  exh ib its a sensi­
tive dependence on initial conditions W hat th is m eans is th at any tw o initial conditions 
separated by even by an infin itesim al am ount diverge exponentially  w ith tim e It was 
H adam ard (1898) w ho discovered th is exponentia l divergence of nearby trajectories for 
a particle flow over a surface o f negative curvature N ot long after, D uhem  (1906) and  
Pom care (1908) determ ined th at such a property m  any system  precludes th e m aking of 
long term  predictions about nature of th e  sy stem ’s dynam ics T he scene w as thus set for 
chaos All th a t w as required was th e  proper im p etu s to  bring th is work out o f the abstract 
realm  o f m ath em atics and to  a wider audience (Heffernan et al (1992) & the references 
quoted therein)
It was not until the invention of the electronic com puter m  th e 19505 and, m ore  
im portantly , the further developem ent o f th ese in to  the solid sta te  transistorised  com puters  
of tod ay  th at num erical analysis and m odelling took  off in a big way M any researchers then  
looked to  using these num ber crunchers as m eans of evaluating the com plex differential 
equations and iterative m appings It w as Lorenz (1963) w ho, while m odelling fluid flow  
in a sim plified atm ospheric m odel, found the sensitive dependence on initial conditions 
Sm ale (1967) show ed th at th is com plex nonlinear behaviour ex isted  in a num ber o f system s  
H owever, it was w ith  the advent of such people as Feigenbaum  (1978,1979) and his scaling 
numbers (to  explain  the structure in a sim ple iterative m apping on the um t interval), 
M andelbrot (1982) and his fractals and R uelle & Takens (1971) w ith their strange attractors 
th a t th is area o f research rapidly took  off w ith  the htany of chaoticians including such 
prom inent others as P om eau , V idal, M anneville, O tt, York, G reobogi, Proccacia , Jensen  
and so on T h e vast num ber of pubhcations on th is subject over the past decade and a half 
is as starthng as the area is encom passing T he w hole dynam icism  of nature itse lf seem s 
contained w ith in  th e  influence of chaos, everything from  th e fluid dynam ics (L ibchaber and  
M aurer (1982)) to  organic cardiac cells (G uevara et al (1981)), from  non linear electrom c  
circuits (T esta  et al (1982)) to  optical system s (Arrechi et a l(1982)) and chem ical reactions  
(H udson and M ankin (1981)) A ll o f the above system s are, o f course, classical and easily
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observable m  experim ents In fact the experim ents are so varied th at th e  tim e-sc ales and 
len gth  scales of m any of th e  chaotic system s analysed m  th e  classical lim it vary over m any  
orders o f m agnitudes, from  m inutes for the Libchaber & M aurer experim ent to  tens of 
m icro-seconds for th e  T esta  et al experim ent C lassical system s were the obvious choice for 
exam in ing chaos as th ese apply directly to  the world about us and are tn the same ballpark 
w hen it com es to  our norm ally observable hves yet there were those who w ondered about 
the quantum  lim it and the classical-quantum  correspondence and th is led som e to  ask  
What happens on the quantum level when the classical system ts chaotic or turbulent9 It 
w as th is th ou gh t about th e  quantum  lim it and how classical chaos m ight m anifest itse lf m  
th is lim it th a t led to  th e  birth o f  w hat is now  referred to as Quantum Chaology
1 2 Conservative Systems & Chaos
T he area of quantum  chaos is quite different to  m ost o f the system s m entioned  
above because quantum  system s are described by w ithm  the Hamiltonians fram ework and  
their phase spaces are area-conserved T his property forces any analysis of such system s  
along different routes to  the d issipative system s discussed in section  1 T he previous sys­
tem s were considered dissipative because structures m  their phase spaces ten d  to  contract 
and tend to  be attracted  to  tim e invariant highly com plex structures called strange at­
tractors T hese are usually fractal w ith the dynam ics of the system s being confined to  the  
region o f p hase space where these attractors reside In our conservative H am iltonian sys­
tem s we do not have such dissipation or strange attractors present A ny structure retains 
its  area in  th e  m ulti-d im ensional phase space of the system  W e will rest n e t our argum ents 
to  th e  IjD case as we will only be dealing w ith a 1 D im ensional oscillator in w hat is to  
follow in later chapters i
As we have already m entioned , the sy stem ’s dynam ics are determ ined by its H am il­
ton ian , iT ( p ,q ,t )  T h e p  describes the m om entum  and q  describes position  and b oth  are 
norm ally vectors o f the sam e dim ensionality as the num ber o f degrees of freedom  in the  
sy stem , N  As N  — 1 for our system  the the vectors p  & q  will be replaced by th e  scalars
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p  & q T h e tim e evolution  o f p  and q is described by H am ilton ’s equations w hich relates 
th e  trajectory p(t)  & q(t) trace out m  the 2D phase space of our system
dp dH(p ,q ,t )
dt dq
dq =  dff(p ,q , t )  
dt dp
If we form  a vector x  from  th e p  & q (O tt (1993)) 1 e
(12  1) 
(12 2)
we can w rite the tw o H am ilton equations as one vector equation
^  =  F ( x , t )  ( 1 2  3)
T h e advantage o f th is is not ju st the ease o f use of one equation but th at we can, by taking  
th e divergence o f F , show how H am ilton’s equations predict the conservation o f area in  
our 2D  phase space,
9  „  0 (  dH \  d  (  8H \  A , 0
dx dp y  dq J  +  dq y  dp J  t 1 2 4 )
Furtherm ore, it can be show n (O tt (1993)) th at for any closed curve in the 2D  phase space, 
S0, th e tim e evolved curve Si encom passes the sam e area as does S0 T his follows from  
differentiating w r t tim e th e  area integral and show ing it to  b e zero
4- [  d2i =  I  ^  dS =  /  F  dS =  [  ¿ r  F d 2x  =  0 ( 1 2  5)dt JSl JSl dt JSl JSl V
T his property o f having a phase space m com pressibihty, L iouvilles T heorem , m eans th at  
attractors do not exist for H am iltonian system s m the sam e sense th ey  do for dissipative  
classical system s w ith  phase space contraction We have deliberately laboured th is point 
so th at th is difference is clear D esp ite the area conservation of th e  p hase space, com plex  
structures can (and do) exist there We will show  later th a t, using th e  K A M theorem , 
the break up o f orbits m  our 2D  phase space can becom e very com plex, even fractal, in  
th a t th e  structure has detailed structure even at arbitrarily sm all length  sczdes
T h e absence of strange attractors w ith  infinitely com plex structures, caused by  
successive foldings and stretchings o f the phase space, in classically conservative system s
requires the existence of another mechanism to give rise to the highly non-hnear behaviour 
that is expected from a system which is classicallly chaotic The mcompressibihty of the 
phase space also allows the system to occupy the whole of the phase space This prompts 
the question can some orbits diffuse around some (or all) of the whole phase space and 
exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions m a manner analogous to the behaviour 
of orbits on a dissipative strange attractor9 The answer is yes if the system has a surface 
layer which spreads out over part of the phase space and if this layer permits orbits to 
diffuse over it The existence of this layer gives rise to what we now term Hamiltonian or 
Conservative Chaos In fig 11  we illustrate such a layer which exists in the phase space of 
our driven harmonic oscillator The layer is called stochastic because of the diffuse nature 
of the orbits within it One can see from the figure that the layer occupies the space 
between islands of bounded motion in the phase space Any orbits within these islands 
cannot leave them and are thus bounded in energy, momentum and position The orbits 
present m the stochastic layer are not so bounded and can diffuse freely over the entire 2D 
phase space since the web hke layer connects all mter-island spaces in the phase space (a 
more quantitative explanation is presented m chapter 3)
The parameters used in fig 11  are explained in later chapters and the figure is 
used here for qualitative purposes only, the quantitative analysis will be undertaken in 
chapters 3 & 4 for the classical mapping So for classical conservative systems the exis­
tence of this layer permits complex non-hnear dyanamics to exist The quantum regime 
is so different from the classical that methods axe used which for the most part do not 
resemble those in the classical regime Energy is a big factor in determining how diffuse an 
orbit is becoming and so, as energy levels exist m the quantum, it makes sense for energy 
and energy levels to be scrutimsed m depth Some, such as Berry & Robmk (1984) and 
Lewenkopf (1991), have analysed the energy level statistics of time independent Hamilto­
nian systems to check for a possible phase change when the corresponding classical limit 
is going from regular to chaotic motion Others, Israeilev (1990), tend to construct quasi- 
energy levels for kicked systems and analyse these levels with a hope to uncovering some 
of the mystery surrounding quantum chaos. Both are, to date, inconclusive, Lewenkopf 
(1991) proved that exceptions can exist to the change m energy level statistics proposed
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Fig 1 1 Plot of the diffuse (or stochastic) layer for the kicked harmonic oscillator
for fJLci =  6 5, üf =  0 1 & / ? = ^  The meamng of the above parameters 
is explained in chapters 2 & 3
as a mechanism for highlighting chaos, but work is continuing The evolution of energy in 
time (m time dependent Hamiltonians) and the subsequent comparison with the classical
limit is also used This technique was applied to the kicked rotor (Casati et al (1979))
and shown to have a natural saturation m the energy Though indicative of suppression 
of quantum chaos in the kicked rotator, this type of energy saturation is not umversai 
m quantum systems In fact Berman et al (1991) have postulated that the presence of 
an extra time scale (oc 2n(7i-1 )) in the quantum regime of the kicked harmonic oscillator 
might allow for the non suppression of chaos and that a quantum analogue of the classical 
crystalline phase space structure might allow for the délocalisation of wavefunctions allow- 
mg the kicked harmonic oscillator to be chaotic m the quantum regime (Daly & Heffernan 
(1994)) In chapter 6 of this thesis we present results which appear to show the energy 
increasing linearly without saturation indicating non-suppression of chaos Our matnx 
size and the limit of computing power available limit our time evolution but the evidence 
points to no suppression of chaos in the quantum limit
For quantum systems trajectones do not exist m the manner that we are accus-
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tomed to dealing with m the classical regime because of the uncertainty principle There­
fore a phase space as such cannot be constructed because of the uncertainty in trajectories 
We can however construct a quasi-phase space using the distribution introduced by Wigner 
(1932) and further developed by Cohen (Hillery et al (1984)) This Wigner distribution 
sets up a probability measure over the momentum-postion space allowing contour lines to 
be drawn joining regions of equal probability Thus one can construct a picture of the 
probability distribution m the Q-P plane and thus a quasi-phase space for these quantum 
systems (Hannay & Berry (1980)) To more readily compare the quantum and classical 
phase spaces the Husimi distnbution (Husimi (1940)) is often invoked This distribution 
is a coherent state representation of the Wigner distirbution (c f chapter 7 and the re­
view article by Hillery et al (1984)) As the coherent state has the least uncertainty of 
any wavefunction the hope is to more closely compare the two phase spaces This is the 
more common distnbution encountered m the literature (Balazs (1990), Radons & Prange
(1990), Scharf & Sundaram (1991), Kus et al (1991) and Scharf & Sundaram (1992))
The discrete nature of the kick used in penodically kicked systems permits the 
construction of mappings relating the system’s behaviour from one kick penod to the next 
For some of the more simple systems, the kicked quantum rotor (Scharf & Sundaram
(1991)) or the Baker’s map (Balazs (1990)), the methods used appear simple enough 
because of the simplicity of the eigenfunctions of the systems However for the more 
complex systems, such as our kicked harmonic oscillator, the more direct method of relating 
probability amphtudes, of the undnven eigenfunctions, from kick to kick (Fox & Lan
(1990), Fox & Elston (1994)) is used with success We consider this latter techmque more 
realistic as it relates physical quantities (the probability amphtudes of the eigenfunctions of 
the undnven harmonic oscillator) to the time evolution of the kicked system It will become 
apparent from the results in chapters 6 & 7 that from just the evolution of the amphtudes 
we can calculate the energy evolution, the quasi-energy levels & the Wigner distnbution 
all as functions of time The usefulness of this techmque depends greatly, however, on 
the eigenfunction of the system itself and the existence of anlaytical solutions to integrals 
involving such functions (c f chapter 5 eq (5 1 26)) We end with the comment that each 
system has its own charactenstics and it is by fundamentally understanding these that the
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right m eth o d  for quantising the H am iltonian can be found
The last few paragraphs were intended to highlight the differences between the 
quantum regime and the more familiar classical regime The conceptual difficulties asso­
ciated with quantum phenomena are not eased by the complex non-hnear nature of these 
systems but we hope that we have answered more questions in this very bnef discussion of 
quantum chaos More detailed discussions (ones which do the subject more justice than 
could be attempted here) can be found m such books as Quantum Chaos edited by Cerdeira, 
Ramaswamy, Gutzwiller & Casati and Edward Ott’s Chaos m  Dynamical Systems We 
complete this introductory chapter with a bnef outline of some of the nomenclature used 
m this work and how they are defined in the context of this work
1 3 The System Proper & Some Definitions
The kicked harmomc oscillator, m the form we present its Hamiltonian in chapters
2 & 5, can be motivated from physical systems Chemikov et al (1987) chose that of 
particle motion m an external magnetic field B 0 with a disturbing plane wave packet 
present which propagates orthogonally to the magnetic field (which propagates along the 
x axis) The plane wave packet contains a very large number of plane waves
cP ¡c e ^—  -f u ls tn (x )  = — E 0 2 2  sm {kmx  -  a>mt) (1 3 1)
m
where u)0 =  eB 0/m c  is the cyclotron frequency By setting km =  const =  kQ and ujm — 
nA w  with Au> equal to the frequency separation of neighbounng modes and n  = 0, ±1, 
we find that, as the number of modes m tends to infinity, the summation term can be spht 
to give
Y  sin(Jcmx  -  wmt) =  sm (k 0x) Y ,  C05( “^T~) i 1 3 2)
m  n = — oo
The summation over n of the cosines gives a penodic train of delta pulse so that eq ( 1 3 1 )  
becomes a more familiar equation
From this point it is quite stanghtforward to reconstruct the system Hamiltonian Noting 
that dq/dt  =  —p / m  and that d?q/dt2 =  —(-^)dp/dt  we find that by replacing x  with q we 
obtain the time evolution equations of p and q
7 O O
=  twjj20x — eE0sm (k0x) 6(t — nT)  (1 3 4a)Qí
7 1 =  —  O O
i  =  ~ i  (1344>
where, upon invoking Hamilton’s equations ( 1 2 1 )  & ( 1 2 2 )  we end up with the hamilto- 
man we require for our analysis and that which is used from now on when referring to this 
system
2 1 TP ^
B (p, 3, t) =  ^  +  ~mui20q2 +  - ~ c o s ( k 0x) ^  6(t -  nT)  (1 3 5)
° TI— — 00
Some of the more commonly used expressions and words m any area of research 
can very rapidly become almost colloquial so that their original intended definition or 
function takes on a much broader term or in some case is used to refer to something only 
vaguely related to the original meaning To prevent any misunderstanding here we will 
make a few loose definitions to essentially highlight the meaning we intend in this thesis 
for the following terms
Integrability  When we refer to mtegrabihty in this system, the kicked harmonic oscillator, 
we mean that the Hamiltonian, H(p, q), can be expressed, by means of a canonical change 
of variables (p, q) —► (J,0), solely in terms of one of the variables in our system the 
introduction of the action-angle variables means the undnven harmonic oscillator can be 
expressed solely mterms of J  (the action vanable) and is therefore integrable The kicked 
system cannot be so expressed and is therefore non-integrable The analysis involving 
mtegrabihty is earned out in chapter 3
K .A  M . T h eorem  As we understand this very complex theorem, the ton (in our 2D phase 
space these are just orbits) m the phase space are subject to distortion and eventually break 
up if  the rotation number of the orbit on this torus is sufficiently commensurate with the 
periodicity of the perturbing term This is how we apply this theorem to our system In
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Fig 1 2 U nperturbed  circular orbits of a typical integrable system  T h e dashed  
orbits are the tw o m entioned  w hich have rotational num ber of 3 & 4 
and are am ong the first orbits to  break up under K A M From Chaos in 
Dynamical Systems by E Ott, Chapter 7
Fig 1 3 T h e perturbed  orbits corresponding to  fig 1 2  T he tw o com m ensurate  
orbits have broken in to  hyperbolic & elliptic points o f th e  order o f th e  ro­
tation al num ber From Chaos in Dynamical Systems by E Ott, Chapter 
7
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Fig 1 4 T he tw o different types of fixed points show n here in th e  phase plot o f th e  
pen d u lu m , x  =  — sm(x)  T he sep aratn x  is the line separating bound m o ­
tion  (oscillation) and unbound (rotation) From ”Self- Generated Chaotic 
Behaviour m Nonlinear Mechanics ” by R H G Helleman m Universality 
m Chaos edited by P Cvitanovic
fig 1 2 we show the circular typ e orbits for an integrable system  (as a surface of section  of 
a torus) and th is can be com pared to  the case m  fig 2 1 for our system  w ith  no kicking 
(i e integrable) In fig 1 3  we show  how  som e orbits of rotation  num bers 3 & 4 have 
broken up into  tw o sets of four points (one set hyperbolic, th e  other elliptic) T he elliptic  
points of th ese  broken up orbits have a circular structure sim ilar to  the original integrable  
system  and th ese to o  experience break up m  a sim ilar m anner resulting in a highly com plex  
structure for large kicking T his is d iscussed m detail m  chapter 3
P e r io d ic  F ix e d  P o in t s  W hat we want to  d iscuss here is th e  tw o types o f periodic fixed  
points encountered  m  the typ e of conservative system  w e’re considering T he first is the  
elliptic fixed point T his is d istinguished by its com plex eigenvalues and by th e  fact th at  
nearby points are rotated  by the presence of th is point in to  ellipses (or circles) Therefore  
th e presence of circular concentric orbits in our phase space highlights the presence of an  
elliptic fixed point at the centre o f th ese con cen tn c orbits H yperbolic fixed points have  
real eigenvalues and are d istinguishable by the fact th at orbits near th em  can be attracted
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tow ards th em  along their stab le directions (given by the eigenvalue less th an  one) and 
repelled along th e  u nstab le directions (given by the eigenvalue greater th an  one) Orbits 
also generally have th e  shape of hyperbolae near such fixed points A schem atic of the two 
typ es is given m  fig 1 4
T his in troductory chapter is ju st a  brief review  o f the areas relevent to  the work in 
th is thesis and a m ore m  depth  introduction  can be found in th e  reference books previously  





T his chapter is in tended as an introduction  to  the classical m apping w hich we 
ob tain ed  from  th e quantum  m echanical equations describing the kicked harm onic oscillator 
T h e ideas and m eth od s by w hich we obtain  the final form  for the m apping are outlined  
along w ith  a brief description o f the the derivation itse lf To illustrate the com plexity  of 
the resu ltant m apping, we include som e phase space portraits along w ith  a plot obtained  
from  th e differential equations o f the system  for com parison
2 1 The Classical Derivation
A s th e  title  of th is section  suggests, our purpose here is to  derive th e  classical 
m apping from  th e quantum  operator equations T he com plete derivation is quite long and  
ted ious so only th ose  steps that are necessary for cohesion will be presented Furtherm ore, 
as th e  u n d n ven  system  is a standard under-graduate problem , we will assum e th e reader is 
fam iliar w ith the operators, a & a t ,  and w ith the basic properties o f the u n d n ven  system  
A m ore com plete in troduction  can be found in any standard quantum  m echanics book such  
as th a t by M essiah (1976) It is the classical m ap, resulting from  this d envation , which  
we will use extensively  in the classical analysis of the kicked quantum  harm onic oscillator  
undertaken m chapters three and four
In order for us to  proceed w ith th is d envation  it is necessary to  explain bnefiy  
how we in ten d , here, to  transpose from  the quantum  to  th e  classical In quantum  space  
the ex istence o f w avefunctions necessitates the existence of operators to  operate on these  
w avefunctions and obta in  m easurable quantities (once the exp ectation  value is sought) In 
classical space these operators becom e sim ple scalars or, using a m ore form al n otation , we 
sim ply take the c number representation  for any operators used  If som e operator function , 
/ ( a , a t ) ,  represents th e  system  m the quantum  lim it then  a scalar function  / ( a , a * )  can  
be defined to  represent the system  m  the classical lim it where the a & a t  are operators  
and form  a H erm itian conjugate pair w ith  the a  & a* being scalar and form ing a com plex  
conjugate pair It is by th is transform ation th at the H erm itian conjugate operators becom e
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sim ple com p lex  conjugate num bers and hence how a classical sy stem  can be form ed from  
a given quantum  system  (Louisell (1965))
Let us now  introduce th e  system  to  be analysed It consists of a quantum  harm onic  
oscillator, o f m ass M  and natural frequency u;0, w hich is driven by a potentia l V(p , q) whose  
tem p orally  d iscrete nature is brought about by its product w ith  a periodic delta  function  
T hus th e  H am iltonian, H r,  for th is system  is the sum  of the H am iltonian for th e  u n d n ven  
harm onic oscillator, H0, and th e  d n v in g  (or kicking) p oten tia l term  Hi T h e form  o f the  
p oten tia l , V(p,q),  is cn tica l for the overall sy stem ’s behaviour and its exact form  will be  
given later so as to keep the follow ing d envation  as g en en c as possib le
T h e H am iltonian , H 0(t), for th e  isolated  quantum  harm onic oscillator is given  
below  in eq (2 1 1 )
Ho(t) =  ^  +  (2 1 1)
where p(t)  signifies m om en tu m  and q(t) position  and both  are functions o f tim e, t (M essiah, 
1976) As we will dem onstrate in chapter 3, th is system  is integrable
To account for the kicking, the d n vin g  term , denoted  J J i(t), is added to  H0(t ), 
form ing th e  ham ilt om an Ht  for the com plete system , and th e  form  th at th is kicking takes 
is given m eq (2 1 2 )
oo
B i{ t )  =  V{p,q)  £  S(t — nr)  (2 1 2 )
T l —  —  O O
As can be seen from  the equation above, Hi(t)  is the product of a continuous potentia l 
V (p, g) w ith  a p en o d ic  train of d iscrete delta  pulses T he addition  o f Hi (t) not only m akes 
an integrable system , H 0(t ), non-integrable but also allow highly com plex dynam ics to  
exist m th e  system  even w hen Hi(t)  is m ore o f a perturbation th an  a dom inant term  It 
is th is property th a t m akes th is class o f system  particularly in teresting
To ob ta in  th e  classical m apping for th is system  it is necessary, and preferred, to  
express th e  above equations in term s of a set o f annihilation and creation operators, given  
by a (f) and a^(t) respectively T hose fam iliar w ith  th e  isolated  harm onic oscillator will 
be aware th at th is su b stitu tion  of a(t) and a^(t) for p(i)  and q(t) m akes th e  ham iltom an  
H0(t) m uch m ore m anageable and th is property is applied to  th e  com pound  ham ilton ian
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H r{t )  to  sim plify it As an interm ediate step  m  th e  su b stitu tion  the operators, P(t)  & 
Q(t ), axe defined by
p(i) =  P ( t ) y /M h u 0 q(t) =  (2 1 3)
B y th en  defining th e  creation & annihilation operators as
a(t)  =  -±=(Q(t)  +  vP(t ))  a t (<) =  - L {Q{t) _  l P ( i ) )  (2  i  4)
the H am iltom an, H0(t ), for the iso lated  oscillator, and the H am iltonian H}(t)  for the  
d n v in g  term  becom e
H0{t) =  — ^ (a (t )a t( t )  - h o t (t)a(t))  (2 1 5a)M   
and
oo
H\{t)  =  V{a(t),a^{t))  ^  8 { t —nr)  (2 1 5 6 )
n = —oo
respectively w ith  the com plete system  H am iltonian, Hr{t ) ,  being just th e  sum  of eq 
(2 1 5a) w ith  eq (2 1 56), i e
. 00 
Hr(t)  =  -^ -(flt( i)a (< ) +  a ( i )a t ( t ) )  +  r ( a ( t ) ,a t ( i ) )  ^  6(t — nr)  (2 1 6 )
n =  — oo
W ith  th e  system  ham iltom an thus expressed we will now proceed to  exam ine the tim e
evolution  of th e  operators, a(t) & a t ( i ) ,  so th at a recursive m apping can be obtained  T he
tim e evolution  o f any operator, \If, can be descn b ed  by the equation
=  ( 2 1 7 )
where ^  =  # (< ) is tim e dependent T he brackets, ( ), denote th e  com m utation  o f any  
operators contained therein As it is necessary to  com m ute operators to  obtain  their 
tim e evolu tion  th en  it is appropn ate to  review som e com m utation  rules w hich are used to  
great advantage in th e  sim plification of the equations resulting from  th e apphcation o f eq 
(2 1 7 )
1 ( a , a ) =  0 (any operator com m uted  w ith itse lf is zero)
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(2 1 8a)
2 ( a , a t ) = l ,  ( a t , a )  =  — 1 (2 18b)
3 (a ,  be) =  ( a , b ) c  + ( a , c ) b  (2 1 8 c )
4 (a ,b2n) =  Y lns= obs ( ^ ) b n- s~1 ( 2 1 8d)
T h e a and a t  in th e  four equations above axe o f course functions o f tim e, a =  a(t ) and  
a t =  a t ( t )  For a(t) & a t ( t ) ,  eq (2 1 8d) sim plifies to  nb2n 1 because the com m utation  
of a(t) w ith a^(t), and vice versa, is scalar, c /  eq (2 1 8b)
T h e tim e evolution of th e  operator a(<) is, using rules 1 — 4 in eqs (2 1 8a) to  
(2 1 8d) and eq (2 1 7)
da(t)m  =  - L w a ( t ) - ^ ( a ( t ) , V ( a ( i ) , a l ( t ) ) ]  £  S(t — t i t ) (2 1 9 )
n = — oo
For a t  ( t ) a sim ilar equation is obtained
0ot ( i )
dt
n =  — oo
As th e  explicit form  for the d n vin g  poten tia l has not yet b een  revealed, then  for convem ence  
( ° W  a ^ ( * ) ) )  s i^ a ^  ^e w n ^ten as / ( a ,  a t )  and / t ( a , a t )  for the corresponding
a t com m utation  P u ttin g  b =  ¿u>0 and by integrating the equation over one kick cycle from  
just before the N to  ju st before the (N-j-1) kick (t =  N r  — e to  t =  (N +  l ) r  — e) th en , (as 
we let e —> 0 ),
a(N  +  l ) e W iv+1>r> =  a{N)e{bNT) +  / (o(JV) ,ot  (JV))e(6iVr> (2 1 11)
D ividing across by e ^ N+1 T^\  to  iso late the a(N  +  1) term  on the left hand side, the  
resu lting equation  is
a(N +  1) =  a{N)e{~bT) +  f(a (N) ,  at (N))e('~bT) (2 1 12a)
w ith  th e  equation for the at( i )  operator sim ilar in form  to  the above except for the sub­
stitu tion  o f a(t) for at( i )  and a few sign changes
at (N  +  1) =  at (W )e(6T) +  / t  (a(JV), at (JV))e(6r) (2 1 126)
D efim ng ¡3 to  be equal to  6r , the final gen en c form s for the annihilation  and creation  
operators, a & at ,  can now be w n tte n  T hese tw o equations are called genenc because
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th ey  hold true for any tem porally  d iscrete potentia l o f the form  given in eq (2 1 2 ) The  
equations below  are rem arkably sim ilar to  those of G oggin et A1 (1990) in his form ula­
tion  of the quantum  logistic m ap T his form  is quite general and can be applied to any  
driven oscillator system  regardless o f the kick term  as w ell as other kicked system s where
an annih ilation  - creation typ e operator set exists and where th is set exh ib its the sam e
properties as those for our system
a{N +  l ) =  [a{N) + f { a { N ) , J { N ) ) ]  e _/J (2 1 1 3 a )
at(JV +  l ) =  [ a t(Ar) +  / t (a (JV) ,a t (W )) ]  (2 1 1 3 6 )
D esp ite having obtained  such a set o f gen en c m aps it is im possib le  to  predict the sy ste m ’s 
behaviour until a specific form  for th e  potentia l is given T h e form  o f the p oten tia l we 
have chosen is
V(p,q) =  figcos(kq) (2 1 1 4 )
after B erm an et al (1991) In th is choice o f potentia l th e  param eter fiq is the quantum  
kick strength  and A; is a charactenstic  length  scale T h e im portance of w n tin g  the p otentia l 
like th is is to  enable a direct com p an son  to  be m ade betw een  the classical param eters m  
our current analysis and the quantum  param eters in the forthcom ing quantum  analysis in  
chapters 5 and 6 T his choice is also in keeping w ith the physcial significance of the system  
as explained  in chapter 1 U pon su b stitu tin g  the operators a and a t for g, our equation  
for the p oten tia l becom es
V{a, a t )  =  fig cos (K(a^(t)  -f a (O )) (2 1 15)
w here for convem ence K  is defined to  be ¿ ^ /ft /(2 M a i0) U sing th e  tn g o n o m etn c  identity  
Cos (A +  B) =  C os(A )C os(B ) - S in (A )S in (B ) w ith  the properties o f th e  operators, a and a t ,  
and the sen es expansions of the sine and cosine functions, th e  operator functions / ( a ,  a t ) 
and / 1 (a , a t ) b o th  take on the sam e form
f ( a , a t)  =  / t ( a , a t )  =  +ifj,c,sm  [ j i ( a t ( i )  +  a( i ) ) ]  (2 1 16)
where fici is the classical kick strength  and is defined to  be fiqK /K  A detailed  step  by step  
d en vation  of how we obta in  eq (2 1 16) from  eq (2 1 15) is included in  A p p en d ix  A
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It is now possible to construct the quantum  operator mapping for a and a ' for 
the chosen potential These two mappings are identical in form to the generic ones defined 
by eqs (2 1 1 3 a — 6) but they are specific in the sense that the general functions / ( a ,  a t ) 
& / t ( a , a t )  have been replaced by their specific form as given by eq (2 1 16) The final 
operator maps are
a(N  +  1) =  a(N)e~^ +  tfici sin [K(a^{N)  +  a(iV')) ] e~@ (2 1 17a)
ot(J¥ +  1) =  a t ( N ) e p -  i p d sm  [ JT(ot(JV) +  a { N ) ) } ^  (2 1 176)
It should be pointed out here that the a(N)  & at(iV) constitute a Hermitian conjugate 
pair In order to transpose to the classical regime we multiply a(N),  aT(TV) & fil:i by 
a param eter K o(=  koy/h/2MiVo) defined to be equal to one Also K  is divided by K q 
for consistency in the sine argument Thus no param eters or variables have any exphcit 
dependence on h We can now transpose to the classical It is possible to express a(N ) 
in the c number representation as a(n)  and at(JV) as a*(n) where the a's constitute a 
complex conjugate pair and are not operators As the a (n ) 's  and a*(n)fs are just numbers 
then we can, quite justifiably, write a (n ) as z(n) +  ty(n) and <**(n) as x(n) — ty(n) 
Therefore eqs (2 1 17a) and (2 1 17b) become
x(n +  1) +  ¿y(n- +  1) =  [ x(n) +  iy(n)  +  Lfici sin(21iCx(n)) ] e_/3 (2 1 18a)
for the transposition of the a(N)  operator mapping and
x(n +  1) — ty{n -f 1) =  [ x(n) — Ly(ri) — ¿/xc/ sin(2Kx(n))  ] (2 1 186)
for the at(JV) operator mapping
It is interesting to note th a t the real and imaginary parts of the two above equa­
tions are identical We now spht the real and imaginary parts to yield a mapping for 
x(n)(the real part) and 2/(n)(the corresponding imaginary part) The two equations we 
obtain are, for the real parts of eqs (2 1 18a)&(2 1 186)
x(n +  1) =  x(n) cos(a/0T) +  2/(rc)sin(a>0T) +  (J,ci sm[2Kx(n)]sm(tv0T) (2 1 19a)
and for the imaginary parts
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y(n  +  1) =  y(n) cos(u>0T) -  x(n)sm(u0T) +  ficism [2K x(n )]cos (u 0T)  (2.1.196)
where we have replaced the param eter f3 with lu0T  and simplified the equations. These 
are the equations which constitute our classical mapping as derived from the quantum  
mechanical operator equations. Their form is different from th a t normally observed in the 
literature such as the articles by Chernikov et al. (1989), Israilev (1990), Berman et al.
(1991) and others (Schmera et al 1992, Zaslavsky and Filonenko, 1968). The reason for 
this is our inclusion explicitly of the K  in the sine argument whereas most others re-scale 
their x(n)'s and y(n)'s such that this term  is excluded. Our mapping is equivalent to that 
in the literature when K  =  0.5. Our inclusion of K  allows us to expand the phase space 
as the system ’s periodicity is directly proportional to the param eter K .  This ability to 
expand the phase space allows detailed analyses to be m ade of the small scale structures 
without necessarily having to worry about computer precision. The trade off, however, is 
the complexity of an extra param eter.
These equations are also dimensionless as the a & operators are themselves 
dimensionless from their definitions in eqs. (2.1.3) & (2.1.4) and the transposition to the 
classical representation adds no dimension to the variables a  and a*. Attention should 
also be brought to the fact that the x in the classical mappings can be traced directly back 
to the Q operator in quantum  space and likewise the y to the P : i.e. from eq. (2.1.4) and 
the definitions of a  and a*
a =  - —= ( Q  +  i P ) - > a  =  ( x  +  i y )  =  -^= ( Q -  i P ) —> a* =  ( x -  ty  )
so that
Q  . p—= -> x & —p  -► yV2 y/2
with —> signifying here the classical transposition.
Taking eqs. (2.1.19a) & (2.1.196) a much simplified m apping is found for u 0T  =  j  
which is the specific form chosen in the subsequent analysis as this form despite being more
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m anageab le has one less param eter to  deal w ith  T his form  is given below  in eqs (2 1 20) 
and (2 1 21 ) and will henceforth be referred to  as th e  R esonant Kicked O scillator Map 
(R K O M )
x(n +  1) =  y(n)  +  fici sm  [ 2Kx(n) ] (2 1 20)
y(n  +  1 ) =  - z ( n )  (2 1 21)
To test w hether the above m appings did m  fact describe the behaviour of the orig­
inal H am iltonian , eqs (2 1 1 ) & (2 1  2 ) were m odelled  using th e  tim e evolution approach  
for the p & q operators, not the a & a t  as before T he H am iltonian JJr(t) given by the  
sum  of eqs (2 1 1 ) and (2 1 2 ) gives the tim e evolution equations below  for th e P  fz Q 
operators (defined by eq (2 1 3 ) )
^  =  -  i  ( P, H t  ) =  u \Q  +  (icl sm  (KQ )  £  6(t - n r )  ( 2 1  22)
n = l
and
%L =  - L ( Q , H t ) =  - P  ( 2 1 2 3 )
T hese were in tegrated  num erically and the results were in agreem ent w ith the m appings  
above Therefore we can confidently sta te  th at th e  dynam ics present in the classical 
m apping are representative of the continuous system
Som e phase space p lots, from  the m appings in eqs (2 1 20) & (2 1 21) and from  
th e  continuous system  in eqs (2 1 22) & (2 1 23), are show n m  the proceeding section  to  
illustrate how com plex the phase space for th is system  can be and how th e  m apping is 
equivalent to  the sy ste m ’s differential equations
2 2 Some Phase-Space Portraits
T his section  is solely dedicated to  illustrating the phase space o f th e  classical 
m apping d en ved  in th e  preceding section  and as such we do not in tend here to  analyse  
the p hase space T his section  is solely dem onstrative T h e portraits chosen are considered
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XFig 2 1 P h ase space plot for /3 =  R  =  0 1  and fici =  0 , l e no kicking
representative o f the system  at large and show how the param eters affect th e  structure  
and, subsequently, the dynam ics o f the kicked oscillator
Figure 2 1 show s the und n ven  oscillator phase space w ith  the circular orbits char­
acteristic o f the energy levels for the isolated  system  T h e energy levels of the u n d n ven  
system  are given by (M essiah ,1976)
E n =  {n +  l/2)hu>0 =  rn (2 2 1)
As the x and y  are essentially  th e  position  and m om en tu m  respectively, th en  the energy
of the system  at any given point (2 , 1/) in the phase space is directly proportional to  the
sum  of the squares of x and y
E  oc x 2 +  y 2 (2 2 2)
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Fig 2 3 P h ase space plot for ß  =  ^ , K  =  0 1  and fj,ci = 9 5 ,
22
the relation between the energy and x & y  is a circle hence the circular orbits The phase 
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Fig 2 4 Phase space plot for ¡3 — , K  — 0 1 and /zc/ =  6 5 This is the off
resonance case
Figs 2 2 & 2 3 show the phase spaces for two values of the kicking when the system is on 
resonance, i e (3 =  ^7r where p & q £ Z As evident from these two figures, the higher the 
kicking, the wider the diffuse layer between cells A quantitative analysis of this layer is 
undertaken in chapters 3 & 4
The final pair of diagrams illustrate the system for non-resonant kicking, (3 not 
equal to ^7r Vp, q E Z, and the system as modelled by the differential equations (2 1 22) & 
(2 1 23) The lack of symmetry in the former is striking with the diffuse layer spreading 
over the whole plane as the driving is increased The la tter illustrates just how well the 
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Fig 2 5 Phase space plot for the differential equations proper
can be described totally by a simple set of recursive mappings instead of a set of coupled 
differential equations I t ’s these mappings, not the differential equations, tha t allow the 
following analysis to be earned out
The five phase space portraits shown m this section are only illustrative whereas, 
for any true charactensation to be undertaken, it is necessary to quantitatively analyse the 




ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE SPACE
T h e phase space of the system  m ay at first ghm pse appear to  be ju st nice pictures 
and little  else However buried in these nice pictures is the essence o f the sy stem ’s behaviour  
and evolution  b oth  as a function  o f its param eters and tim e Therefore the principle 
diagnostic tool available is th is phase space and its analysis is tantam ount to  understanding  
the sy s te m ’s behaviour
In th is chapter we analyse the phase space of th e  classical m apping derived in 
chapter 2 and characterise it by considering its sym m etry, by using the K A M theory, by  
looking at the effect o f periodic points on invariant orbits (C leary, 1990) and by exam in ing  
th e  stoch astic  w eb ’s w idth  and structure T hrough th e  adaptation  o f th ese w ell estabhshed  
techm ques and by developing new  ones it is our intention  to  obtain  a greater understanding  
o f th e  system  proper using its principal diagnostic to o l th e  phase space
3 1 The Symmetry Of The Phase Space
T he sym m etry  of th e  sy stem ’s phase space depends solely on the param eter ¡3 
w hich relates the natural frequency o f the und n ven  oscillator, u>0, to  the periodic tim e, 
r ,  o f th e  dirac delta  function  From the phase portraits m  the last chapter it is possible  
to  see ju st w hat an effect ¡3 has on the phase space A striking exam ple is the difference 
betw een  th e  phase spaces in figs 2 3 & 2 4 w hich show th e  system  for /? =  -  and ^ i r ­
respectively  T h e form er clearly show s a four fold sym m etry  w hich we attrib u te to the  
id en tity
P =  w0t =  ~  &  4(j0 =  —  ( = w x )  ( 3 1 1 )1 T
w ith  th e  ratio  o f o>0 to  u>i being 4 1 T he la tter figure (fig 2 4) show s no obvious sym m etry  
prim arily because th e  relationship betw een u;0 and u;i is incom m ensurate T h e  advantage  
o f using a resonance driving is th at the phase space is easier to  analyse using periodic orbits 
w ith  their associated  stabilities and m anifolds However it is p ossib le to  successfully apply  
som e o f th e  results o f the resonance case to  the non-resonance case as has b een  done for
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diffusion m  the stoch astic  layer (Chirkov (1979), L ichtenberg and W ood (1989), Schm era  
et al (1992)) Our task  here is to  use return m aps as a technique for analysing the four 
fold sym m etry  in the resonance case we are considering T his techm que is lim ited  in that  
it is only apphcable to  a subset of all resonance cases
T h e return m ap is one of th e  principle m eth od s for quantitatively  exam ining and  
illustrating th e  sym m etry  o f the system  at a particular resonance value o f ¡3 This techm que  
has been  w idely used to  analyse classically chaotic low  dim ensional m appings (M ay (1976), 
Feigenbaum  (1980)) H owever, th is m eth od  is rest n e t  ed m  th at only p ositive  integer ratios 
of ü;0 to  wi (i e P =  \  w ^ere 9 €  Z + ) can have com parable return m aps T herefore if the  
ratio betw een  u>0 and is n  th en  th e  n^1 return m ap is required w hich ex ists only if  n is 
a p ositive  integer /?, in m ost o f the analysis to  follow, is fixed at 7t /2  T his requires us to  
obtain  an expression for the fourth  return m ap
T h e fourth  return m ap is th at version of the classical m apping which relates y ( n + 1) 
to  y(n — 3 ) and sim ilarly x(n +  1) to  x{n — 3) Thus we can explicitly  relate every fourth  
point T h e second and third return m aps, denoted (2 R  M ) and (3 R M)  respectively, m ust 
be form ulated as steps to  gettin g  an exphcit form  for th e  fourth  return m ap (4 R  M ) To 
obtain  th ese m aps it is necessary to  recall the definition of the R K O M  defined in eqs 
(2 1 20) & (2 1 21) Taking these equations for the m apping and expressing x(n  +  1) and  
y(n  + 1 ) in term s o f a;(n — 1) and y(n  — 1) respectively our expression for the second return  
m ap (2 R  M ) is
x(n +  1) =  — sc(n -  1) +  /¿c /sin ^2A y (n  -  1) +  2K \lci s in ^2K x(n  -  1) ^  (3 1 2a)
y(n  -f 1) =  — y(n — 1) — Pelsm^2Kx{n  — 1)^ (3 1 26)
It follows th at th ose  points of the form  ^  con stitu te  steady sta te  solutions of the above  
equations because p en o d  tw o fixed points have, from  their very defin ition , th e  property  
th at y(n  — 1) =  y(n  +  1) and x(n — 1) =  x(n +  1) B y stead y sta te  we refer to  those  
solutions o f any return m ap such th at xn =  xn-k where k is th e  order o f the return  
m ap and is an integer In w hat is to  follow th ese solutions are th ose  w hich set all the  
sm e term s to  zero T he p en o d  one fixed p o in ts, o f w hich th ey  is but one the on g in ,
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are also steady state solutions of the above as they are for all the return maps because 
x(n +  1) =  x(n) =  x(n -  1) =  =  z(0)
The th ird  return  m ap (3 R M ) is obtained m a m anner similar for that of 2 R M 
where this time y(n  +  1) is related to y(n  — 2) and x(n +  l ) to a j ( n  — 2) However as this 
return  m ap is not required for the present analysis its form is not presented explicitly The 
fourth return  m ap (4 R M ) is given below
x(n 4-1) =  x(n -  3) — /xc/ &m^j2Ky(n  — 3) +  2K fici sin( 2Kx(n  -  3)
—¡let sm ^2Ky(n  -  3) +  2K \ i c\ sin(2Kx(n — 3)) +  2K p ci sin ^2K x(n  -  3)—
2Kfici sm(^2Ky(n — 3) +  2K fici sm ( 2K x(n  -  3) ) ) ^  (3 1 3a)
y(n  +  1) =  y{n -  3) +  fici sm ( 2Kx(n  -  3) )
+fj,ci sm ^ 2K x(n  -  3) -  2K f ici &m^2Ky(n — 3) 4- 2K\ici sm (2if® (n -  3 ) ) ^  (3 1 36)
The penod four fixed points are those points satisfying the identities
x(n +  1) =  x(n -  3) y(n +  1) =  y(n -  3) (3 1 4)
So the steady state solutions of the above two are the fixed points of penod four, two or 
one Any multiplier of four is a hypothetical steady state solution of the 4 R  M  hence the 
inclusion of fixed points of period two and one For a solution of the form z (n + l)  =  x(n—3) 
etc to occur all terms after the first on the nght hand side of eqns (3 1 3a) & (3 1 36)
m ust go to zero This means that all the sine arguments m ust all go to zero and so the
penod four fixed points m ust satisfy
2K x{n  +  1) =  2K x{n  -  3) =  2K x  =  2m7r (3 1 5)
2 K y (n  +  1) =  2 K y (n  — 3) =  2 K y  =  2mr (3 1 6)
As K  has been chosen to be 0 1 for most of the analysis then it follows th a t the penod 
four fixed points are given by
x — 5m7r y  =  5n7r (3 1 7)
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w here n , m  E Z As the m ultipliers, n  and m , can take on any integer value then  the p en od  
four fixed points exist as a uniform  gn d  over th e  entire 2D  p lane o f th e  phase space This 
has far reaching consequences for it allows th e  unbounded transport of certain phase space  
orbits and also allows a diffuse layer to  exist over the entire phase space B oth  o f these  
consequences will be studied  in detail in proceeding sections and chapters but suffice to  
say th at th is g n d  is essentia l for the stochastic behaviour m  th e  system
N ow  th at the existence o f th is gn d  of points has been  estabhshed it rem ains for 
us to  consider w hether these fixed points are hyperbolic or elliptic T he reason for this  
consideration is to  determ ine m  w hich regions o f the phase space the u nstab le directions of 
th e  hyperbohc p oin ts exist as th ese determ ine the unbounded, diffuse behaviour previously  
m entioned  W hy th is is so will becom e clear later T he behaviour o f orbits in  the vicin ity  
of elliptic and hyperbohc p oin ts determ ines how the phase space itself evolves b o th  as a 
function  o f tim e and as a function o f any of the three param eters, /¿c/, K  and ft In order 
for us to  determ ine w hether a p en od ic  fixed point is elliptic or hyperbohc it is necessary  
to  find th e  fixed p o in t’s eigenvalues as given by the equation
| J  — A/1 =  0 ( 3 1 8 )
where , in  th is 2D m apping, A is a 2D vector containing th e  eigenvalues, (Ai ,  A2), J  is the  
Jacobian of the n ^ r e tu r n  m ap (w here n  is th e  p en od ic ity  of th e  fixed po in t) and is a
( 2 x 2 )  m atrix  w ith  I being just the ( 2 x 2 )  identity  m a tn x  T he eigenvalues o f an elliptical
point are m  th e  form  a com plex conjugate pair such th at the m a tn x  A f, containing the  
real and im aginary parts o f the eigenvalue solutions of eq (3 1 8 ) for th is specific fixed  
p oin t, is a rotation  m a tn x  about the point itse lf (Berge et al (1987)) For th e 2D  sy stem  
M  is o f th e  form
m = /c o s (7 ) - s m ( 7 ) \  (3 1 9 )
\ s m ( 7 )  cos(7 ) J
For th ese elliptic fixed points the com plex eigenvlaues can be expressed in term s of two  
real num bers a  & ft such that,
Ai =  a  +  t/3 (3 1 10a)
A2 =  Ai =  a  -  l/3 (3 1 1 0 6 )
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||A i|| =  11A21| — Aj A2 — a 2 -f  /32 =  1 (3 1 10c)
Furtherm ore th e  angle 7  is cos“ 1 ( a ) ,  or sin ” ^ /?) T hus any point (x ,y) in the  
vicin ity  o f th ese elliptic points would be rotated  through an angle 7  at every iteration  
thus form ing circular orbits From  table 3 1 the dependence o f th e  angle 7  on /¿c/ is show n  
clearly illustrating th at the eigenvalues he on a unit com plex circle about w hich they rotate  
anti-clockw ise w ith  increasing fici
fj'd ^ 1
(a  +  i/3)
A2 
(a  -  l/3)
7
co s” 1 (a )  or sm “ 1^ )
T yp e
1 0 0 9208 +  tO 3900 0 9208 -  ¿0 3900 23°4 4' E lliptic
2 0 0 6928 +  ¿0 7211 0 6928 -  ¿0 7211 46°8  9 »
3 0 0 3448 +  tO 9387 0 3448 -  ¿0 9387 69°49 8' ??
4 0 - 0  0752 +  i0  9972 - 0  0752 -  ¿0 9972 94°18 8' 11
5 0 - 0  5000 +  tO 8660 - 0  5000 -  ¿0 8660 120°
6 0 - 0  8432 +  /.0 5376 ~ 0  8432 -  l0 5376 147°28 8' n
7 0 - 0  9992 +  ¿0 0399 - 0  9992 -  1O 0399 177°42 5 5)
8 0 - 0  8432 -  tO 5376 - 0  8432 +  ¿0 5376 212°31 i V
9 0 - 0  2312 -  tO 9729 - 0  2312 +  tO 9729 256°34 8' 11
10 1 0000 1 0000 360° H yperbolic
Table 3 1 T he dependence o f A i,A 2and 7  on the kick strength  \ic\ T he larger 
fid the faster an orbit can com plete a full circuit around th e  fixed point 
once fici < 1 0 0  At th is value o f fici the point becom es hyperbolic and the  
eigenvalues satisfy eq (3 1 11) rather th an  eqns (3 1 10a — c)
For a hyperbolic point its  eigenvalues are n ot com plex but real w ith  th e ratio  
betw een  th em  such th at their product is 1
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In order for eq (3 1 11) to  be satisfied one eigenvalue m ust be greater than  1 w ith  the
other less th an  1 W hichever eigenvalue is greater th an  1 describes the u nstab le direction
w hereas th e  eigenvalue less than  1 describes the stable direction
T h e eigenvalue equation for the p en o d  four fixed points is desired as th is period* 
lcity  is th e  fundam ental sym m etry  of the system  To proceed further it is necessary to  
su b stitu te , from  eq (3 1 7 ) ,  the values of th e  p en o d  four fixed points in order to  elim inate  
the sin term s in  the expressions for th e  4 R  M T his su b stitu tion  m akes for a m uch sim pler 
set o f equations th an  those m  eqs ( 3 1 3 )  and ( 3 1 4 )  T h e Jacob ian’s elem en ts, Jtj where 
1 <  ? <  2 and i ,  j  £  Z, are
J 12 =  =  4 * M c l ( - l ) n -  S K 3p U - l ) 2n+m (3 1 126)
h i  =  ^ ”4 - 3) =  - 4 f f / * ei ( - l ) m + 2m+n 8 J r y el( - l )  (3 1 12c)
J 22 =  ¡Syi n  +  i i  =  1 -  l 2 K 2fi2c, ( - l ) m+n +  16iiT V c/(-l)2(n+m) (3 1 12d)dy(n  -  3)
T he eigenvalue equation given previously, in eq (3 1 8 ) ,  boils dow n, now , to  
(1  -  A -  ) * (1  -  A -  1 2 K 2ii2ct( - l ) m+n +  16ii'4^ I( - l ) 2<n+m) )
-  ( 4.K>C|(—l ) n -  8 K 3/ i l , ( - l ) 2n+m ) * ( - 4 K ( i ci ( - l ) m + 8 K 3fi3cl( - l ) 2m+n ) =  0 (3 1 13)
T his equation  is solved on a com puter using th e  form ula for obtain ing th e  roots o f a 
quadratic equation to  give th e  eigenvalues Ai & A2 for any p en o d  four fixed point (bmir , 
5n 7r) at specified values of [ici & K  R em em ber th at ft is fixed now  at j  It has been  seen  
from  results obtained  n um encally  th at for fici >  0 th e  p en o d  four fixed points w ith  n  +  m  
odd are hyperbolic w ith  unstable and stable directions given by A+ and A_ respectively  
Furtherm ore for tw o adjacent p en o d  four hyperbolic p oin ts A & B,  w ith  A =  (Sitott, 5n7r) 
and B — (5 (m  +  l ) 7r ,5(n  +  l ) 7r), th e  term s J 21 & J 22 tor A  are equal to  — J 2i & — J 22
Ai = 1 / A 2 (3 1 1 1 )
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XFig 3 1 T h e principle directions o f travel along the stochastic  layer for / i c/ =
6 5, K  =  0 1  and =  7r/ 2  T he arrows indicate the directions transport 
takes place in Arrows pointing away from  a crossover (hyperbohc fixed  
point) indicate unstable directions while stab le point tow ards the fixed  
point
repsectively for B T he result o f th is is to  cause the unstable direction o f A , given by A+, 
to  coincide w ith  th e  stab le direction o f B , given by A ?, and vice versa A plot show ing  
th is is given m  fig 3 1 From  this one is able to deduce th at orbits m  th e  vicin ity  of the  
u nstab le m anifold  o f any hyperbohc p en o d  four fixed poin t, denoted P I ,  can be shoved  
away from  it to  one of tw o of its  neighbours, P2  & P 2 ', because their stab le d irections are 
coincident w ith  the unstable directions of P I  O nce m  the vicm ty of P 2  or P 2 ' th e  orbit 
is th en  pushed  away along their unstab le m anifolds to  one o f tw o of their neighbours and  
so  th e  process can continue until th e  orbit has visited  all the p en o d  four hyperbohc fixed  
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Fig 3 2 This phase plot shows the dumb bell type sepaxatnx about the newly 
formed hyperbohc points m the cells’ centers for fici =  11 0, K  =  0 1 
and ¡3 =  7r/2 The cell eventually breaks into two pieces whose centers 
correspond to the centers of the loops These smaller cells eventually 
break up m a similar way
As the period four fixed points with n  +  m odd are hyperbohc then naturally it is safe 
to presume those with n  +  m even are elliptic This is m fact the case up to the value of 
fici equal to 10 At this value and for values above these elhptic points become hyperbohc 
with their manifolds taking on a dumb bell shape as evident from fig 3 2 The implication 
of this dumb bell shape is tha t the unstable manifolds of these points coincide with the 
stable manifolds at the extreme of each loop with the result th a t orbits near the unstable 
manifold get repelled only to be attracted along the stable manifold further on This 
causes the orbits to remain localised within the cell. Eventually, as the kicking strength is 
increased, the outer orbits of the cell break up and the localised orbits become de-localised
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and diffuse Furtherm ore, as will be shown later m the chapters relating to the quantum 
mapping, this dumbbell type structure and the subsequent break-up of the period four 
invariant cells into two smaller cells is very fortunate for us This property allows us to 
analyse the quantum  behaviour at the origin (using low order eigenfunctions) knowing that 
it will become unstable and th a t this stability can be measured by examining the evolution 
of energy and the probability amphtudes This is done in detail in chapter 6, sections 6 1 
and 6 2
Also apparent are other separatnces bordering the diffuse region These separa- 
tnces are initially sharply defined but as the kick strength is increased they become diffuse 
and eventually indistinguishable from the surrounding layer At this point all th a t remains 
are the small island cells m the layer These cells contain an elliptic point at their cen­
ter with invariant orbits surrounding them  As the kick strength is further increased the 
measure of the cells reduces due to orbit breakup at the cell boundary with the stochastic 
layer As the kick strength increases further separatrices form in some of the orbits with 
small cells surrounding higher order elliptic fixed points As before these separatrices be­
come diffuse and the small cells break away from the larger m other cell which is getting 
smaller Eventually the elliptic points in the center of these cells become hyperbolic and 
all invariant cells tend to measure zero with the stochastic layer occupying the whole of 
the 2D phase space except for the locations of the periodic points which have measure zero 
(Helleman (1980)) These break-ups can be best described by the following diagram
Elliptic points 




with well defined 
separatnx
Me/







cells break to form 
smaller cells as 
diffusive orbits spread
Me/
where fici denotes increasing Mci This form of break up is predicted by the Kolmogorov 
Arnold Moser (K A M ) theorem which is used m the following section to analyse the phase 
space m a more quantitative manner
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3 2 Of Action-Angles & K A M
R ecall how , in chapter 2, we show ed how circular orbits should a n se  naturally m  
th e  phase space o f th e  u n d n ven  harm onic oscillator As these circular orbits hint at an 
underlying circular sym m etry  it is prudent for us to  consider expressing the a & a t operator  
variables m  term s o f a set o f circularly sym m etric operators variables T hese variables are 
referred to  as A ction-A ngle (A — A) variables denoted J (a c tio n ) and 0(angle) O nce J  and  
6 are defined w ith  respect to  a and a t  th ey  can be su b stitu ted  in to  th e  original system  
H am iltonian , Ht  T he advantage of th is change of variables is to  readily allow us check 
th e  influence o f th e  non-integrabihty of the kick term  on the original m tegrable u ndn ven  
sy stem  O ur definition o f m tegrabihty is th at if  the ham iltom an can be expressed as a 
function  o f J  only th en  it is m tegrable We proceed by defining J  and 6 according to
a =  V J  * ex p (t0) and a t  =  y f j  * e x p (—¿0) (3 2 1 )
T h e action-angle vanab les can be expressed directly m  term s o f the P  and Q operators 
w ith  th e  purpose for th is being our ability to  directly com pare the classical x and y  to  the  
classical equivalent of the action-angle vanables
Q =  V 1  * cos(0) and P  — \ f j  * sin(0) (3 2 2)
W hen  th e  H am iltom an for the u n d n ven  oscillator, H0, given m  eq (2 1 5a) is expressed m  
th is new  set of vanables it becom es independent of 8 and is a function  o f J  only
H 0 { J , 9 )  =  H 0( J )  =  Jhu>0 (3 2 3)
such th at th e  energy o f the system  is related directly to  th e  vanab le J  n ot 8 T his is 
essentia lly  a canonical form  of the on g in a l H0 T he vanables J  and 8 are also dim ensionless  
as is apparent from  eqs (3 2 1 ) and (3 2 3) W hen th is H am iltom an is tran sp osed  to  the  
classical representation  we define a new set of vanables such th at the follow ing identities  
holds
x =  p * cos(<j>) and y =  p *  sm (^ ) (3 2 4)
where p and <t> are our classical equivalents of J  and 8 so th a t our tran sp osition  takes y /J /2  
to  p and 8 to  <f> We can now dtrectly identify th e  circular orbits in the classical space to
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th ese  new  vanables As has been previously pointed ou t, the phase space of #0  consists  
of con cen tn c  circular orbits w hich, in  the p , (/> representation , are given by
p2 sm 2( í )  -I- p2 cos2(0) =  p2 (3 2 5 )
where p is essentially  the radius o f th e  orbits T he larger th e  value of p the larger th e  circle 
and th e  higher the energy of the orbit
Such a system  as th a t represented by the H am iltom an in eq (3 2 3) is considered  
m tegrable because the H am iltom an can be w n tten  as a function  of J  solely and has no  
direct dependence on 6 A non-integrable system  can be considered to  be one where the  
h am iltom an cannot be so w n tten
Our interest here is in the kicked system  so let us now  proceed by expressing the
com p lete  system  H am iltom an, Ht ? defined m  eq (2 1 6 ) m  term s o f J  and 0
HT { J , 0 )  =  Ho ( J )  +  tiqH 1 ( J , 0 )  (3 2 6 )
T his show s Ht  to  consist o f an m tegrable term , H0y and a non-m tegrable term  H\ T h e in­
tegrable term  is th a t for the u n d n ven  system  as d escn b ed  above w hereas the non-m tegrable  
term  is th a t for the d n vin g  term  W e have for c lan ty  rem oved the kick strength  vanable, 
from  th e ham iltom an Hi  so th a t the proceeding analysis will be easier to  understand  
T he classical eqm valent of eq (3 2 6 ) w ould be the corresponding energy equation which  
depends on p and <j>
E t {p , <l>) =  E 0(p) +  firfEi (p , <f>) (3 2 7)
where E t , Eq and E\  are the corresponding classical term s to  Ht ,H q and Hi  respectively  
T he rem ainder o f th is section  is devoted  to  explaining w hat effect fiq has on the m tegrabihty  
o f Ht  and by consequence fic¡ on E t  T he K A M theorem  is also invoked to  help explain  
w hy som e orbits in the classical phase space break up quicker th an  others
For large values of kicking potentia l, fictE i , th e  system  is certainly non- m tegrable  
due to  a dom ination  by th is term  over the E0 term  T he fundam ental question , however, 
is To what level is the system non-mtegrable for small non- zero values of the kicking 
potential and how does this level of non-mtegrability affect the tnvanant orbits in the phase 
space 9
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T his is th e  question  th at the K A M theorem  addresses A ccording to  th is theorem  
if  th e  non-m tegrable term  is sufficiently sm all to  behave m ore as a perturbation on the  
m tegrable term  th an  as a m ajor contributory term  th en  the invariant orbits rem ain if 
th e  orbits have sufficiently incom m ensurate frequencies wx T hose w ith com m ensurate  
frequencies or frequencies nearly com m ensurate do not rem ain and are d istorted  to  a lesser  
or greater exten t w ith  som e even being destroyed
For sm all fici we can see from  the phase space portrait in fig 3 3(a ) th a t the  
m ajority  o f the orbits are circular in shape and are thus largely unaffected by th e  kicking 
term  Subsequent enlargem ents (figs 3 3(6), (c)& (d)) about th e  hyperbolic fixed point at 
(0 , 57r) show  th at th e  stochastic  layer is very sm all indeed being confined very tightly  to  the  
m anifold  structure resulting from  the hyperbolic fixed points o f period four (c f  fig 3 1) 
T h e only orbits w ith  any noticeable d istortion  are those w hose non-integrable contribution  
is com parable, or greater, to  their m tegrable term  As is sm all then  those orbits 
w ith  large Ei(p,  <f>) can have non-m tegrable contributions w hich can not be considered  
as vanishingly sm all Indeed it is only th ese orbits w hich have som e level o f discernible  
distortion  Therefore we can conclude th at for sm all fici th e  level o f non-m tegrabihty m  
the system  as a w hole is so sm all as to  be negligible
H aving addressed th e  problem  for sm all p c/ we now concentrate on th e  problem  
for fici fin ite and beyond the perturbation realm  We w ould expect that if E\(p, <j>) was 
of a sufficient size to  be capable of d istorting phase space orbits w hen fici was sm all, and  
m erely perturbing the system , th en  as fici is increased th e  d istortion  w ould increase and  
orbital (toral in higher d im ensions) breakup w ould arise probably through an overlapping  
of higher resonance separatnces T his will be exam ined  in detail in  the n ext section
It is w orth noting  th at as E\  (p, </>) is not constant th en  it can n egate, or even re­
verse, the effect of an increasing fici if  it is sufficiently sm all In th is case the non-integrable  
term  becom es m ore o f a perturbation and the orbits rem ain essentia lly  undistorted  as we 
can see around th e  elliptic point at the origin In conclusion, th e  higher E\  ( p, </>) for any  
the greater th e  d istortion  and the sooner the break up of th e  orbits For our system  
we will show  th at the m agm tude of E\  ( p, <j>) determ ines how m any term s in the sen es  
expansion  o f its cosine term  are needed to  accurately describe th e  behaviour. M ore term s
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Ftg 3 3 The phase space of the kicked oscillator for /? =  j , K  =  0 1 & /¿c/ =  0 5 
The enlargements in parts (b), (c) & (d) about the hyperbohc fixed point 
at (0,57t) show how confined the stochastic layer is but th a t it does exist 
nevertheless
allow for higher order periodic points and hence an earher break up of the orbits than for 
orbits with less term s and hence a smaller E\ ( p, 4>) In the above analysis the classical 
term s, E\,p,ci and Eq, were used However their effects on the system can be related di-
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rectly  back to  their quantum  counterparts and the argum ents presented above could quite 
easily  have been  presented m  term s o f ZZi, fiq and j?o T his m ter-relating of quantum  and  
classical is im portant to  the analysis using the quantum  m apping in chapters 6 & 7
3 3 Periodic Orbital Analysis
It is our intention  here to  quantitatively  analyse w hat was sta ted  m  th e previous 
section  To accom plish  th is we intend to  construct a form  o f the non- m tegrable term  
w hich w ill allow us to  predict w hich orbits should be present given the typ e o f p otentia l 
we are using  to  drive th e  system
Let us start by exam ining the d n vm g term  expressed as a function o f the
A ction-A ngle  vanab les J  & 6
oo
Hi (J,0) = cos ( yigsm(0) ) £ * ( < -  nr) (331)
n=0
We have dehberately su b stitu ted  K  for its  constituents as defined in chapter 2 as this 
will perm it us to  explicitly  equate the u>0 term  to  th e  driving frequency u ;i(=  2ir / r )  T he  
cosine term  is now replaced by its sen es expansion to  give
m=0 ' '  n=0
where u)D has been replaced by ruy and r is the ratio betw een u>0 and u>i T h e above can 
now  be expressed in the m ore readable form
oo oo
X  9mn { * u r )  ( 3 3 3 )
m —0 n = — oo
T he classical equivalent for the above is identical m  form  but has of course the classical 
equivalents of the quantum  operators and variables T he classical form  is th e  one we shall 
use m the follow ing analysis as th is analysis requires com parisons betw een th e  predicting  
equation and results obtained  from  num erical sim ualtions in th e  classical phase space Our 
classical form  is
oo oo
£ l ( p , < £ ) =  X  5 n .n ( wl . ,•)  (3 3 4 )
m = 0 n=  — oo
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To analyse the behaviour o f th is system  we need to  consider th e  relationship betw een w0 
and u>i R em em ber th at /? =  j  , th at is r =  1 /4  Therefore we have, in th e  function  
9 m n  {wi>r )y a way of describing the affect th e  relationship betw een u>0 and u>i has on the  
ex istence o f resonances in the com plete system  It is evident from  eq (3 3 1) th at not 
only is the cosine term  sam pled by th e  delta  function at a frequency u;i but also that  
th is term  has an infinite set o f intrinsic frequencies, a>m( =  r mu>m), and th at the ratio  
betw een  th ese frequencies and u)\ allows the various resonances to  exist We can use these  
resonances to  predict the periodic points m  the sy stem ’s phase space T hus, depending on  
the values chosen for m , the resonances allowed can be various and not ju st m ultiples of 
four It is th ese  resonances th a t cause the breakup o f orbits in the phase space because  
only th ose  orbits w hich are sufficiently incom m ensurate will survive an increase in the  
non-integrability  of th e  system  (as predicted by K A M theory)
How sufficient is sufficient9 T his condition of sufficiency m ay becom e m ore ap­
parent by exam ining the resonances at som e low values o f m  Table 3 2 show s how for 
a given value of m , th e  num ber of expected  resonaces is dependent on the num ber of 
factors of r m Furtherm ore, the statem ent ’maybe all factors which almost divide evenly 
into 256’ im plies th at while there are m ultiples of 4 w hich do divide in to  its  higher powers 
evenly there can nevertheless exist periodic orbits w hich have a periodicity close enough  
to  a divisor of 256, or any power of 4 m Vm €  Z, w ith a sm all rem ainder T hese consti­
tu te  th e  quasi-com m ensurate orbits w hich accelerate the destruction  of orbits w ith  sm all 
Ei  w hose resonances otherw ise w ould be of insufficient num ber to  break up the orbits 
at the sam e value o f p,cl T he periodic points actually seen m  th e  system  to  date have 
been  1 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,12 ,16 ,21 ,24 ,32 ,48 ,72  T he inherent difficulty of locating , num erically, 
fixed p oin ts o f a specific periodicity  is well known especially if  the points have sm all lya- 
punov exp on en ts as th is results in slow convergence to  the poin ts them selves (A uerbach et 
al (1987)) Therefore the hst presented above is as com plete as perm itted  by th e  lim it on  
com puting  tim e and by th e  resolution of the search grid used  to  locate the poin ts
T h e non-integrable cosine term , E i , in  the system  equation can only be described  
by its first few series term s when its argum ent (oc psm(<j>)) is sm all As th e  p can be  
considered, m  th e  u n d n ven  oscillator, to  be analogous to the radii o f orbits th en  in  the
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m resonances r m =  u>i / v m
0 1 - 1 Wl
1 1 -  4&1 -  1 4
2 1 - 1 6 , 1 - 8 , 1 - 4 , 1 - 1  
maybe a 1-5 & 1-3
16
3 1 - 6 4 , 1  - 3 2 , 1  - 1 6 , 1  - 8 , 1  - 4 , 1  - 1  
maybe 1-21,1-13,1-12,1-9,1-7,1-5,1-3
64
4 all m ultip le of 4 up to  256  
maybe all factors which almost divide into 
256 with small remainders
256
Table 3 2 T he first few term s in the expansion of the driving term  in eq (3 3 3) 
show ing w hat resonances w ould be expected  to  be present T h ose res­
onances show n m  italics are those w hich nearly divide into the num ber  
given r m
driven case, for those orbits near the origin, we can m ake a sim ilar identification  As 
the phase space has a definite four-fold sym m etry th en  all invariant cells centred about a  
period four elliptic point satisfying the condition in Eq (3 1 7 )  can be transform ed to  the  
origin Therefore we can presum e th at the contribution from  the non-m tegrable term  E\ 
about each of th ese  elliptic fixed points is sm all So p sm (^ ) tends to  zero in th e vicin ity of 
th e elliptic points o f p en o d  four T h e num ber o f possib le resonances in th is region is sm all 
b ecause o f th e  sm all num ber o f term s, in the cosine expansion  o f E\,  needed to  adequately  
describe th e  sy ste m ’s behaviour (see table 3 2) T hus th e  possib ility  o f orbital breakup  
is sm all for sm all values o f the param eter p,c¡, but becom es increasingly m ore probable as 
th e  kick strength  fici is increased T h e system  is essentially  integrable m  th ese  regions for 
sm all p,ci
However the further out we go from  th e  elliptic fixed points at each invariant cell’s 
centre th en  th e  m ore term s we require to  satisfactorily describe th e  sy stem ’s behaviour and
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hence the greater the number of possible resonances. There is a constant multiplier (K) in 
the E\  term  which takes on the value 0.1 in the case being considered here. As a conse­
quence of this the x's and y's have prominent fixed points every 5ir (as in Eq. (3.1.7)) with 
hyperbolic fixed points of period four at specific multiples of 57r (as previously explained 
in section 1 of this chapter). The regions of the orbits nearest these hyperbolic points have 
largest non-integrability and hence require the most term s in the cosine expansion of E i . 
The most term s implies the greatest resonance overlap and for large fici their contributions 
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Fig.S.4 The region of phase space surrounding the hyperbolic fixed point at 
(0,57r) for /? =  %,K =  0.1 & Hci =  6.5. Fixed points (both hyperbolic 
and elliptic) of various periodicities axe shown: period 4 are denoted by 
squares, period 16 by diamonds & period 24 by triangles
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So the break up of the orbits occur in th e  region m ost non-integrable (that is 
regions where Kpsm(<f>) is not sm all) For sm all /¿c/ the driving term  (regardless of how  
m an y term s are m  th e  cosine factor) is sm all and the system  follows th e  scenario of com ­
m en su rate orbital breakdow n as described by the K A M theorem  As is increased  
the regions follow ing th is scenario contract about th e  elliptic fixed pom ts described earlier 
T h e outer regions for th ese large \ici have m any overlapping separatnces from  each of the  
boundaries o f th e  resonances T hese overlapping separatnces break up and form  stochastic  
regions around th e  unbroken, albeit d istorted , orbits T he w idth  of the stoch astic  region  
increases w ith  increasing fici due to  the contraction  of the K A M regions about th e elliptic  
fixed p oin ts T hese are evident from  the phase portraits show n m  fig 3 3
W e should  expect even for very sm all ficl the existence o f a stochastic  region around  
the hyperbohc pom ts as th ese regions are th e  m ost non-integrable for any value o f /ic¡ It 
m ay occur th at a stochastic  region d oesn ’t exist below  a particular value o f /xc/ due to  
the sm all nature o f the the kicking However as th is region contains the greatest num ber  
of possib le resonances (due to  th e  large p value) it follows th at sep aratn x  break-up into  
stoch astic  layers is very probable at sm all fici values T he w idth  of such a layer would be  
extrem ely  th in  and consequently  would be very hard to  locate  n um encally  as the boundary  
w ould be quite sharp requinng high n u m en cal precision
Fig 3 4 show s an enlargem ent o f the phase space about th e  hyperbohc fixed point 
at [0 , 57r] for K  =  0 1, /xc/ = 6 5  and /? =  7r/2  T he stochastic  layer is clear m  the figure 
as are som e sm all m vanant cells w ith in  the m other cells o f th e  p en o d  four elliptic fixed  
p oints S u p en m p osed  on th is phase space are various opaque geom etn ca l objects at the  
p osition s o f th e  p en o d  4 hyperbohc fixed point, th e  p en o d  16 fixed points and the p en od  
24 fixed p oin ts T h e points on the layer boundary are the p en o d  24 pom ts w hose sep aratn x  
surrounding the invanan t cells are now diffuse leaving an island chain o f cells w ith  p en o d  
24 elliptic pom ts at their centers
3 4 The Stochastic Layer
O ne o f th e  im portant features of the phase space in th is classical m apping is the
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ex isten ce o f a layer betw een  elliptical cells w hich allows the unbounded grow th of energy in 
th e  sy stem  In th is stochastic layer (so nam ed because o f its diffusive nature) the successive  
iterates o f th e  m apping can wander around the w hole of phase space w ith the effect that 
the energy of the diffuse orbit can increase w ithout any lim it T his aspect o f the layer 
is exam ined  in detail in chapter four W hat we are going to  analyse here is th e  w idth  of 
th e  stoch astic  layer and also to  com pare the largest Lyapunov exponent to  th e  stability  of 
nearby periodic points
So let us proceed w ith a detailed exam ination  o f the variation of the stochastic  
layer w id th  as a function  o f th e  kick param eter, f.ic\ G enerally it is accepted th at for sm all 
values o f th e  driving param eter the w idth  increases in an exponentia l m anner (Zaslavsky  
and F ilonenko (1968), Zaslavsky et al (1986) and Cherm kov et al (1989)) To illustrate  
th is we present four phase p lots o f the layer for different values of /zcj (1 0 ,3  0 ,5  0 ,7  0 ) 
show ing b oth  th e  increasing size and com plexity of the layer boundary T his increase in  
boundary com plexity caused problem s w ith the program  used  to  m easure the w idth  as will 
be explained later
To m easure the w idth , a program  was w ritten  w hich sam pled points on the m am  
x =  0 axis through the hyperbohc fixed point (0,57r) about w hich th e layer exists T he  
in itial guess was to  see if before N  iterations o f the m apping th e  initial condition  caused  
th e  iterate (w here n < N  Vn E Z) to  leave the region o f th e  bounded  orbits and wander 
about th e  phase space If so th en  the distance from  this point to  the fixed point at (0 , 57r) 
was m easured and th is was the m easure o f the layer w idth  T h e previous four p lots show  
how , at th e  boundary layer, periodic points o f increasing order, w ith their elliptic islands 
about elliptic pom ts and separatnces through hyperbohc p oin ts, abound at high values o f  
¡id but are noticeably absent for low values O bviously th e  d n v in g  term  Hi  ( J , 6 ) has a 
lesser degree o f influence at low values w hereas at higher values th e  resonance overlaps and  
poten tia l for orbital break-up by said resonances b n n g  about th is prevelence o f p en od ic  
islands in th e  layer T hese islands greatly affect the layer w idth  m easurem ent and give n se  
to  noticeable dips in the layer w idth  curve
T h e w idth  van ation , for /xc/ increasing from  1 0 to  3 0 inclusively, is show n in fig 
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Ftg 3 5 Four p lots o f the stochastic  layer about a hyperbohc fixed point for /? =  
K  — 0 1 & four different kick strengths In (a) /xc/ =  0 5, in  (b) 
p cl =  1 5, in  (c) fic\ — 4 5 & in (d) f£cl =  5 0
sim ulation fittin g  an exponentia l curve of the form
o_3
A W = — exp( " ^ ) (3 4 1 )
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Fig.3.6 The stochastic layer width vs. the kick strength, fici. The line corre­
sponds to the theoretical curve while the points correspond to the mea­
sured width. The agreement is very good considering the time it takes 
for each measurement to converge. For values higher then /zc/ =  3.0 we 
measured dips in the measured width attributed  to the growth of islands 
on the stochastic layer boundary.
Chernikov et al. ((1989),(1987)). (Note that the y/b in the argument of the exponential 
arises from our explicit inclusion of K  in our initial definition of /¿c/. See chapter two for 
our justification of this.)
For values of ¡icl greater than 3.4, dips occur in the curve probably due to the 
presence of the periodic islands growing about high order periodic points on the boundary 
where orbital break up occurs due to resonance overlap. These islands are evident only
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at values o f jicl greater th an  3 0 and are considered by m e to  be the cause of the dips 
How a dip occurs could be as follows as the hne along w hich the in itial points for each  
set o f iterations passes from  the bounded  orbital region to  the stochastic  region, it m ay  
encounter separatrices and periodic islands in its way T h e separatnces m ay initially  be 
b ou n d ed  and hence non-stochastic  but at som e value fici becom e stochastic  giving rise to  
a jum p in th e  w idth  curve However the islands m ay also increase in size pinching these  
regions and causing a dip w ith  respect to  the previous value if  the program  takes initial 
p oin ts th a t skip th is region T he only way to  m easure the layer for the higher values is 
to  p lot th e  phase space, enlarge th e  boundary region and m anually m easure the region’s 
w idth
T h e chaos in  such a conservative system  as th is (conservative because th e  Jacobian is 
1 alw ays) is a ttributed  to  th is layer’s existence T his is true because in th is layer nearby  
p oints separate exponentia lly  and have a positive L yapunov exponent In fig 3 7 we 
show  th is se n sm ty  to  in itial conditions by m easuring th e  separation betw een  tw o points 
in itia lly  close to  one another T he initial points taken were (xu yi)  =  (1 0 ,1 5  707963) and  
(22 , 2/2) =  (I  0 00001 ,15  707964) 1 e an addition  o f 0 000001 to  b o th  x i and y\ As can  
be seen from  the plot in fig 3 7 the separation van es w idely and th is w ith  th e previously  
m entioned  positive L yapunov exponent confirm s the presence of chaos (in the classical 
sense) m  this layer
Furtherm ore we can trace the exponentia l divergence o f nearby orbits back to  the  
m anifolds for th e  period four fixed p oin ts (see fig 3 1 and the discussion follow ing it)  along  
w hich orbits can diffuse over the w hole phase space Furtherm ore depending on how  near 
to , or on w hich side of, an unstable m anifold an orbit is, determ ines on w hich unstable  
m am fold it m oves along at the next period four hyperbolic point T hus nearby orbits can  
separate exponentia lly  along th is m anifold structure We have found th at the calculated  
positive L yapunov exponent (for a specific orbit m  the stoch astic  layer) vs follow s a  
w eighted average of the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic fixed points th e  orbits v isits T he  
w eighting depends on w hich point is v isited  and on w hich u nstab le m am fold  it leaves For 
large /xc/ th e  com plexity  of th e  layer and the proliferation o f higher order hyperbolic fixed  
poin ts (brought about by invariant orbit break up by overlapping resonances) brings about
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0 2 0 0 0  4 0 0 0  6 0 0 0  8 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0
N u m b e r  o f  t i m e  s t e p s  ( n )
Fig 3 7 T he separation of tw o nearby trajectories m th e  stoch astic  layer Initially  
very close together, th ey  diverge very rapidly show ing clearly the sensitive 
dependence on initial conditions, the hallm ark o f classical chaos
a variance in th e  above relationship betw een th e  L yapunov exponent and the eigenvalues  
of th e  hyperbolic points T his variance is p u t down to  th e  increased num ber of unstab le  
m anifolds from  th ese higher order hyperbolic fixed points bringing about a m ore com plex  
m otion  m  th e  layer th an  before To our know ledge m ost o f the analytical approaches to  
date have not taken into  account these com pexities
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CHAPTER 4 
DIFFUSION IN THE STOCHASTIC LAYER
T h e stoch astic  layer has been show n m th e  last chapter to  hold th e  key to  the  
non-linear characteristics o f the system  Therefore th is layer is the focus of m uch of the  
preceding and proceeding analysis T he unbounded nature o f phase space orbits w ithin  
th e  layer proper points to  the ability o f unbounded energy grow th in th ese orbits as shown  
in th e  last chapter Furtherm ore as th ese orbits are unbounded th e  m eth od  o f diffusion of 
collections o f orbits is im portant as in any physical system  it is m ore usual to  experience  
th e  ensem ble properties rather th an  an individual In th is chapter th e  diffusion o f a large 
num ber o f orbits is exam ined  and som e analytical argum ents presented w hose results fit 
th e  num erically obtained  data  rem arkably well
4 1 Green’s Function & Diffusion
T h e follow ing approach is based on the analysis done by R echester and W hite  
(1980) w hich led to  an analytical form  for the diffusion in the stochastic  layer of the  
Chirikov-Taylor system  (C hinkov et al, 1979) T heir analysis was based on the use of 
a G reen’s function  solution to  the V lasov equation for turbulent system  w ith  an added  
diffusion term  T he approach taken here is sim ilar in form  We will show how th e  extra  
p oten tia l term  for the kicked oscillator d oesn ’t affect the analysis for th e  strength  of kicking 
we are considering To justify  any approxim ations we are going to  m ake it is necessary to  
consider the contribution of the stable orbits to  the system  at large over a range o f kick 
stren gth s, fic\
W e have already show n by illustration  how  the stoch astic  layer increases exponen­
tially w ith  increasing kick strength , /¿c/, and how the invariant cells break up by resonant 
overlap according to  th e  K A M theorem  (see chapter 3) W e would therefore expect th e  
area occupied  m  th e  phase space by the invariant (stab le) cells to  dim inish as / i c/ is in ­
creased tend ing  to  zero as fici tends to  infinity In fact as th is lim it is approached th e  cells 
contract about any rem aining elliptic fixed points until th ey  becom e m easure zero A s will 
be show n later, th is lim it also tends to  obliterate any correlations betw een any iterates of
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th e  m apping (C hinkov, (1987)) and a random  phase approxim ation can be used for the  
sy stem
W e do not have to  go to  such extrem es to  neglect the contributions of the stable  
orb its, how ever W e can define a critical kick strength , ¿zc , above which the stable orb its’ 
contributions are ignored as th e  area o f phase space occupied by th em  has d im inished below  
a set level (say 10%) (T his choice is arbitrary once the dom inant term  is the u nstab le kick 
term  ) T h e periodicity o f the phase space (7r/ K )  im phes th a t the dynam ical inform ation  
contained in any region o f side i r jK  centred on an invariant cell o f order four (or one 
for th e origin) is indicative of th e  system  at large Therefore we m ay restrict q and p to  
±ir / (2K )  T hen  th e  norm alised  m om en tu m , P ,  evolving according to  eq (2 1 22) can be  
m odified  to
o n  0 0  00
^  =  w2Q +  nd an{2KQ)  £  6(t -  nr)  *  p el sm (2K Q )  £  6(i -  n r )  (4 1 1 )
7 1 = 1  T l— 1
w hich is valid on ly w hen fici > p C This can then be sim plified, by norm alising the tim e  
betw een kicks to  1, to  the following
A P  =  fici sm(2KQ)  ( 4  1 2 )
w hich is a vita l identity  for the calculation of the diffusion coefficient D ci w hich is defined  
according to  (C hinkov (1987))
D ci «  lun < > (4 13 )t —► oo 2t
where < >  is an ensem ble average and t is the tim e (for th e  m apping t =  n the iteration  
counter) So what value of ¡ici «  the critical value for the above to be valid9 To see th is we 
include a tab le o f th e  area occupied by both  th e  invanant cells and the stoch astic  layer as 
a function  o f fici (R efer back to  chapter 2 when we defined fici for eq (2 1 16) to  recall 
its exphcit dependence on K  )
From  table 4 1 we can guess at a value for \iP w hich for our constraint (occupation  
<  10%) w ould place it close to  14 for K  =  0 1, 7 0 for K  — 0 2 and so on W e will show  




( K  =  0 1)
Mc(
{ K  =  0 2)
Pci
( K  =  * a r b )
% area occupied  
(invariant cells)
% area occupied  
(stoch astic)
0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0
2 0 1 0 2 0 * k 99 96 0 04
4 0 2 0 4 0 *k 92 10 7 90
6 0 3 0 6 0 * k 73 61 26 39
8 0 4 0 8 0 *  k 32 85 67 15
10 0 5 0 10 0*jfe 23 23 76 77
12 0 6 0 12 0 * & 15 89 8 4 1 1
15 0 7 5 15 0 * fc 6 1 5 93 85
20 0 10 0 20 0 * k 0 5 - 1 99 -  99 5
Table 4 1 O ccupied area o f th e  phase space vs the kick strength  for the invariant 
cells and the stoch astic  layer w hen ¡3 =  7r/2 k  above is ju st (0 1 / K ^ ^ )  
allow ing us to  express the kick strength  at arbitrary A ’(A ’ar|) ) m term s  
of K  =  0 1  T h e dashed hne represents the cut-off below  w hich we can  
neglect th e  stab le com ponent o f the m otion  for the acceleration (d P /d t ) 
equation  B eyond f i c t = 20 0 * k  we can consider the sy stem ’s phase space  
to  be com pletely  stochastic
T h e  m ain  thrust is to  obtain  an expression for the probability w hich satisfies the  
V lasov equation  and then  to  use th is to  form  an expression for the diffusion coefficient, 
D ci We begin  by considering the V lasov Equation w ith  diffusion added
d P  dP  d v d P  <rd2P  n
dt + V dQ +  dt dv 2 dQ 2 ( ^
where the probability d istribution function is P (Q ,v , t )  N oting th at th e  tim e is quantised  
because o f th e  periodic delta  function  th en  the system  evolves across a kick as
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where we have re-cast the Q to  elim inate the 2K  before it in the sine term  T his has 
th e  effect o f changing the kick strength  to  £fici where £ =  i f / J f 0w ith Ko =  0 5 T his 
re-castm g also has th e  affect o f changing the sy stem ’s periodicity from  t t / K  to  2-tt allowing  
im portant id entities to  be m ade later m  this analysis B etw een kicks the system  evolves 
by th e  form ula
/oo r  2ttdvi /  dQiG(Q -  Q i , v , v i , i -  <i)P(Qi,«i , i i )  (416)-oo Jo
w here th e  function  G(Q — — ¿1) is a G reen’s function  and satisfies th e  equation
W  =  6 { x ~ X l ) 6 { t " tl)s{v ~ Vl) ( 4 1 7)
T h e G reen’s function is used as an evolution operator betw een kicks and because the
velocity  changes only across a kick (see eq (4 1 2) for dP/dt)  the dv/d t  is zero betw een
kicks Hence the V lasov equation in eq (4 1 4) becom es th at in eq (4 1 7 )  betw een  
kicks T h e solution to  the above can be found in books on partial differential equations  
w ith boundary conditions T his specific solution can be found by considering the G reen’s 
function  solution  to  th e  diffusion equation ut — u xx =  6(x — £)6(t — r)  (K ervorkian (1990)) 
Our solution  is o f the form
< K Q - - * . )  = ] ( 4 1 s)
T he in itial value chosen for the probability function  P (Q ,v , t )  is
P (< 2 ,v ,0 )  =  ¿(t> -  i;0)
T h e  velocity  integral is non-contributory and is om itted  from  now on T h e position  
variable Q has a  constant derivative betw een kicks as the velocity  is constant and vanes
on ly  across a kick T h e integral over a kick ju st gives us the next Q position  in term s o f  
th e  previous one so th a t the probability at a tim e T  for a position  Qt , where Qt  is the  
value of Q at a tim e T , is th e  product o f the probabilities at each tim e step  so that
OO OO T-l -27T |
P ( Q , v , T ) =  £  E  I !  /  d Q , - = S ( v - v 0 - S T)
rij' —  — oo ni = — oo i= 0 ®
ex P [ f ?  E J=i(Q j  ~  Q}-1  ~  ~  S j - i  +  2nj7r)2 ] (4 1 9 )
w here
j
Sj =  Y , » 2Qr +  ( p a  sin (Qp) (4  1 10)
P- 0
T he diffusion rate is calculated from  th e form ula
D d =  T lim  (2T ) - 1 / ° °  [ 2\ v - v 0)2P(Q ,v ,T )dQ dv  (4 1 1 1 )
i —► oo J-oc Jo
N ote the sim ilarity to  eq (4 1 3) which is th at equation used by C hinkov (1987) N oting
th at the system  has a stochastic com ponent w hich is dom inant at the values o f /zc/ we are
considering and th at the system  is form ed by gaussians (brought about by th e  G reen’s
function  solution  to  the diffusion equation (K ervorkian (199 0 ))) then th e process can be 
considered gaussian w ith  th e  follow ing density function
exp [ (.y+ y  ] (4 1 12a)\/27Ti7
and characteristic function
exp [ LTn(y +  2mr) — ~m 2<r ] (4 1 12b)
w ith  th e  id en tity
1 °o 1 oo
~ j= =  exp [ «y+s™)’ ] =  —  ^  exp [ im(y  +  2mr) — %m2<r ] (4  112c)
V ¿ T V C  n_ _ 00 m = — oo
T his changes th e  above diffusion expression to
exP [ E 7T= i +  -  Q} - a -  v 0 -  S , _ i ) ]  (4 1 13)
W e now m ake the approxim ation th a t, for the turbulent diffusion to  occur, the kick term  
has to  be such th at it dom inates over th e  stable term  R em em ber th at the phase space has 
less th an  1% occupied by stable orbits at / i c/ =  20 *k T hus S3~ i can now be considered to  
be a sum m ation  over ju st the sine term s T h e num ber, n , o f m^s used m  any calculation  
determ ines the correlation C(n)  o f the diffusion For all the m^s at zero we have the  
effective quasi-hnear diffusion denoted D ql  and, by R echester & W hite (1980), the  
can be approxim ated  by an integral over 2ir (th e effective periodicity o f the system ) which  
gives £2M c//2 th en  the quasi-hnear diffusion is
D ql =  ( 4 1 1 4 )
If we set th e  problem  up so th at just one m 3 is not zero we find th at the integral term  is
f 27r dQe x p [ —r;m2<r — im tvo] /  — ^exp [¿ttIjQ ] =  0 (4 1 1 5 )Jo 2?r
So the correlation term  (7(1) is zero as predicted by C hinkov for the standard  m apping  
(C hinkov (1987))
In form ulating the higher correlations we m ust rem em ber th at any expression  
for the diffusion coefficient D ci has to  be independent of the velocity  used as the initial 
probabihty d istribution function In order for th is to  be satisfied the sum  of all m^s for 
the vo term  m ust com e to  zero Furtherm ore as the sum  o f th e  square of th e m^s tim es a 
ten d  to  zero very quickly then  we have chosen to  keep the m 's  w ithin  th e  bounds ± 2  If 
we set tw o consecutive m^s not equal to  zero and all th e  rest zero then  we are effectively  
calcu lating the £7(2) correlation (C hinkov (1987)) For th is correlation we choose m , =  ± 1  
and =  “ frii) Our integral m  the diffusion equation can now  b e re-arranged to  rem ove  
all term s independ en t o f the Q[s
ex P [ - £ j = i ( |  rn^a +  t-nijVo)} [ £ ^ =1 Lm} {Qj - Q }- i  - S j - i ) ]
° (4  1 1 6 )
T h e integral now  becom es
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exp  [ - § ( m ? +1 +  m 2)<r -  i(m, +  m t+1)v0 -  t(m , +  m ,+ i)S , - i  ]
I
2'  dQ,  „ 2— 5 T e x p [ t ( (m , -  m,+i)Q,  -  ro ,+ i s in (<?,))] (4 1 17)
From  the definition of m ,a n d  m l+1we can determ ine th a t t o ,+ m ,+ i  =  0, m 2 + m 2 =  2 and  
m,  — m ,+1 =  2m,  Therefore the diffusion term  for th is (7(2) approxim ation is independent 
of Vo, as we w anted it to  be
1 I f 27r dO
D C ( 2 ) =  T  j exp[-<T] S yo -27^rexp[+t(-2g, + sin(«.))]
+ /  ^ ■ ‘Sr ex P [ + A(2<?t — sin (Q t)) ] (4 1 18)
T he integral can now be replaced by the second order Integer B essel Function , J 2(z ) (see  
G radshteyn  and R yzhik (1965) eq 8 411(1)) So our diffusion term  becom es
1
D c ( 2 ) = - ^ i 2 p 2cij 2 { i p c i ) e  °
T his term  is added to  the quasi-hnear term  m eq (4 1 14)
D d  =  D q l  + D C (2) = t1 “ 2J2 )]
(4 1 19)
(4 1 20)
It is also p ossib le to  equate m t-2  w ith  m , (effectively a (7(3) correlation) We again set 
m l~2 =  ± 1  and m , =  — m l_ 2 T his has th e  effect of squaring a sum  of tw o identical 
integrals
>U) _=  hm  — -  exp [ —a  ] <c<3> T^Too 2 I ^ S £ e x p [ + i ( —Q, +  s in (Q ,))]
+
2 jt (4  1.21)
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T he superscript on the D  denotes it is the first part o f the C (3 ) correlation Again using  
th e id en tity  from  G radshteyn and R yzhik (1965) we can su b stitu te  integer order B essel 
functions of the first kind for these integrals T he result is a J \  term
D c l )  =  - v y ?  ( f a i  ) e~" (4  1 22)
A gain the above is in  agreem ent w ith  half o f the C (3 ) correlation term  put forward by 
C hinkov (1987), the other half we will obtain  now by considering a wider range o f m^s 
T his second ha lf o f the (7(3) correlation relates not tw o iterates but three such th at m , 
is correlated to  both  m ,_ i  and 771, - 2, unlike the previous term  where m ,w a s related to  
ju st 771,-2 A gain we need to  keep the m^s sm all as the 'Em2 a  term  ten d s to  zero very 
quickly A ccounting for the vo constraint ('EmJ =  0) we follow the exam ple o f R echester  
and W h ite  (1980) and choose the follow ing values for the m 's  m , =  ± l ,m , + i  =  —2m , 
and m,_|. 1 =  m , O ne can see im m ediately  th at Srrij is indeed zero satisfying our vo 
independ en ce constraint T he 'Em2 is six  giving an ex p ( —3^) w eighting for th is term  
Furtherm ore the integrals obtained  from  the su b stitu tion  of th ese m^s are o f a sim ilar 
form  to  the previous correlation term s but yield a J 3 term  1 e
£)(2) _  
C(3) ~ m hm  -  exp f — 3<j] T  —> 00 2 J I
2tt
d Q,
2tt S?  exp [+ ¿ (—3(2, +  s in (Q ,))]
+
j q  2
J 0 ~2iT S T exp ^ “ ^ W')) 1 (4  1 23)
w hich gives using th e  integral identity
D C(3 )  =  (4 1 24)
T he com plete diffusion term  is now the sum  of all the correlation term s thus obtained
D c l —  D q l  + D c (  2) + ^C(\) + D e l 3) —
/ [ 1 -  2 J2 ( f a , ) e-*  -  2J? ( f a , ) e~a +  2 J* ( f a , ) e~39 ] (4 1 25)
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T his equation  accounts for the correlations up to  and including C (3 ) We can add part 
o f another correlation, C(4), w hich has been show n by C hinkov (1987) to  tend  to zero 
slower th an  th e  C (3 ) correlation To obtain  th is term  we use choose values for the m^s 
satisfy ing our constraints for a  and Vo T he values chosen are m , =  m I+3 =  ± 1  and  
m ,+ 1 =  77i l_j_4 =  —m , As before E m ; =  0 and D m 2 =  4 W e end up w ith  a product of 
tw o sets o f integrals identical to  eq (4 1 18) (except m  the m ultiplier before th e  a  term ) 
T his C(4) term  gives us
D e w  =  \ t 2t i J t ( ( P c , ) e - 2" (4 1 2 6 )
Our diffusion equation now  takes on the form
Del =  D ql +  D C( 2) +  d Q 3) +  D ^ 3) +  I> c(4) =
l- e £ i  [ 1 -  2h  ( f a i ) e -"  -  2 J l  ( f a , ) t ~ a +  2 J l  ( f a , ) e_3<7 +  2 J 2 ( f a , ) e" 2" ]
(4 1 27)
C hinkov has show n (C hinkov (1987)) th at the the C (3 ) com ponent decays as |£/xc/ |-2
w hereas th e C(4) com ponent decays as |£mc/ |-1  T hus for large £fici th e diffusion equation
is best d esen b ed  by
Del =  \ ? H 2c, {1 -  2h  ( f a , ) +  2 J l  ( f a , ) ] ( 4 1  28)
where we can neglect the <r term  decay due to  the fact th at a  is usually kept very sm all 
(th e value chosen by R echester and W hite (1980) being ju st 1 x  10“ 4) T his is exactly  the  
form  given by C hinkov (1987) using his sim plified argum ent based on correlations and by  
Israedev (1990)
W e will now  show  how rem arkably well the above fits th a t data  obtained  from  nu­
m erical sim ulations To n um encally  evaluate the diffusion coefficient we use th e  expression  
in eq (4 1 3) To accom phsh th is we calculate the m ean energy for am ensem ble o f points  
in the stochastic  layer T he results show ed us th at the grow th m  energy is increasing  
linearly w ith  increasing n  (n  being the iteration  counter and hence tim e) and so can be  
w n tten  as









4 1 Four p lots of the diffusion coefficient, D cj(/xc/), vs the kick strength , /¿c/ 
for various values of the param eter K  K  =  0 1 in (a ), 0 25 m  (b ), 0 5 in 
(c) and 0 75 in (d) T he sohd hne is the theoretical curve predicted by  
eq (4 1 28) and the asterisks are the calculated points T he fit is very  
good  except for sm all values of K fici as can be seen from  (a) where the  
fit is th e  w orst It was th e  deviations in (a) w hich led us to  discover the  
anom alous diffusion peaks discussed later
Care w as taken in th e  above calculation to  avoid using periodic p oin ts or quasi- periodic  
points as th ese  p o in ts’ non-diffuse behaviour w ould affect th e  result T h ese p oin ts were
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num encaU y filtered out T he next step  was to  obtain  the best fit hne to  th is linear graph  
o f energy vs tim e (1 e its  derivative) T his derivative is equal to  tw ice the diffusion  
coefficient Why twice 9 T he reason for th is is th at we calculated the energy o f the system  
w ith  tim e not the change in m om en tu m  squared T he energy depends on p and q (or x 
and y  for th e  m apping) and as one can show  very easily th a t x and y  can be interchanged  
w ith ou t com prom ise then  the energy is tw ice th at value o f the change m  m om en tu m  So 
the theoretical solid curve show n in each o f the figures in fig 4 1(a) — (d) is tw ice th at of 
th e  diffusion coefficient expressed in eq (4 1 28) To alleviate problem s associated  w ith  
ind ividual orbits and not th e  global nature of th e  system  a set o f 60000 in itial poin ts were 
taken in th e  stoch astic  region close to  one o f the hyperbolic period four fixed points All 
points were tested  for q uasi-pen odicity  and filtered out if  found to  be such T he resultant 
set w as iterated  for 20000 tim e steps T he four figures in fig 4 1  show  th e  diffusion  
coefficient, D c\ , as a function o f the kick strength , /xc/, for a range o f the param eter K  
T h e fit is rem arkable except at sm all values of fici where th e  stable com ponent o f the  
m otion  affects the assum ptions m ade m  deriving eq (4 1 28)
D esp ite our success w ith the expression above for the diffusion coefficient we nevertheless  
found th is coefficient to  diverge from  the predicted value at certain regularly spaced values 
of the kick strength , fici T hese divergences m am fested  them selves in the form  of delta  
function  hke spikes on the norm al turbulent diffusion predicted above w ith  th e  values o f  
the kick strength  corresponding to  a positive integer tim es the sy stem ’s periodicity  T his 
discovery led to  a revision o f the sy stem ’s behaviour when the kick strength  corresponded  
to  th ese periodictty related values W e dubbed th ese spikes in the diffusion coefficient 
Resonant Enhanced Diffusion We now present our argum ent to  explain these periodic  
spikes
4 2 Resonance Enhanced Diffusion
To proceed any further w ith our argum ent for the resonant enhanced diffusion we 
need to  consider th e  nature o f th e  effect of th e  sy stem ’s periodicity  on th e  dynam ics o f the  
sy stem
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W e have already pointed  out at th e  beginning of th e  last section  th at the p and q 
can b e effectively restricted  to  region of ± 7r / (2K )  T his can be clearly illustrated  as follows 
In show ing w hy th e  stab le com ponent of the m otion  can be ignored m the preceding section  
we sta ted  th at w hen fici is m uch greater than  the stable com ponent then  the turbulent 
analysis o f R echester and W h ite  (1980) can be used However as p and q effectively visit 
th e w hole phase space then th ey  can, for a fixed value o f fici , take on any value m th e  w hole  
2D real plane seem ingly negating our argum ent of the previous section  T his w ould im ply  
th at the previous argum ent would not describe the diffusion correctly T his would be true  
if  the dynam ics m  one region were unique to  th at region and no other However we have 
show n th at the system  is periodic and the dynam ics in any periodic cell is representative of 
the system  at large Therefore th e  effecttve values o f p  and q are restricted to  th e bounds  
im p osed  by th e  sy ste m ’s periodicity  T hus a point (g ',? ')  m  th e  phase space related  to  
(q,p) by th e  relation pf =  p + r n r /K  and qf =  q +  m n / K  will have identical dynam ics to  the  
p oints (<?,p) except its energy will be greater by an am ount dependent on the m r / K  and  
tmz/ K  As a result o f th is, there is a strong dynam ic correlation betw een th e  points (g ,p )  
and (q* ,p ') T his reasoning is th e  very heart of th e  argum ent we present here W e will 
use the correlations betw een sets o f (qf ,p f) to  show how th ey  give rise to  these anom alous 
peaks m  the diffusion coefficient and why th ese peaks correspond to  a kick strength  equal 
to  a positive integer tim es the sy stem ’s periodicity
W e have show n m  the previous section how the turbulent diffusion (w hich is that 
w hen the stab le com ponent is negligible) is derived by considering correlations betw een  
iterates at different tim es and relating them  to  the iterate we are in terested  in Here we 
will show , using the observation m the previous paragraph, how  large sum m ations over 
identical argum ents give rise to  the anom alous diffusion
Let us recall our equation for the diffusion coefficient, D ci
oo oo T —1
d “ -  ( 2 T r ‘ £  e  n
m j  = - o o  m i =  - o o  i= 0
exP [ - E ^ = i (2 rn2a +Lm}v0)] -^-STexp[51^= l i m j ( Q j -  Sj - i ) ]  ( 4 2 1 )
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N ow  if w e have strong dynam ic correlations the term  S r ,  w hich is a sum m ation  up to  T  
of th e  £fjbcl sm (iifQ t), will consist o f a sum m ation  o f the sam e value again and again, i e 
if  th e  Qi are related by th e  expression
Qi =  Q o + 3* / K  (4 2 2)
(w here 0 <  \j\ <  \i\,j  E Z) then  the sum m ation  gives us T(£fici sin( J fQ ,) )2 W e would  
expect th is sum m ation  to  tend to  infinity quicker than  the sum m ation  over random  Q t 
T his is indeed th e  case as we found by taking the sum m ations of th e  5 ^  term  for various 
values o f the kick stren gth  O nce properly scaled, the result followed th e  num erically  
evaluated  result rem arkably well so we conclude th at strong correlations o f th e  Qt b n n g  
about th e  enhanced  diffusion at th e  observed values of th e  kick strength  Furtherm ore, 
th e  rapid ity  at w hich th e  coefficient D c\ would tend  to  infinity could also depend on the  
behaviour of th e  other term s in  th e  expression in eg (4 2 1) For the D q l  in the previous  
section  th e  m^s are all zero so we have no e_cr term s to  worry about T his term  we w ould  
expect to  ten d  quickest to  infinity w hereas the -Dc(2)j-D c(3) an(  ^ the jDc(4) term s w ould  
tend  to  infinity slower due to  th e  presence of non zero m^s in  the a  term  As the num ber  
o f non-zero m^s is increased (w hile still accounting for th e  restriction , Errij =  0 for the v 0 
term  to  be om itted ) infinity is approached slower but we see no  reason w hy it w ould not 
be acheived eventually  So th e  overall result is th at if points in the phase space exist so 
that they are highly dynamically correlated then  we would expect their contribution to  the  
diffusion coefficient to  be such th at D ct w ould tend  to  infinity
We have seen th is anom alous diffusion to  a n se  when th e  kick strength  is very close 
or equal to  a positive integer tim es the sy stem ’s periodicity T his ty p e  o f diffusion has been  
known to  exist for th is type o f system  since th e  work o f Carey et al (1981a & 1981b) 
on periodic area preserving m aps and K arney et al (1982) on the effect o f noise on the  
standard  m ap We will here refer to  a m ore recent analysis by Ishizaki et al (1989) which  
deals w ith  the specific case o f  the kicked rotator In this paper th ey  refer to  accelerator  
m odes islands w hich th ey  found to  exist m  the stochastic  layer of th e  kicked rotator T he  
crux of their argum ent is th at these islands im part an integer num ber o f 2t  (their system  






Fig 4 2 T h e resonance enhanced diffusion for (a) K  =  0 1  and (b) K  — 0 25 T he  
spikes can be seen to  occur at positive integer m ultip les of th e  sy ste m ’s 
periodicity  (lOir for k  =  0 1 & 4ir for K  =  0 25)
th ese islands T his increase of 2ir translates points (q,p) to  their corresponding cousins 
W  iP*) w hose dynam ics are identical Furtherm ore th ese accelerator islands were found  
by Ishizaki et al (1989) to  be o f th e  sam e periodicity as th e  system  T his results m  som e  
orbital points (q,p) being highly dynam ically correlated to  each other and to  have a m uch  
higher overall m ean energy th an  other un-accelerated orbits T h e stability  of th ese islands
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is crucial to  th e  accelaration and Ishizaki et a1 (1989) found th em  to  be stable for a sm all 
range o f kick strengths very close to  a positive integer tim es th e  sy ste m ’s periodicity
T heir results are apphcable here because o f the periodicity o f our phase space and  
becau se hke th e  kicked rotator the dynam ics o f one periodic cell are identical to  th at of 
another Furtherm ore by varying K  we can change our phase space periodicity and hence  
show  th at any kicked system  w hich has a periodic phase space will have th is anom alous  
diffusion w hen th e  kick strength  is in th e  vicinity of th e  sy stem ’s periodicity
W e end our analysis o f th e  sy stem ’s diffusion here w ith  the point th a t th is resonant 
enhanced  diffusion h as, to  our know ledge after searching th e  relevant literature, not been  
reported at all for any system  outside the kicked rotator T his fact, desp ite exhaustive  
studies o f th is system  by m any distinguished  researchers (Israolev, B erm an, Cherm kov etc), 
highlights th a t our present know ledge o f th is system  is still very m uch incom plete
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H aving described the classical lim it o f the H am iltonian we now proceed to  analyse  
th e  fully quantum  lim it, 1 e w hen h is fin ite and non-zero Our system  Ham iltonian  
is tim e-d ep en d en t and therefore th e  approach taken will b e different from  th at for tim e  
in depend en t system s such as the quantum  billiards problem  (Berry et al (1986)) and others 
(R obm k et al (1986), T om sovic et al (1993)) T h e quantum  m apping derived m  th is chapter  
is obtained  using an approach sim ilar to  th at of Fox et al (F ox & Lan (1990), Fox & E lston  
(1994)) m  their analysis o f the kicked rotator T his is, to  our know ledge, the first tim e this 
has been  done for the kicked harm onic oscillator and th e  resultant m apping is therefore 
unique in th is regard
5 1 Derivation Of The Quantum Mapping
T his section  essentially  deals w ith the derivation of th e  Fully quantum  m apping  
from  the system  ham iltom an T he general approach here is very sim ilar to  Fox & Lan 
(1990) in their derivation for the kicked rotator but the added potentia l in our problem  
results in a m uch m ore com plex system  and final m apping Initially we will exam ine the  
u n d n ven  harm onic oscillator and look at its eigenfunctions and their properties because  
th ese will be needed for th e  d n ven  harm onic oscillator As such we call on m uch of the  
in form ation  contained m  chapter 12 of Quantum Mechanics Volume 1 by M essiah (1976)
A gain  we start off w ith the H am iltonian of th e  Q uantum  H arm onic O scillator 
d n v en  (or K icked) by a tem porally  d iscrete potentia l
B r ( p , q )  = ^ +  ^ M u 20q2 +  n gC o s ( k q ) ' ^ 2 6 ( t - n T )  (511)
7 7 = 1
W e need  to  recall from  chapter 2 our definition of the integrable ham iltom an H0 ( p ,q )  for 
the u n d n ven  system




Our task  now  is to  find a function  ip ( q, t )  w hich satisfies th e  tim e dependent Schrodinger 
w ave equation  T hrough th is equation we can obtain  a form  for the w avefunctions of the  
sy stem  T he equation is given below
H  (^> 9 )^( 9 ,0  =  ifi^ ( 9 . 0  (5 1 3 )
T he functions w hich solve th e  above are m any and varied but we axe interested  m  a sub­
class o f th ese  solu tions w hich have the property th a t IZoV’n =  E n^n where E n is th e  energy  
of the sy ste m ’s rfi1 energy level T hese functions are called th e  eigenfunctions o f the  
ham iltom an H 0 and w ill be denoted  henceforth as <j>n ( q ) It should also be observed that  
the (f>n ( q ) are linearly independent and form  a com plete basis for the system  T hus any  
other function  ^  ( g, t ) satisfying eq (5 1 3) is m ade up o f a superposition  o f the <f>n ( q ) 
w ith  coefficients A n ( t ) as m ultipliers and can be w ritten
00
^(9,0 =  (5 1 4 )
n = l
where the m odulus of the A ^ s  gives the probability am plitudes for the <j)n in th e function  
T his way we can solve for th e  eigenfunctions, <j>n, and use th em  to  find any other function , 
w hich satisfies the wave equation So our first hurdle is to  obtain  an expression for the  
eigenfunctions To do th is it is necessary to  recall som e of the definitions from  chapter 2, 
nam ely  th ose  o f eq (2 1 3), 1 e
9 =  W J -  & P = Py / Mhw0 ( 5 1 5 )V Mu)0
W e now express th e  m om entum  operator as a function  o f Q as per its definition T he  
norm al p operator is defined as p =  w hich allows us, em ploying th e  definitions in  
eq (5 1 5 ), to  express P  as Furtherm ore we can now to  in troduce a new  set o f
eigenfunctions ( Q ) defined to  be y j  ( ? )  where th e  fourth  root term  is to  allow
Q to  be su b stitu ted  for q (M essiah (1976)) T he effect o f in troducing th is la tter  set o f  
eigenfunctions is to  change our expression o f H0 to
H o ( £ j , Q ) u n ( Q )  = \ { Q 2 -  ^ ) u n (Q)hu>0 = E nu n ( Q )  (5 1 6 )
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Our n ext step  is necessary for our form ulation of the u n d n ven  sy stem ’s eigenfunctions 
Our previous definitions (in chapter 2 ) o f the annihilation and creation operators, a and  
a t ,  are exten d ed  to  include the exphcit form  of P  m  term s of Q
a ( P , Q)  =  ^ ( Q  +  v P ) = ^ = ( ^  +  Q)  (517a)
and
=  =  ( 5 1 7 6 )
T he form  we have chosen for at , the creation operator, is such th at w hen a t operates on the  
eigenfunction  (w ith  the system  thus being solely m  the sta te ) it raises th e  system  
to  th e  (n  +  1) ^  level w ith  the (n  + 1) ^  eigenfunction being th at w avefunction d escn b in g
the system  now , 1 e \n > =  V n +  l | ( n  +  1) >  Thus it creates a sta te  and hence th e
n am e creation operator T he annihilation operator, a, does the opposite  in th a t it lowers
the sta te  o f the system  from  the level to  the (n  — 1) ^  level, l e a\n > =  y/n\(n — 1) >  
Like th e  creation operator, th e  designation annihilation operator for a m irrors its affect 
on the sy stem ’s sta te  T he justification  for the above properties is given in A ppendix  B 
where we also show th at ( a, at ) = 1  w hen operating on any pure eigen state  n Therefore  
th e  sta te  rem ains unchanged It also follows th at a |0  > =  0 (you  can ’t go low er th an  the  
zeroth  level or ground sta te) and \n > ,  the level, is given by the recursion relationship  
- 7= ( a t )n |0 >  T hese are tw o definitive results th at we will use to  obta in  the form  o f theV n 1'  '  1
eigenfunctions From  the action of the annihilation operator on the zeroth  level we get
a | 0 > = - i | ( ^  + g ) u o( Q)  =  0 (518a)
or equivalently
(afe + i?)«o((?) = 0 (5186)
T he solution  of eq (5 1 86) is u 0 ( Q ) =  C * exp ( — | Q 2) w ith  th e  constant C  being
evaluated  using th e  property <  uq^uq > =  1 and th at th e  solution  to  th e  integral J^° exp ( — 
Q2)dQ =  ^  C is found to  be So u0 ( Q ) =  exP (  — 2^ 2) ^ e  now su b stitu te  
th is so lution  into  our recursion relationship to  obta in  the general so lution  for all un ( Q ), 
i e
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■ ¿ w j t m  ( « - * > " - < « > = * ■ < « >  <5 i 9 >
w here we find, after replacing u0 ( Q ) w ith explicit its  form , un ( Q ) takes the form
/ on' n <'Q ~  ^ ) 1"'e x p ( - Q2 ] =  U n  ( Q ]  ( 5110 )
We can now  indentify  part o f the above expression w ith  a typ e o f orthogonal polynom ial 
called H erm ite P olynom ials, Hn ( Q ) We can do th is because of the following recursion  
relationships (G radshteyn  & R yzhik (1965))
1 d- ^ ^ -  =  2nH n- 1 { x )
2 E n+1 ( x ) =  2xHn ( x ) -  2n H „-i  ( x )
C om bim ng th ese tw o identities gives
3 H n+i ( x )  =  ( 2x — fa )  Hn ( x )
w ith  th e  one we seek being the continued su b stitu tion  o f Hn-k  ( x ) dow n to  H0 ( x )
4 Hn + l { x )  =  { 2 x - j - x )n H0 ( x )  =  ( 2 x - ± ) n
because H0 ( x ) =  1 It is easy  to  show th at the H erm ite polynom ials, Hn , can be form ed  
not ju st by ( 2a: -  j ^ ) n H0 ( x )  but also by the relationship ( Q — ^  ) n exp ( — | Q 2 ) (see  
eq 8 950 in  Table of Integrals, Senes and Products by G radshteyn and R yzhik (1965) and  
section  III m  A p p en d ix  B  o f Quantum Mechanics Volume 1 by M essiah (1976) W e can  
thus su b stitu te  the herm ite polynom ials, Hn ( Q ), in to  our equation for th e  eigenfunctions
- j = L = = = * H n { Q ) e x p ( - i Q 2 ) = u n { Q )  (5 111)V 2n0 r(n')
T his com pletes our expression for the eigenfunctions of the u n d n ven  integrable ham ilto- 
m an Our task  now  is to  see how th e  eigenfunction probability am plitudes vary m  tim e for 
the com plete non-m tegrable ham iltom an We are going to  form ulate the problem  in such a 
way as to  keep th e  eigenfunctions for the und n ven  osillator but generate a m apping w hich  
relates the probability am plitudes for th ese eigenfunction from  one kick to  the next
B etw een  kicks the system  ham iltom an is essentially  th e  integrable ham iltom an  
d escn b ed  above T hus any w avefunction il>(q,t)  can be w n tten  as a superposition  o f the
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u n ( Q ) oi <f>n {q )  depending on the phase space being considered T he wave equation for 
d n v en  (kicked) harm onic oscillator is
oo
fj,qC os(k0q) 5 2  6(t -  nr) i j } (q ,t )  (5 1 1 2 )
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As the delta  kick is o f  infin itesim al duration the integrable part o f the ham iltom an changes 
by a negligible am ount and can be neglected  over a kick duration Therefore the ^ ( q , t )  
change discontinuously  across the delta ktcks by the am ount figCos(k0q)
V’(9>(-W'r )+ ) =  ^{q,{NT)~)exp{b(MqCos{k0q))  (5 1 13)
T he w avefunction betw een kicks is ju st th at o f the u n d n ven  oscillator and can be w n tten
m th e form  given by eq (5 1 4) T hus from  just before the N ^  kick, when tim e t =  N t ~ ,
to  ju st after it, w hen tim e t =  iV>+ , we have
oo
i>(q, (N t ) + ) =  5 2  AP ( N r ) “ <j>p ( q ) exp  ( i,nqCos(k0q) ) (5 1 14)
p  =  1
T h e exponentia l term  above can be su b stitu ted  for an equivalent expression w hich includes 
a sum m ation  over bessel functions of integer order T his identity , exp ( LfigCos(k0q) ) =  
) exP ( t s^oQ), can be found m  Table of Integrals, Series and Products 
by G radshteyn and R yzhik (1965) as eq 8 511(4) Our expression for the w avefunction  
changes to
oo oo
V’(g ,(-N > )+ ) =  ^ A p i N r y  4>p ( q )  5 2  tSJ»(M  j ) e x p ( w M )  (5 1 1 5 )
p — 1 s=-~oo
T he tim e evolution  from  (iVY)+ to  ((iV +  l ) r ) “ is th at of the evolution  of the harm onic oscil­
lator itse lf B ecause each eigenfunction gives its corresponding energy sta te  w hen operated  
on by H 0, H04>n =  En<l>nj then  the evolution betw een the kicks is given by
oo
= ^ 2 A p {t)<f>n ( q ) e x p ( - L ^ - t )  (5 1 16)
P =  1
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where t is restricted  to  N r + to  (N  +  l ) r _ and N  is an integer Furtherm ore E n =  
( n  +  \  ) hw0 T h e evolution from  ju st before the kick to  ju st before the (N  +  1) ^  
kick o f th e  w avefuntion ( q, t ) can now  be form ally expressed It is the product of the  
eq (5 1 16) (th e evolution from  the N ^1 kick to  ju st before th e  n ex t) w ith eq (5 1 15) 
(th e change over a kick) T hus we have
V>(g,((  ^+ i)T)“) =
oo OO
^ 2 A p ( N t ) ~  <l>p { q )  52 t s J s ( /t ,) e x p ( ta fc „ 9) « c p ( - t ( p + 5 )« o T )  ( 5 1 1 7 )
p = l  S— —OO
H owever, we should also point out th a t we can express th e  w avefuntion ij) ( q, t ) ju st before  
th e  (N  +  l)* k  kick in term s of th e  <f>n ( q ) and the probability am plitudes at th is later tim e
oo
+ l)r)-) =  Y , M ( ( N  + 1 )r)-)M*) (5 1 «)r= 1
T his last equation allows us to  express the probability am phtude coefficients at tim e ((N  +  
1 ) t ) _ as a function o f the am phtude coefficients at tim e (JVr)-  Thus
££l^r(((tf+ l)r)-)*r(g) =
OO OO
5 3  Ap ( N t  )~ <f>p ( q )  5 2  t sJ s ( / i g )ex p (w fc„ 9 ) e x p ( - t ( p +  | ) w ,> r )  (5 1 1 9 )
p= 1 s= — oo
T he problem  w ith th is expression is th at it gives the relationship betw een  th e  sum m a­
tion over all the probability am plitudes tim es the eigenfunctions and does not give any  
in form ation  about individual probability am plitudes To rectify th is we are going to  take  
the exp ectation  value o f the above w ith each eigenfunction in turn  T his has th e effect o f  
giving us an exphcit relationship betw een the am plitudes at tim e ((N  +  l ) r ) ” to  those at 
tim e N t ~  W e know th at the expectation  value of </>m w ith  ^ n, <  <t>m\<t>n >> is 8nm After 
taking th e  exp ectation  value of the left hand side w ith an arbitrary eigenfunction  ^ mwe 
get
oo52 Ar(((N +  l ) r ) - )  <  4>m ( q ) \4r ( q ) > =  A m(((N +  l ) r ) " )  (5 1 20)
r— 1
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T h e right hand side does not sim phfy so easily w hen taking its exp ectation  value w ith <f>m 
All term s w hich axe functions o f q have to  be brought together in the correct order inside  
th e B ra-K et sym bohsing the exp ectation  value
Y,?= i Ap ( N T ) - j : Z - ocs J A ^ )
e x p (-¿ (p  +  ^ )w 0t )  <  <f>m ( q ) \<j>p ( q ) ex p (i.sk0q) >  (5 1 21)
As you  can see from  this expression the exp ectation  is not betw een tw o othogonal eigen­
functions but betw een m ore com pound expressions T his renders void the 6nm property  
used for th e  left hand side of eq (5 1 19) So by com bining eqs (5 1 20) and (5 1 21)
we can now  obtain  the expression we require to  relate the am phtude coefficients at tim e
(N  -f l ) r ~ t o  th ose  at tim e t =  N t ~
A(((N + l)r)-) = S p°°=1 Ap (N r )- £ “ - 0 0 SJs ( N ) *
ex p ( —t(p  +  i ) w „ r )  <  <f>m ( q ) \<j>p ( q ) ex p {isk0q) >  (5 1 22)
T h e question  now is What does the expression <  <i>m(q)\<l>p{<l) exp (isk0q) > in (5 1 22) 
break down to and how does it affect the summation over p in (5 1 22p  To answer th is we 
need to  refer back to  eq (5 1 1 1 )  and express the e igenfunctions’ exphcit form  for un ( Q ) 
in term s o f <f>n ( q ), i e
= A»?'1 n  n * g p(7 g)exP ( - \ ^ q 2 )
v^vnp')
and w ith  th is exphcit form  we are going to  evaluate the exp ectation  values by integrating  
th e  w avefunctions over the w hole of space thay occupy T his space is effectively from  
q =  — oo to  q =  + o o  R em em ber th at q ~  real and th at any polynom ial in q w ith  real 
coefficients is also real W ith  th is m  m ind we can w rite H* as ju st Hp
^  4*m ( ? )  | ( ? )  ex p [isk0q) >  =
/ I iH m ( 7 5 ) exp ( — - j 2q2)Hp ( 7 9 ) exp ( — -'y2q2)exp{iak0q)dq (5 1 23)
where Hm ( 7 q)  is the order H erm ite polynom ial and A rnp =  ^  2m+p( i)( i) T he  
additional term  of exp (¿sfc0tf) can be accom m odated  in to  the other term s by m ultip lying
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th e  equation  by exp ( —s 2k2/ A j 2) exp {s2k2/ 4 j 2) w ith  the result th a t th e  sk0q term  and the  
7 q term  can be grouped as a single perfect square T he next step  is to  w rite z =  ^q — 
w here £ =  ^  and is m ade up of system  constants except for th e  sum m ation  counter s 
H ence th e  H erm ite polynom ials Hn ( 7 q)  go to  H n ( z +  ) w hose argum ent is still real
but is now  expressed as a com plex num ber U sing th is n otation , the integral term  becom es
A mpim+P exp ( - a 2fc2/ 472) f  H „ ( z  +  ) Hp ( z  + )  exp ( - 22 ) —  (5 1 24)J —OO T
What ts the solution to this integral9 How does the exponential term affect the orthogonality 
of the hermite polynomials %n integral term9 T he answer to  th ese questions can be found  
in G radshteyn  and R yzh ik’s book Table of Integrals} Sertes and Products, eqn (7 377) T he  
form  of th e  integral given is alm ost identical
r  e x p ( - x 2 ) H m (x  +  y ) H n ( x  +  z ) d x  =  2 ny/^(m^zn- mL ^ m ( - 2  y z ) (5 1 25)
J  —OO
(m  <  p )  W e found th at if y  and z are replaced by and x by z then  we get th e  solution  
for eq (5 1 24)
r  exp ( —z2 ) Hm ( z +  l£) Hp ( z +  l ( )  dz =  ( *  )p~m U ~ m ( 2( 2 ) (5 1 26)
J  — OO
[m <  p )  w here L^~m ( x ) i s  the Laguerre polynom ial defined as l ) r ( )  ^r
In order to  be com pletely  confident w ith th is solution  we had to  evaluate num erically the  
in tegral above for sets o f param eters and then  su b stitu te  th ese param eters in to  th e  ana­
lytica l form  given T his was done because we have a com plex argum ent in th e  exponentia l 
and G radshteyn  and R yzh ik’s solution does not specify if the solution  holds for th is We 
found , using M athem atica  for the num erical sim ulations, th at the solution  is indeed valid 
for our integral* Furtherm ore if we stick w ith our original form , nam ely
/oo ( 7 9 ) Hp ( 7 g ) exp ( -  ( l q  -  )2 ) dq-OO
w e can use another identity  from  G radshteyn and R yzhik nam ely  eq (7 374(7 )) w hich is
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/  CxV { - ( x - y f ) H m { x ) H n { x ) d x  =  2n^ { m ' ) y n- mL nm- m { ~ 2 y 2 ) (5 1 2 7 )
J  — O O
(m <  p) where by replacing x by 7 q and y  by i f  we get
/oo exp ( -  ( 7 ,  -  4  )2 ) H m ( 7 9 ) Hp (■7 , )  dq =  2^ " » ' )  ( i (  )p~m L ^ m ( 2£2 ) (5 1 28)-O O
(m < p) w hich is th e  exactly  th e  sam e result as from  th at m  eq (5 1 26) However these  
solutions are only defined for m  <  p So our equation for A m((n  +  l ) r _ ) now  takes on a 
m ore com plete form
A m(((N +  l ) r ) ~ )  =  Y ^ = i a p  ( N t  ) -  E ^ - o o  L" J* ( /* « ) « p  ( - » (P  +  |  ) " « r  ) *
(m+p
7 o m + - , y  n e x p ( - , 2^ / 4 7 2) 2 ^ ( m 0  L ^ ( s 2k l / 27 2) (5 1 29)y/ir2m+i>(p ,) (m !)
Som e of the term s above cancel and others sim phfy for exam ple the inner sum m ation  
over s can be halved to  contain just the positive integers because i~sJ - 9( fiq ) is equal to  
Js ( Pq ) (th e 5 =  0 term  is zero hence its exclusion) Furtherm ore only one other term  m  
th is sum m ation  depends on an odd power o f 5 (all the others depend on s2 and are thus  
independ en t o f the sign o f s) W ith  these sim plifications the final form  is
A m(((N +  l ) r ) " ) =  Ap ( N t  )~  J ^  J  i a+2r j 3 ( /x, ) exp ( - l ( p  +  f  ) « „ r )
p =  m  y \P ) S=1
* e x p ( - S2fc02/ 4 7 2) X r m(52*o2/ 2 7 2) { ( ^ ) p- m +  ( = &  ) p" m } (5 130)
w hich holds on ly  for m  < p hence the lower lim it on the outer sum m ation  w ith  p  now only  
sum m ed from  m  < p <  oo T he com plex conjugate o f A m denoted  A* is exp ected  to  be o f  
a sim ilar form  but w ith the signs before the i op p osite  to  th ose  above
To obtain  th e  energy level spectrum  as a function  o f tim e it is necessary to  find  
the norm  of th e  probability am plitudes as these are the m ultipliers in th e  sum m ation  over 
th e  energy levels o f th e  u n d n ven  system  Hence the energy of any il>(q,t),  where )
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w as defined m  eq (5 1 4 ), is given by Y^^=i IIAr ( t ) ||2 E r As th e  E r axe the energy levels 
o f th e  u n d n ven  system  then  th e  energy evolves as
°° I 2 1
E , ( t f T - )  =  5 j i M J V T ) -  (r +o) f t«0  (5 131)
r = l " 2
and as we can explicitly  evaluate the A r over any kick we can calculate the energy o f the  
system  at any tim e for any set of param eters
W e should b n n g  the reader’s attention  to  som e rem arkable coincidences betw een  
th is m ap p in g  and th e  classical F irstly  the presence of u;0r  w hich is ju st ¡3 m  th e  classical 
m apping (see chapter 2 ) Secondly we defined 7  to  be th e  factor betw een  q and Q such
th at I / 7  =  y/h/MutQ Therefore k0/~f is just our classical K  Thirdly we can relate fiq to  
th e  classical fjLci via  the relationship defined m  chapter 2 We can m ake com parisons quite 
easily  now  betw een  our classical m apping and our fully quantum  m apping above T his we 
will do m  th e  follow ing tw o chapters
5 2 Numerical Considerations
Our purpose here is to  highlight the approach taken w hen num encally  evaluating  
the m apping m  eq (5 1 30) Such an evaluation is necessary when one considers the  
com pexity  of the m apping itself Futherm ore by considenng how functions w ithin  the  
m apping behave and interact w ith each other we intend to  justify  certain assum ptions  
m ade Let us begin  by d escn b in g  the techm que we use to  iterate the m apping forward in 
tim e
If you exam ine closely the form  of the m apping m  eq (5 1 30) then  you can see that 
only th e  Ap on th e  n g h t hand side is tim e dependent All other term s are tim e invariant 
and th is useful observation will drastically reduce com puting tim e in the evaluation of the  
m apping W e can re-form ulate the m apping as follows
00
+  l ) T ) - )  =  £ f f rapA p (J V T )-  (5 2 1 >
p=  1
w here Ump is the m p elem ent of an infinite tim e-independent square m a tn x , Z7, which  
perform s th e  task  of stepping the system  forward m  tim e However we have a problem  m
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th a t only th ose  elem ents of the m atrix  for p > m  are defined (from  the id en tity  used m  
G radshteyn  and R yzhik (1965) m  eq (5 1 24) and (5 1 26)) To overcom e th is we present 
an argum ent to  define those m issing elem ents o f the m atrix  U
We have already show n in the previous section  th at the H erm ite polynom ials are 
real as q itse lf is real Therefore we su b stitu ted  H  for H* in  eq (5 1 23) because o f the  
real valuedness of th ese polynom ials As the integral in eq (5 1 23) is a product o f two  
p olynom ials then  we can swap th ese polynom ials around in th e  integral to  give us the  
solution  for p < m  We checked, using M athem atica , the correctness of th e  above and  
found th e  num erically th a t the tw o are identical Furtherm ore one can easily  check th at
Ump =  Upm (5 2 2)
T his sym m etry  allows us to  calculate ju st one half o f the m atrix  greatly reducing com puter  
run tim e
Our task  num erically is to  evaluate th is m atrix for a finite size and then  use th e  
relation in eq (5 2 1) to  obtain  th e  probability am plitudes at each tim e step As both  the  
am plitudes, A m(i) , and the evolution m atrix, f7, are com plex then  we have to  split the  
m atrix  in to  tw o parts (real and com plex) and sim ilarly for th e  am phtudes T hen we spht 
the evolution in eq (5 2 1) into the real and im aginary parts
oo
+  1 K D  =  E  ( N r ) - -  Ump,mAPtin ( N r ) ~ )  (5 2 3a)
p = 0
for th e  real
oo
¿ m im( ( ( t f  +  l ) r ) - )  =  £  (UmPnAPm ( N r ) ' +  UmPtmAPrc ( N r ) ~ )  (5 2 36)
p= 0
for the im aginary parts w ith , naturally, the sum  being the com plete com plex probability  
am phtude at th e  specific kick
A m(((N +  l ) r ) - )  =  A mrM N  +  l ) r ) " )  +  tA m,m(((N  +  l ) r ) " )  (5  2 3c)
T h e real and im aginary U m atrices are calculated first using a C code program  w ith a 
softw are hnk to  M athem atica  allowing high order Laguerre P olynom ials to  be evaluated
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w hereas a set o f am phtud e program s calculate the tim e evolution using th e  expressions in 
eqs (5 2 3a) and (5 2 3b) T he com plex conjugate of A m is then  th at o f A m w ith  the sign  
of i changed W e can th en  calculate the energy o f the system  at a specific tim e know ing  
th at
oo
£((i \r  +  l ) T - )  =  £ {  < e(((JV +  l ) r ) - )  +  < m(((iV +  l ) r ) - )  } ( n  +  l /2)fta,0 (5 2 4)
n= 0
T his energy calculation  is fundam ental to  understanding the sy stem ’s evolu tion  and the  
possib le ex istence o f chaos
T h e num erical evaluation o f th e  evolution m atrix , U , is ham pered by th e infinite  
su m m ation  over s (see eq (5 1 30)) Therefore we need to  approxim ate th is by a truncated  
sum  (if possib le) It is well known (Israilev (1990)) th at Integer Order B essel functions  
(Jn{z)) ten d  to  zero if  the order o f the function  is greater th an  tw ice th e  argum ent T here­
fore for any fixed argum ent, there exists a cutoff for the B essel functions at 2z Our 
inner sum m ation  over s could be given upper and lower lim its of 2fici and —2fici respec­
tively  if  no other functions exited  m  the sum m ation  w hich depended on s However we do 
have others w hich we need to  consider T he m agm tude of the com plex term  could, if s got 
large enough, hypothetica lly  dom inate but as Js(z) ten d  to  zero if \s\ >  z quicker than  
th e  com plex term  tends to  oo th en  their product would not diverge at large s T hat still 
leaves us w ith a guess at the upper bound on s T h e answer com es from  th e exponential 
term  w ith  th e  — s 2 argum ent T his term  dom inates at large |i |  even over the Laguerre 
p olynom ials to  th e  exten t th at the sum m ation  over s can be truncated after about 20 to  
30 term s (w ell w ith in  the scope of any com puter) T hese properties were exam ined  using  
M ath em atica  and we found th at after 15 term s the decrease m  m agm tude w as betw een  8 
to  20 orders depending on the orders o f the functions
All th ese precautions went in to  the num erical program m ing to  ensure th at th e  
results obtained  would accurately mirror the m atrix  itself Further precautions will be  
outhned as necessary during th e  detailed analysis undertaken in th e  next chapter
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T his chapter is one of the m ore interesting for us in th a t it covers the results 
we ob ta in ed  from  our quantum  m apping As th is m apping has been derived using an 
approach never adopted  for th is system  we presum e th e  follow ing analysis to  be both  novel 
and unique In th is chapter we present the results obtained  from  the m apping obtained in 
chapter 5 and com pare its results w ith  those from  th e classical m apping m  chapters 2 ,3  and  
4 T he results presented are the tim e evolution of th e  probability am plitudes, th e  energy  
of th e  system  for various kick stren gth s, /xg, and the corresponding w avefunctions These  
results w ill b e used along w ith  those for the W igner d istribution  in the follow ing chapter  
to  develop a correspondence betw een the quantum  m apping and the classical m apping
6 1 Probability Amplitudes In Time
T h e quantum  m apping m  chapter 5 relates the probability am plitudes from  one 
tim e step  to  the next Consequently, as the probability am plitudes consist the prim ary  
data  from  th e approach w e’re taking, then  it is appropriate to  begin  our quantum  analysis  
by exam ining how th ey  vary in tim e As previously discussed in chapter 5 section  2 (under  
N um erical C onsiderations) we have set th e  problem  up so th a t the evolution m atrix  is tim e  
invariant and the size of th is square m atrix sets a lim it on the order of the h ighest prob­
ability am phtud e (and hence eigenfuncton) we can consider T his will becom e im portant 
w hen iterating  th e  quantum  m apping over tim e
T h e diversity o f our approach becom es clear when choosing w hich tim e evolutions 
to  present as typical o f the sy stem ’s behaviour in th is section  W e could, for exam ple, 
choose a pure (in th e  sense of the u n d n ven  oscillator) even parity or odd parity eigenstate  
to  begin  w ith  and exam ine its tim e evolution H owever, we have chosen a m ixed  sta te  
w ith  a gaussian profile across the probability am phtudes centred on a low order u ndn ven  
oscillator eigenstate , i e m  =  10 Our reasons for ven tu n n g  so low were d n ven  by practical 
considerations concerm ng the finite size of our evolution m atrix , U W e restn cted  U to  a  
350 x  350 m atrix , for com putational feasibility, w ith the result th a t, if  the in itia l sta te
CHAPTER 6












Fig 6 1 T h e  probability am plitudes for the m ixed parity sta te  o f a gaussian  cen­
tred on m = 1 0  w ith  =  0 00005 Each of th e  successive p lots (b )-(f)  
show s th e  system  300 tim e steps later T h e system  rem ains essentia lly  
unchanged  regardless of th e  kicking
spreads, or diffuses, so th at the am plitudes near the m  =  350 boundary are becom ing  
increasingly significant, there is an artificial tim e lim it im p osed  beyond w hich th e  results  
are boundary influenced and therefore untrustw orthy
We w ould expect th a t if  th e  kick strength , fig, w as so sm all as to  b e negligible then
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its  influence would be correspondingly weak In th is case the spread over the am plitudes  
w ould b e very sm all if at all noticeable and the energy o f the system  w ould be constant 
T his is th e  case for ¡iq =  0 00005 where the gaussian profile is retained for the duration  
o f th e  tim e sam ple (2000 iterations) W e present in figs 6 1 ( a )  — ( / )  th e  probability  
am phtud es every 300 tim e steps T he variation from  th e  original is shght and, as will be  
show n later, its energy vanes h ttle  from  the initial s ta te ’s energy T his is w hat we see 
classically for those orbits near the origin at low , near negligible, kick strengths (refer to  
fig 2 2 m  chapter 2) Classically, those orbits would rem ain circular m  shape and vary 
h ttle  from  th e unkicked sta te
If, how ever, the kicking is m od est but not dom inant, we would exp ect, classically, 
th at th ose  orbits very close to  the ongm  to  rem ain essentially  undisturbed  form ing an 
island w hich is invariant (th e invariant cells o f  chapter 3) but th a t the orbits further out 
w ould becom e increasing disturbed and distorted  (re C hapter 3) In the quantum  case  
we find th at th e  sy stem ’s probability am phtudes settle  dow n to  specific p atterns after a 
period of tim e T he settling dow n tim e being dependent on th e  kick strength  and how far 
away from  the steady sta te  distribution of am phtudes the in itial sta te  was We show  such  
a case m  figs 6 2(a ) — ( / )  for fiq =  0 5 Again the intervals betw een  (a ), (6), , ( / )  is 300
iterations T he stable configuration is clear m figs 6 1(d ), ( e )& ( /)  We will show  in the  
next section  how th is configuration affects the energy and how sim ilar steady configurations  
give rise to  quasi-energy levels, levels w hose periodicity m atches that o f the kick period  
and thus appear constant to  the m apping (Israeilev (1990))
L astly  we present the am p h tu d es’ evolution w hen th e  kick stren gth  is such that 
it dom inates the sy ste m ’s behaviour We saw in Chapter3 (fig 3 2 and table 3 1) how  the  
elliptic fixed  points o f order four and the origin becom e hyperbohc at /xc/ =  10 0 T his very  
fortunate result m eans th at the origin can becom e unstable and th at orbits in its  vicinity  
can becom e diffuse as th ey  spread into  the stochastic  layer In the quantum  case we w ould  
expect th is to  m anifest itse lf as a continual spreading over all th e  orders of th e  probability  
am phtudes and a subsequent linear increase m  energy For our third figure we present six  
snapsh ots o f th e  evolution for fiq =  1 5 T he spreading out is evident and so rapid that 
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Fig 6 2 T h e  probability am plitudes for the sam e sta te  in fig 6 1  except th is tim e  
fig =  0 5 T h e interval betw een each plot is as before and it is w orthw hile  
pointing out th a t th e  d istributions m  (d )-(f)  are quite sim ilar, i e the  
system  is saturating naturally and the sta te  is becom ing localised
probability am phtudes had been  reached T he energy increase was linear and also w ithout 
saturation  (w ith in  th is tim e sam ple) T h e probability am plitudes are presented  in figs 
6 3 (a ) -  ( / )
It can som etim es be difficult to  com pare successive iterations o f th e  am plitudes
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(b)
( e ) (d)
m
( 0
Fig 6 3 T h e am phtude spectrum  for the sam e initial sta te  m  fig 6 1 but w ith  
fiq =  1 5 and the tim e betw een successive p lots being 4 tim e steps T he  
spread over the states is apparent and boundary saturation  occurs soon  
after (f)  at around 40 tim e steps
and see obvious differences as som e changes from  iteration  to  iteration  can be very subtle  
but nevertheless im portant It is clearer to  exam ine the energy o f th e  system  as a function  
of th e  iterations to  see ju st how substantia l a change can occur a fixed tim e interval W e 
perform  this task  in th e  next section  w ith  an exam ination  o f th e  w avefunctions’ structures
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as well
6 2 Energy, Quasi-Energy Levels k  Wavefunction Evolution
As w ith  any quantum  system , once you know the probability am plitudes and you  
have a com plete set of eigenfunctions, th en  obtain ing such quantities as the energy, w ave­
function probabilities m space and constructing quasi-phase spaces m relatively  stra igh t­
forward In th is section , the energy as a function of the tim e steps is exam ined  and the  
w avefunctions at each step  calculated  We will also show  th at stab le energy levels ex ist, for 
m od erate kick strengths D epending on th e  initial sta te  of th e  system , one o f th ese  levels 
is approached by th e  energy o f the system  W e will try, w ith in  th e  bound specified by the  
fin ite size o f U 1 e 350 eigenfunctions, to  calculate som e energy level sta tistics as is done  
for m ost of the tim e-independent non-linear quantum  system  exam ined m  th e  journals  
(B erry at a1 (1986), R obm k et al (1986), Lewenkopf (1990) Tanner et al (1991))
For neghghbly sm all kicking the effect on the sy ste m ’s energy is very sm all if  at all 
noticeable In th e  previous section  figs 6 1(a) — ( / )  show ed how the in itial sta te  changed  
alm ost adiabatically  w ith  h ttle  discernible change in its profile W e present in fig 6 4 
th e  energy corresponding to  th e  am plitudes in fig 6 1 show ing how httle  th e  change m  
energy is over th e  tim e interval T he kick strength  for th is case is =  0 00005 T his case  
corresponds to  th e  lim it as piq —» 0 and is included as a test to  confirm  th at th e  system  is 
behaving properly or to  put it succintly to check that the numerics are correct
Artificial boundary effects, caused by the im position  o f th e  finite eigenfunction set, 
can be seen clearly in those energy curves where ¡iq is large enough to  diffuse th e  in itial sta te  
sufficiently so th a t it collides w ith  the boundary of 350 eigenfunctions T hese boundary  
effects m anifest them selves as bend overs in the energy curves, for b o th  th e  off and on  
resonance cases, and all observed energy saturations have to  be checked and thoroughly  
exam ined  to  exclude any such artificial effects T he prim ary reason for th is scrutiny, also  
the reason w hy we d on ’t em ploy a blanket m asking out o f all observed saturations, is that 
it has been  h ypothesised  (C hinkov et al (1981)) that energy saturations are an indication  
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Fig 6 4 T h e energy evolution for th e  quantum  system  corresponding to  th e  prob­
ability am phtudes m  fig 6 1 T he near constant energy confirm s the  
alm ost perturbative effect the kicking is having on the system  at =
0 00005
(C asati et al (1979)), b istable system s (R ay (1990)) and sim ple linearly quantised system s  
(Scharf & Sundaram  (1991)) T his is still a subject for contention  w ith  som e (B erm an et 
al 1991) arguing th at th ese system s are non-physical and th at the inclusion o f  an extra  
tim e scale (such as in our kicked oscillator) is sufficient to  counter th e  suppression seen in  
th ese other system s (Shepelyansly  (1983) & A dachi et al (1988)) T h e kicked harm onic  
oscillator m odel, on the other hand, is a realistic system  and thus any saturation , and  
related loca lisation , in energy could be considered ind icative o f  chaos suppression
U nfortunately  as w ith  everything m  hfe there is a catch, nam ely  we need to  increase  
the size o f our m a tn x  to  elim inate the possib ility  o f saturation  Strictly  speaking the  
size should be infinite to  be absolutely  positive th at no saturation  occurs and th is is  
num erically im possib le To date w ith  a test m a tn x  o f 450 x  450 (w e cou ld n ’t and w ouldn’t 
trust M athLink for orders any higher than  450 due to  its  inability  to  handle som e of the  
num bers M ath em atica  was sending it)  we found no evidence of saturation  In fig 6 5 we
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tFig 6 5 F ive energy curves for th e  m ixed sta te  at m = 1 0  T h e curves correspond  
to  (from  top  to  b o ttom ) =  1 7,1 6,1 5,1 4 & 1 3 T hough  not perfect 
for calculating the quantum  diffusion coefficient, D q, we will fit straight 
hnes to  th em  to  estim ate D q at each o f the values T he result m show n  
m fig 6 6
give a com posite plot of five different kick strengths over a specified tim e W e om it som e  
of the energy points at higher kick strengths due to  boundary saturation  o f th e  energy at 
these higher levels
T he hnear nature o f th ese energy curves, we found the energy to  scale as
E(fig,n) = B(fiq)n (6 2 1)
suggest it m ight be possible to  evaluate a quantum  diffusion coefficient, D q(tiq) T he  
problem s associated  w ith  this exercise are, the sm all tim e interval over w hich th e  energy  
d o esn ’t saturate by im pinging on the boundary, th e  requirem ent to  calculate a new  evo­
lu tion  m a tn x  for each value of the kick strength  and th e  need to  average over a set of 
sta tes w hich is further lim ited  by the finite size o f  th e  unitary m a tn ces  However we do  
have a num ber of m a tn ces  of size 350 x  350 calculated and for th ese  m a tn ces  w ith  hnear
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energy increases we a ttem p ted  to  calculate a quantum  diffusion coefficient, D q(fiq) where 
w e define th is diffusion coefficient to  be the partial derivative of the energy w ith respect 
to  tim e for a fixed kick strength
D q ( P q 0 ) —
9E(flq,t)
dt (6 2 2)
Mq
Fig 6 6 T h e quantum  diffusion coefficient, D q =  vs fiq T he increase is cer­
ta in ly  non-hnear and found generally to  increase as A(fiq)b where A = 0  2 
and b = 4  68 T he solid hne is the fit associated  w ith  A & b above and  
fits the d ata  very well T h e bum p is not a ghtch and was found to  occur  
at fiq =  1 5
T he result is presented in fig 6 6 We found a ghtch to  occur at =  1 5 and at finer 
resolution we found the neighbouring points to  be well behaved (in the sense th ey  followed  
the general trend o f th e  curve) but th e  slope of the energy at fiq =  1 5 took  a definite ju m p  
T his occurance at close to  f  cannot be discarded and m ay b e a kind o f enhancem ent sim ilar  
to  the R esonantly  E nhanced Diffusion in C hapter 4 O ne o f th e  m eth od s th is ghtch will
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be exam in ed  in the future is to  exam ine the elem ents of the evolution m atrix  at specific 
kick stren gth s, their lim its, as the m atrix  size tends to  infinity, and their influence on the  
m om en tu m  (and hence diffusion) It should be possib le to  do th is hand tn hand w ith  the  
future analysis proposed for the quasi-energy levels described later
T his finishes our exam ining o f those diffuse sta tes w ith  apparently boundless en­
ergy increase Such sta tes m ay exist the kind o f hypersensitiv ity  referred to  by Schack  
Sz Caves (1993) as th ese states are responsible to  th e  extended  structure we shall see in 
the the W igner d istributions in C hapter 7 T hese sta tes are (over our lim ited  range of 
scrutiny) de- localised  and do not give us any inform ation on possib le stab le energy levels 
w ith in  our kicked system  To do th is we need to  exam ine localised states
T h e final set o f energy curves dealt w ith  those w hich saturate naturally  (those  
which d o n ’t im pinge on the finite boundary d icatated  by the num erics) and saturate at 
different levels for different initial conditions T hese levels are steady state solutions for th e  
quantum  m apping at a specific value of p q T hey are also reffered to  as Quasi-Energy levels 
because th e  w avefunctions are periodic w r t  th e  kick duration Therefore at each kick 
the w avefunction returns to  its  value at the previous kick and th e energy stays constant  
T he w avefunction has becom e localised in term s of the kicks Israilev (1990) introduces  
such levels in the kicked rotator where he refers to  the quasi-energies first introduced by 
Zeldovich (Israilev (1990)) and R itus (Israilev (1990)) back m  1966 We use his notation  
here We introduce a set o f quasi-energies e determ ined by th e  relationships
M 9 , i )  =  e - “ t,TM q , t )  (6 2 3)
w here
4>€(q,t  +  T) =  <t>e(q,t)  (6 2 4)
In th is sense th e  ^ c(g ,t )  are eigenfunctions of the evolution operator m atrix  U for the  
specific value o f fiq we are dealing w ith  T he diagonahsation of th e  evolution  m a tn x  U for 
any kicked system  should present us w ith a com plete set o f th ese  eigenfunctions (Berry  
et al (1986)) but as U is an infinite square m a tn x  we need to  b e sure th a t the decay of 
off d iagonal term s to  zero is rapid enough so th at their co n tn b u tion  to  th e  calculation o f  
th e  eigenvalues of U is negligible On exam ination  of the necessary m a tn x  data  files for
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th e  real and im aginary com ponents at ¡iq =  0 5 and (3 =  (y/5 -f l ) / 2 , w hich is the case we 
considered, we found th at th e  off diagonal term s decay to  m ore 15 orders o f m agnitude  
less th an  the principle diagonal term s w ithin  170 term s of the principle diagonal If we set 
th is lim it to  10 orders less then  th e  lim it is 100 term s to  the diagonal and reduces to  50 
if  th e  lim it is set at 5 orders below th e  principle diagonal term  So th e  question  is what 
accuracy do we require to determine the cut-off for the off-diagonal terms9 T his cut-off 
will also determ ine how m any eigenvalues we can calculate from  a fixed 350 x  350 m atrix  
T his is on ly  one o f several considerations necessary for th e solving o f th e m atrix , U To 
date we have not yet a ttem p ted  th is beyond a brief trial using th e  routines m  M ath em atica  
(w hich crashed) yet desp ite th is the idea does provide an interesting direction in  w hich this  
research can proceed in the near future such as obtain ing the energy level sta tistics (Berry  
et al (1986), Lew enkopf (1991)) H owever, as show n by Lew enkopf (1991), th ese sta tistics  
are not conclusive evidence of chaos W e continue now w ith  the quasi-energy levels w hich  
we obtained  from  th e evolution m atn ces
W hen investigating the existence of steady sta te  levels (quasi-energy levels) we 
found th at not all in itial states give unique steady sta te  levels and so we have degeneracy  
present We found th ese steady sta te  levels to  exist m  the system  at a kick strength  o f  
fxq =  0 5 for an off resonance case (/3 =  ( \ /5  +  l ) / 2 )  From  th e  plot of th e results, m  
fig 6 7 , one can see quite clearly th e  three levels atta ined  by the four starting states  
T h e low est sta te  (th at o f a gaussian d istn b u tion  of probability am phtudes centered on the  
low set sta te  m  =  0 ) evolved to  the sam e steady sta te  level as th at for a sta te  w ith  gaussian  
d istn b u tio n  centred on m  =  11 T his was included to  illustrate the degeneracy present 
and also to  highlight th a t th is steady sta te  level is probably th e  low est level m  the system  
W e can see th a t the levels do not appear to  be equally spaced b u t, w ith  th e  m a tn x  size 
available to  u s, we do not have enough levels present to  construct a relationship betw een  
th em  W ith  the future d iagonahsation of the evolution m a tn x , U, we should be capable  
of relating levels (or groups of levels) together
Our final discussion in th is section  is centered about th e  structure of th e  wave- 
functions them selves and how the probability m  Q is related to  th e  diffuse or localised  
nature o f the system  at th e  values o f the kick strength  being considered
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tFig 6 1 T h e three low est levels obtained for \iq =  0 5 and (/? =  (n/5 +  l ) / 2 )  T he  
levelling off is obvious and indicative of a stab le solution  o f the evolution  
m atrix  T hese levels are the quasi-energy levels discussed in the tex t
A ny w avefunction w hich satisfies Schrodinger’s wave equation (eq (5 1 3)) for the  
u n d n ven  sy stem , w hose H am iltonian is given by eq ( 5 1 2 ) ,  can be expressed as a hnear 
com bination  o f th e eigenfunctions o f that system , c f  eq (5 1 4 )  For th e kicked system  
(eq (5 1 1)) the w avefunctions are related to  the u n d n ven  sy stem ’s eigenfunctions w ith  
tim e dependent am plitudes given by the relationship m  eq (5 1 30) So once we have 
the am phtud es we can calculate w hat the w avefunction would look hke at each tim e step  
T h e im portance o f exam ining the w avefunctions is pnncip ally  to  see how  th e  evolution  
of system  affects th e  existence probabilities of th e  system  at different Q values A s the  
eigenfunctions them selves have an e x p (—| Q 2) term  present th ey  will ten d  to  zero as Q 
ten d s to  infin ity  T h e higher the order of the eigenfunction, th e  further out along th e  ±Q  
axes th e  w avfunction will exist for T hus for a finite set o f am phtudes (as we have here w ith  
our 350 x  350 m a tn x ) the w avefunctions will ten d  to  zero as Q increases beyond a cn tica l 
value dependent on the h ighest eigenfunction order present m  the evolution  m a tn x  w ith  
non-zero probability am plitude Therefore we expect th a t, for th ose  sta tes w hich diffuse
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Fig 6 8 T h e w avefunction, ij)(Q ), for the system  when th e  kick strength , fiq, is 
so sm all as to  be negligible T he system  is on resonance and ^
T h e tim e interval betw een  plots is 300 iterations T h e w avefunction is 
sym m etric about the origin (Q =  0 ) so only th e  positive ha lf is show n
rapidly up through the orders of the eigenfunctions, the w avefunctions would be the m ost  
spread out (diffuse) in a given tim e scale T hose w hich saturate naturally at a given  
energy above their in itial sta te  would be less spread out w hereas those w hose energy stays  
approxim ately constant and equal to  their initial sta te  would have little  or no spreading  
at all T h e degree o f spreading out over the eigenfunctions orders w ould also determ ine  
the degree of diffusivity and lack of structure present in th e  w avefunction To illustrate  
th ese three cases we present th e  w avefunctions for th e  three cases considered so far for the
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Fig 6 9 T h e w avefunction, Q )> f ° r w hen the kick strength , /xg =  0 5 and fi =
*v'^~1 7^r T he tim e interval betw een plots is 300 iterations T h e system  
has saturated  naturally and the w avefunction can be seen to  be tim e  
independ en t m  the final 3 p lots supporting th is natural saturation , c /  
fig 6 7
energy evolution  and th e  probability am plitude evolution
T h e initial sta te  we choose for the follow ing set o f  three figures is th e m ixed  
sta te  consisting of a gaussian  distribution of probability am plitudes centred on th e  m  =  10 
eigen state  T he figures 6 8 — 6 1 0  show |V>(Q> Mg > 0 12 vs Q specified tim es o f the sy stem ’s 
evolution  T he w avefunction is defined according to  eq 5 1 4  and th e  dependence o f th e  
probability  am phtudes on tim e and \iq is given by the evolution  equation , eq (5 1 30)
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T he figures show  ju st the positive half o f the Q axis but due to  the property th at J3_ n(<2 ) 
=  ( - 1  )nH n(Q),  and as w e’re p lotting  the resultant figures are sym m etric
about th e  origin because ( H - n(Q) )2 =  ( Hn(Q) )2
Fig 6 10 T h e w avefunction, ij>(Q), for when the kick strength , fiq — 1 5 and /? =  f  
T h e param eter values correspond to  the unbounded grow th we discussed  
and presented in fig 6 5 T he tim e betw een each plot is 6 tim e step s of 
th e  m apping Even over such a short period o f tim e th e  spread over Q 
and the increasing lack of structure ind icates a significant diffusion for 
th is sta te
As before we begin  w ith  the case where the kick strength  is so sm all as to  be a 
perturbation  of the u n d n ven  system  We use th is case as a test to  ensure th at in th e  lim it
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fjLq —> 0 th e  system  reverts to  the und n ven  case T his is w hat figs 6 1 & 6 4 illustrate  
for th e  probability  am plitudes and energy respectively T he corresponding figure for the  
w avefunction itse lf is show n is fig 6 8 T he change is negligible, if at all, and the system  
is behaving  hke the u n d n ven  oscillator as we w ould expect T his lim it is im portant as it 
ensures a continuity from  the u n d n ven  to  the dn ven  system s and, as the u n d n ven  oscillator  
has been  w ell studied , it serves as a test to  ebsure the n u m en cs axe functioning properly  
T h e plots presented m  fig 6 9 axe those for the w avefuntion evolution  w hen the  
kick stren gth  is 0 5 and the system is off resonance, i e T his corresponds
to  th e  system  in fig 6 7 where we illustrated  the natural saturation  of th e system  and  
th e  ex isten ce o f quasi-energy levels T he initial sta te  chosen for the w avefunctions in fig 
6 9 corresponds to  the low est energy level in fig 6 7 T h e tem poral p en od ic ity  o f the  
w avefunction , w hich ensures its steady sta te  behaviour at each tim e step  m akes
th is w avefunction a eigenfunction o f th e d n ven  system  T he energy corresponding to  this  
eigenfunction  would con stitu te  one of the qausi-energy levels we discussed previously One 
of the m ore interesting observations th at can be m ade o f the probability d istn b u tion s in 
fig 6 9 is th e structure w hich exists in the w avefunction m  the last three p lots T h e peaks 
near the origin in the second plot (300 tim e iterations after the start) rem ain n g h t through  
the tim e evolution  up to 2000 iterations T hese, plus the sm aller and less prom inent peaks, 
ind icate th at certain eigenfunction are preferred over others and th ese preferential eigen­
functions are those w ith the greatest overlap w ith the peaks seen Such stab le structures in 
th e  w avefunction  is im portant as it is proof th at the w avefunction is not going to  spread out 
over th e  com plete basis o f  eigenfunctions but will rem ain essentia lly  restn cted  to  a subset 
of th e basis T hus th e evidence o f stab le structure m  the w avefunction can be used as a  
m eth od  for determ ining the diffusiveness o f an initial sta te  for a given set o f param eters 
T h e unbou nded hke spread in the probability am plitudes m  fig 6 3 and th e corre­
sponding unsaturating  energy increases in fig 6 5 suggest th at the w avefunction for such a  
class of sta te  w ould diffuse from  the initial bounded (in Q) sta te  and tend  to  a sta te  which  
w as spread out near uniform ly over the w hole Q axis T his tendency to  spread out over Q 
would necessita te  the inclusion of higher (and higher) order eigenfunctions, u „ (Q ), o f th e  
u n d n ven  oscillator as th ese eigenfunctions are them selves bound ed  m  a fin ite  section  of th e
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Q axis for a finite order T his to  spread over the full axis (or even tend  to  such a spreading) 
th e  in itia l sta te  would have to  diffuse over all the eigenfunctions of the und n ven  system  
w hich would subsequently  lead to  an unbounded increase m  the w avfeunction’s energy We 
p resent, m  fig 6 10, th e  closest we can com e to  such an unbounded diffuse sta te  Our size 
of m atrix  (350 x 350) lim its our analysis and the num ber o f iterations we can perform  on  
th e  sta te  before th e  sta te  reaches the lim it im posed  by our finite m atrix  and our results 
becom e m eaningless Therefore the tim e duration of our analysis o f such diffuse states is, 
on average, about 40 iterations (depending on the kick stren gth  and w hether w e’re on or 
off resonance) T h e w avefunction evolution show n m  fig 6 10 is o f such a diffuse sta te  
w ith  an interval of 6 tim e steps betw een each plot, it is trivial for one to  work out the to ta l 
evolution  illustrated  encom passes 30 interations T he kick strength , is set equal to  1 5, 
about m id-w ay along the curves show n m  fig 6 5, and the system  is on resonance w ith  
¡3 =  f  T h e p lots show  how , after a short tim e, the initial w ell-structured sta te  becom es  
m ore diffuse and spreads out over Q w ith increasing tim e and how the w avefunction itself  
is losing any structure and tending to  a flat distribution across the Q axis T h e origin has 
a still som ew hat h igh probability but even th is is decreasing w ith  increasing tim e and we 
w ould exp ect, on th is evidence and trend, for the probability, \i>(Q)\2 , to  ten d  to  becom e  
independent o f Q (z e a flat distribution)
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CHAPTER 7 
THE W IGNER DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE QUANTUM MAPPING
In th is chapter we derive a form  for the W igner d istribution  (W igner (1932), Hillery 
et al (1984)) and use it to  construct a quasi-phase space for th e  quantum  m apping By  
using th is W igner d istribution we hope to  com pare like w ith  hke (th e observed structures  
m  th e quantum  quasi-phase space w ith those in th e  classical phase space) T h e principle  
aim  here is to  develop a correspondence betw een  the quantum  and the classical structures 
w ith  th e  in ten tion  o f using th is correspondence to  argue th e  existence o f quantum  chaos
7 1 The Wigner Distribution
T he effect o f classical orbits scarring th e  quantum  w avefunctions can be best 
exam ined  using those d istributions w hich generate a quasi phase space for the system  
W hen we use the term  scar, we refer to  th e  correspondence in the quantum  eigenfunctions 
and quasi-phase space o f a classical periodic orbit (Heller (1989)) B y quasi we refer to  
the fact th at trajectories as we understand th em  m  th e classical regim e have no m eam ng  
m  the corresponding quantum  regim e Therefore we use a specific form  o f d istribution  
w hose task  is to  represent the quantum  w avefunction m  a m om entum  and position  space  
(P  & Q m  our case) T he m ost w idely used of th is typ e of d istribution is th a t attributed  
to  W igner (1932) He proposed a d istibution , denoted Pw{Pi<l) w hose form  is given by
1Pw{q,p)  =  y  dy < q - y \ p \ q  +  y >  exp (2  cpy/h)  (7  1 1)
w hich for a pure sta te , becom es (Hillery et al (1984))
1 f00Pw{q,p)  =  ^  J  dyt/)*(q +  y ty iq  -  y )e x p  ( 2 tp y /7 i) (7 1 2 )
To proceed w ith  th is derivation we follow the steps th a t Hillery et al use m  their calculation  
o f the W igner d istribution for a pure eigen state  o f the harm onic oscillator (H illery et al 
(1984)) T h e e igen states o f the harm onic oscillator are given by
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< M 9 ) =  ( v ) 1^  2^ r ) 1/ 2 exP ( ~ a 292/ 2 )S „ (a q )  ( 7 1 3 )
w here a =  y  mw0/h  Therefore any tim e-dependent w avefunction can be expressed as a 
linear com bination  of the eigenstates
^(?> 0  =  ] C  0 "W < M «) (7 1 4)
n = 0
T he W igner d istribution of th is m ixed sta te  is thus
P w { q , p ) =  f  d y e x p ( i . 2 p y / h ) i l > *  ( q  +  y ) i / > ( q - y )  ( 7 1 5 )J —  O O
E xpanding i>(qyt)  (w riting a* (f) as ju st a* and sim ilarly for a m (t)) we get
oo oo
/ dyexp(L2p y / h ) e x v ( - a 2(q2 +  y 2 ) )  Hn (a(q  +  y) ) H m ( a(q -  y ) )  (7  1 6 )
w here we have replaced the e x p (—ot2(q — y )2/ 2 ) * e x p ( —a 2(</ +  y)2/ 2) term  arising from  the  
ex p (—a 2q2/2)  part of the eigenfunctions, Un(aq ), by th e  m ore com pact ex p (—a 2(q2 + y 2)) 
R em oving all term s not dependent on y  from  the integral, we obtain
2  Jl
rJ  — o o
«  / v a e x p i-o r f fM  *
P w { q , p )  — ¿J 2 2  /onorn i t flnflm V 2n2mn'm '7T
dy exp ( t2py/h ) exp ( - a 2y 2 ) Hn ( a(q +  y ) )  Hm (oc(q -  y ) )  (7 1 7 )
To be consistent w ith  th e  other derivations we have for the H arm onic O scillator problem  
we now  replace p  & q w ith  their dim ensionless cousins P  & Q where
Q =  otq 
P =  p/ (ah)
and we replace y  w ith  a d im ensionless form  Y =  ay  so th at d Y / a  =  dy Our expression  
for Pw{q->p) changes to  P w (Q ,P )  given by
oo oo / \
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/oo d Y e x p ( i2 P Y ) e x p ( - Y 2 ) H n ( Q  +  Y ) H m ( Q - Y )  ( 7 1 8 )-OO
N oting  th at e x p (i2 P Y  -  Y 2) can be w ritten  as ex p (—(Y  — ¿ P )2) e x p ( - P 2) we find th at  
th e  expression for P w {Q ,P )  takes the form
00 00 exp ( —(Q 2 + P 2)) .
L
p w ( Q , p ) = E E To 7 ,“ 0 ^ 0  V 2 n 2 m n ,m ,K  
d Y e x p ( - ( Y  - i P ) 2 ) E „ ( Q  +  Y ) E m ( Q - Y )  ( 7 1 9 )
W e now  define th e  new  variable z =  Y  — iP  so th a t the dz  =  d Y  T he argum ents inside  
th e  H erm ite polynom ials becom e Q +  z  +  tP  instead  o f Q +  Y  and Q — z — iP  in stead  of 
Q — Y  T h e argum ent for the H m is thus depending negatively on the variable z so we 
use th e  id en tity  th a t Hm( - z )  =  ( —\ ) mE m(z) W ith  th ese tw o changes, noted  Pw {P ,Q )  
becom es
r  t o  p }  -  V ' V ' exp(~(^2 t
F w { Q ' p )  -  S S
I
dz  exp ( -  z 2 ) Hn (2  +  iP  +  Q ) Hm (2  +  iP  -  Q ) (7 1 10)
We now invoke th at well used (by us anyhow ) identity  in G radshteyn and R yzhik (1965) 
(eq 7 377 pg 838) w hich gives an analytical solution for th e  integral above w ith  a certain  
restriction , nam ely  it exists for n < m  However (as will be show n later) th e  order in the  
integral can be sw apped  k e e p in g  t h e  a r g u m e n t s  t h e  s a m e  (th e  order th ey  appear in  
the integral changes but the argum ents o f E m and J?nare th e  sam e as above) so we can  
obtain  a solution  for th e  case m  < n  U sing the identity  from  G radshteyn and R yzhik  
(1965) we obta in  the follow ing solutions for the case n < m
p w (q , p ) =  f ;  f ;  - f - y r f ” * -„ n v/2n2mn lm,7Tn=0 m = 0
( —l ) m2m v ^ n ' ( iP  -  Q)m~nL™~n ( 2 (<?2 +  P 2) ) (7 1 11)
T his sim piiies to
P w (Q , P )  =  exp ( - ( Q 2 +  P 2))
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oo oo r ñ r r T T
E  E  V ü “ >  m( - l ) m(¿P  -  Q)m- nL™~n ( 2(Q2 +  P 2) ) (7  1 12)
n = 0 m = 0
w hich of course has th e  restriction th at n  < m  For the case m  <  n we sw ap the order in 
th e  in tegral for E n and H m , i e
DO
d z e x p ( - z 2 ) H n ( z  +  iP  +  Q ) H m ( z  +  iP  -  Q )  =
O O
/ O O dz exp ( - z 2 ) H m ( z  +  íP  -  Q ) H n ( z  +  íP  +  Q )-O O
in our case the above holds but m  general th e  sw apping of functions w ith in  an integral 
hke th e  above depends on th e  individual properties of th e  functions (or operators) being  
considered In th is case th e  expression takes on the shghtly different form
P w ( Q ,P )  — exp(—(Q2 +  P 2))
~  /5ZT
E E v 2 ^-a"am(-1 )m(4P + (w 2+p2)) (7113>n = 0 m = 0
w hich can be changed to  a m ore com parable form  for th e  case o f n  <  m  by noting  th at the  
( — l ) m(iP  +  Q)n~m can be replaced by ( —l ) n( — — Q)n~m G rouping all real com ponents  
together and separating out and grouping those elem ents containing both real and com plex  
parts we get for P w {Q ,P )
P w {Q ,P )  = e x p  ( —(<?2 + P 2))
E E y ( 2 {Q 2 + p 2 ) ) { + i P )m_ n > » < »»» ( 7 114)
m = 0  n = 0
Pw{Qi P)  =  ex p ( —(<?2 +  P 2))
°° n I {? n m  1E E  ( - l ) nI " - m (2(C?2 + i 52) ) { < am ( - ( ? - l P r - m } m < n  ( 7 1 1 5 )
n = 0  m —0
It is quite straightforw ard to  see that when m  =  n  the tw o expressions are the sam e All 
term s ou tsid e th e  { }  brackets on the R  H S in both  cases are equal in  value w hen m  in  
the first equals n  in the second If we think of each elem ent outside the { }  (and exclusive  
of th e  su m m ation s) as a m atrix  elem ent A nm o f som e m atrix  A , i e
A n+hm+i(Q, P)  =  exp H Q 2 +  P 2) ) ^ ^ ( - i r L r n ( 2(Q2 +  P 2) ) (7  1 1 6 )
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th en  w hat w e’re sta tin g  here is th a t A tJ — AJt or th at A T — A where T  signifies transpose  
W h at follow s from  th is is th a t if  the pairs o f elem ents AJt and A tJ are sum m ed together  
first, and th en  all th ese pairs added for th e  com plete sum , th en  the term s in the { }  
brackets (for each o f these pair additions) are com plex conjugates of each other and the  
com p lex  parts subsequently cancel leaving a real valued distribution w hich is one of the  
m ore im portant properties o f W igner distributions A proof of how these term s give rise 
to  com plex conjugates can be found in A ppendix C as well as how  the P  and Q values in 
each o f th e  four quadrants in the 2D  position -m om en tu m  plane are related
It is also w orth adding here th at as the m atrix  A is equal to  its transpose then we 
only have to  calcu late all o f the elem ents A l3 on one side o f the principle d iagonal Thus 
the equation  for the W igner d istribution is
P w (Q ,P )  =
oo oo
» E E  A n+hm+1 (Q ,P)  * (a (Q ,P )  * 7 ( Q ,P )  -  K Q ,P )  * S ( Q ,P ) ) (7 1 17)
m =0 n = m
where we have used eq (C 3) obtained in A ppendix C  in su b stitu tin g  for th e com plex  
term s T his is the expression we num erically evaluate to  obta in  the W igner d istribution  
M ost o f the literature tod ay quote using the H usim i d istribution as the source 
of their quasi-phase space portraits (R adons & P range (1990), B alazs (1990), Scharf & 
Sundaram  (1991), K us et al (1991)) T he H usim i d istribution (H usim i (1940)) is a special 
case of th e  schem e proposed by C ohen (Hillery et al (1984)) for generating distribution  
functions C ohen proposed the use of the expression
/oo /*oodq d p ' g ( q - j , p - p ' ) P w (<j,p') (7 118)-oo J —  oo
for calcu lating d istributions other than  the W igner d istribution O ne can see from  the  
above expression th at the distribution function Pw  is sim ply smeared by th e  function  g 
(Hillery et al (1984)) T he H usim i distribution is such th at th is sm earing function  g has a 
form  sim ilar to  th e  coherent sta te  representation used by investigators analysing system s  
w ith  E-M  radiation playing a m ajor role (lasers etc  ) T he explicit form  of g is
g ( q , P , a ) =  exP ( — <?2/a ) exp ( — a p 2 / h 2 ) (71.19)
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w hich leads to  a d istribution Ph { 3  for H usim i) w hich is positive for all p and q The 
corresponding sm ean n g  function , g , for P  and Q is
H(Q,P) =  ^ e x p ( - Q 2 ) e x p ( - P 2 ) (7120)
so th a t th e  H usim i d istribution becom es  
1 f°°PH(Q ,P )  =  -  /  dQ' /  dP'exV ( - ( Q - Q ' Y ) e x ? ( - ( P - P ' ¥ ) P w ( Q \ P ' )n  J -oo J -oo
(7 1 21)
T his is all very m ce on paper but im plem enting th e  above is another m atter Our exact 
analytical expression  for Pw{Q>P)  allows us to  choose any point (Q0,P 0) on the phase  
space and calculate its  Pw  at th a t point For the H usim i d istribution, how ever, we have  
a problem  Follow ing a search o f as m any textb ook s as we could find on th e  su b ject, 
we cou ld n ’t com e up w ith  an analytical form  for eq (7 1 21) and its integrals contained  
w ith in  Therefore th e  calculation o f Pw  rests solely on approxim ating the double integral 
over th e  phase space by a crude sum m ation  over th e  Pw  for the points we considered  
T his is acceptable if th e  num ber of calculated Pw  values is quite large but our calculated  
Pw  consisted  of a 64 x  64 grid over a square o f side 25 Q & P  un its centered on (0 ,0 )  So 
we, w ith  the tim e available and the com puting power at our d isposal, decided to  use the  
W igner d istribution  as our guide to  the quantum  phase space
Now th at we have our expression for P w  we will now  present som e o f th e  results 
obtained  by num erically evaluating the expression for Pw  in  eq ( 7 1  17) We w ould hope  
for a correspondance to  exist betw een the regions of high probability m  th e  quantum  space  
and th ose  of high densities m  the classical space T his scarring o f th e  quantum  quasi* 
phase space by classical orbits is considered by m any to  b e th e  signature o f a quantum  
correspondance to  classical chaos
7 2 The Quasi-Phase Space
T h e alm ost overw helm ing diversity of choice for th e  in itial conditions for the quan­
tu m  m apping presented us w ith  m any dilem m as up to  now but th is w as no preparation for
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th e  problem s we faced here in evaluating the wigner d istributions for the quantum  phase  
space E ach 64 x 64 g n d  of distribution values for one tim e step  for a specific set o f pa­
ram eters took  20 hours com puting tim e? To exam ine even crudely the sy stem ’s behaviour  
at various param eter values, at specific tim es and for various in itial states we had to  m ake 
som e decisions regarding the extent o f our exam ination  at various param eter values, tim es  
etc  In the follow ing sets o f figures we present seven pairs o f phase spaces w ith  each pair 
consisting o f an image o f th e  phase space w ith the corresponding contour below  it T he  
tim es, param eter values and m tial states are given w hen appropriate and th e  reasons for 
their choices also explained
Our first pair o f figures show  the wigner d istribution , P w {Q ,P )  for th e chosen  
in itia l pure sta te  B y pure we refer to  a sta te  w hich is m ade up of a single eigenfunction of  
the u n d n ven  system  T he sta te  chosen is the 10th e igenfunction (m = 1 0 ) of the harm om c  
oscillator, l e
l 10  1O’(Q)),  =  “ io (Q) =  ^ 210^ (10 |) * B 10(Q)exp( -  - Q 2) (7  2 1)
where the subscript i for the if) indicates th a t its corresponds to  the in itial sta te  of the  
system  T he im age show n in fig 7 1  shows the circularly sym m etric property o f a pure 
e igen state  of th e u n d n ven  system  It is in teresting to  com pare th is figure (and its pro- 
ceeding com panion contour plot in fig ( 7 2 ) )  w ith th e  phase space for the corresponding  
classical system  w hen there is an absence of the d n vm g potentia l, c f  fig (2 1) T he  
circular orbits o f th e  classical system  are stnk ingly  sim ilar to  the pure e igenstates o f the  
u n d n ven  sy stem  as we would expect T he H usim i d istn b u tion  for a 400 x  400 g n d  over 
th e  phase space of the W igner d istn b u tion , w hich can be obtained because a pure sta te  
W igner d istn b u tio n  requires m any tim es less calculations then  a m ixed sta te  d istn b u tion , 
show s a single sm eared orbit circling a peak at the on gm  T his is even m ore like a classical 
orbit w hich is norm ally  a single circular orbit centered on th e  on gm  w hose radius is the  
m easure o f its  energy (c /  chapter 2 section  2 and chapter 3 section  2)
So as exp ected  we have a direct correspondence betw een th e  quantum  and classical 
sy ste m ’s for th e  u n d n ven  harm om c oscillator T he question  rem ains as to  th e  exten t of the  
correspondence betw een the tw o w hen the kicking is present and beyond a perturbation
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Fig 71  Im age o f P w {Q ,P )  for the initial system  sta te  corresponding to  th e  10 th 
eigenfunction o f th e  u n d n ven  system  O ne can clearly see the circular  
sym m etry  for th is pure sta te  and how this sym m etry  will be seen to  




-1 2  5 
-2 5  0
-2 5  0 -1 2  5 0 0 12 5 25 0
Fig 7 2 T h e corresponding contour plot o f Pw{Q, P)  for th e  system  as described  
for th e  im age plot in fig ( 7 1 )  above
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W e m ake th e  n ote  here th at the scale used  on the Q & P  axes of all th e  follow ing figures 
(b o th  im ages and contours) is the sam e so com parisons can be m ade Furtherm ore each 
W igner d istribution  is calculated at a specific tim e after th e  in itial sta te  T h e distribution  
is tim e dependent due to  the tim e dependence of the probability am plitudes, a m(i) ,  m  
constructing th e  w avefunctions, ^(Q>*)> refer to  eq (5 1 4) for the exphcit definition  
T herefore th e  distribution will change in tim e, w hether by a substantia l am ount or by 
a neghghble am ount depends on the system  param eters and in itial sta te  Som e change  
drastically such as the case for the on-resonance scenario w ith an m tial pure sta te  (com pare  
fig (7 1 ) to  fig ( 7 3 ) )  O thers change very h ttle  w ith  th e  in itial s ta te ’s quasi-phase space  
being quite stab le even after significant tim e periods (com pare fig (7 1 1 )  w ith  fig (7 13)) 
So we can exp ect th e  com parison o f quantum  to  classical to  be difficult but possib le once  
the tim e dependence of th ese distributions is considered
T h e im age and accom panying contour plot in figs 7 3 & 7 4 illustrate how th e  
phase space has evolved from  the intial state in figs 7 1 & 7 2 after a tim e lapse of 38 
iterations of the quantum  m apping for [iq — 2 0 In the natural tim e scale o f th e  harm onic  
oscillator, r 0 where r 0 =  — , th is w ould correspond to  9 5 full p en o d  oscillations of the  
u n d n ven  oscillator T his is so because for th is resonance case th e  value of ¡3 =  ~ which  
by eq (3 1 1 ) m akes the period betw een the kicks, r ,  to  be one-quarter the natural tim e  
period o f the u n d n ven  system , r 0 T he spread over first 110 eigenfunctions, (out o f 350 
for th e  m atrix) used for calculating the W igner d istn b u tion , from  the in itial single pure 
eigen sta te  is represented by the spreading out over the phase space and the obvious four­
fold sym m etry  from  the figures T he dark regions represent higher probability areas while 
the light represent less probable zones There are four obvious islands surrounding the  
origin at 90 degree intervals w hich can be related back to  the m vanant islands o f the  
classical phase space T he regions join ing such islands are probably related to  th e  classical 
stoch astic  layer and exhibit a striking hne type structure w ith in  th em  T his could be a 
m am festation  of th e  graphics package (I D L ) joining regions of hke probability as the  
num ber of calculated points for each of the figures presented in th is chapter (excep t figs 
7 1 & 7 2 ) is 6400 (an 80 x  80 g n d ) W hatever th e  answer is the sym m etry  is authentic  
and not a product o f I D L ’s m anagem ent o f the data
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Fig 7  3 Im age o f P w {Q ,P )  f ° r system  38 tim e steps after the in itial sta te  show n  
m  figs ( 7 1 )  & (7 2) T he system  is on resonance w ith  ft =  j  and  
¡jLq =  2 0 T he spreading out and 4 —fold structure scarring the initial 
sta te  is very evident
Q
Fig 7 4 T he corresponding contour plot o f Pw{Q<> P)  for the system  as d escn b ed  
for the im age plot in fig (7 3) above
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T here is one obvious difference betw een the W igner distribution illustrated  in figs 
7 3 & 7 4 and th e  resonant classical phase spaces in chapters 2 & 3 and th at is the 45 
degree orientation  of the tw o w r t each other O ne possib le reason w hy th is could be is 
th a t the in itial choice of a and a t in chapter 2 relate the original basis (P  & Q) to  a new  
basis (a  & a t )  w hich is orientated  45 degrees to  the original T his could be ju st coincidence  
or, m aybe, a factor in the orientation  differences
T he energy grow th for th e  system  w ith  =  2 0 and on resonance (ft =  y )  is of 
a linear ty p e  increase sim ilar to  those show n m  fig 6 5 W ith in  a short tim e (around 40 
m terations) th e  spread o f th e  in itial sta te  is such th at the boundary o f 350 eigenfunctions  
is h it and th e  energy curve saturates and bends over (refer to  C hapter 6 sections 1 & 2 ) 
T he rate o f spreading can be related to  the rate of increase in the energy curve w ith  tim e  
(our quantu m  diffusion coefficient) and turns out to  be higher th an  the rates p lo tted  in fig 
6 If th e  m atrix  w as infinity large and we could iterate th e  m apping for an infin itely  long  
tim e th en  we would expect the spread (from  the trends given for th e sm aller m atrix) to  
continue over all the eigenfunctions and the quasi-phase space for th is case would extend  
over th e  w hole 2D  Q, P  plane
A nother m eth od  of checking the dynam ics of the phase space, at specific points, 
w ould b e to  construct an asym m etric w avefunction m  the Q, P  plane and iterate it forward  
m  tim e and exam ine its evolution B y asym m etric, we m ean a w avefunction w hich is not 
sym m etric about the phase space origin like the harm onic oscilla tor’s eigenfunctions but 
w hich is located  at som e point (Q ,-P ) in the phase space and occupies som e space about 
th is poin t U nfortunately, to  accom phsh th is, we would need to  know th e  probability  
am plitudes for th is w avefunction and a founer  typ e expansion o f the w avefunction in 
term s o f a basis o f th e  harm onic oscillator’s eigenfunctions is required and to  date we have  
not been  able to  obta in  an analytical expression for the probability am plitudes o f such a  
asym m etric w avefunction, if any exist T his is one shortcom ing of our technique but one  
w hich is outw eighed  by the im portance and necessity  o f relating the probability am plitudes  
from  one iteration  to  the next
T he next pair o f figures (figs 7 3 & 7 4) show  th e  system  for an off-resonance  
kicking T h e kick strength , fiq, is kept constant at 2 0 and th e  num ber o f iterations of th e
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Fig 7 5 Im age o f Pw(Q>P)  for system  38 tim e steps after th e  in itial sta te  show n  
m  figs ( 7 1 )  & (7 2) T he system  is off resonance th is tune w ith  ¡3 =  
(\Z5+i)tt =  2 0  It is clear that the dom inant sym m etry  is circular
as we would expect (c f  fig 2 4)
Q
Fig 1  6 T h e corresponding contour plot of P w (Q ,P )  for the system  as described  
for the im age plot m  fig (7  5) above
m ap p in g is also the sam e as th a t for the previous pair of diagram s T his is to  facilitate  
com parisons betw een  th e  off and on resonance cases For th is pair the param eter /? is 
set equal to  ■— whi ch will exclude any com m ensurate resonance betw een  r ,  the kick 
period , and r 0, the natural tim e period of the oscillator T h e differences betw een the W igner 
distribution  for th is case and the d istribution for the previous case m  quite startling T he  
sym m etry  of th e  d istribution is definitely circular (except at th e  very origin w hich has 
a dum b-bell typ e shape) w hich m akes it very hke th e  off resonance classical phase space  
portrait m  fig 2 4 T he spread over the 2D  p lane is a lot less and an energy plot for this 
set of param eters would reveal it to  saturate naturally in a m anner sim ilar to  th e  cases 
show n in fig 6 7 T his saturation  occurs quite rapidly and th e  final tim e independent 
distribution  is identical to  th at in the figure
From  the last tw o pairs o f figures the follow ing conclusions can be m ade concerning  
th e  evolution  o f th e  quantum  system  w ith a pure initial sta te  Firstly, th e  resonance  
case show s conclusively th at the spreading over th e  eigenfunctions is significantly greater  
than  th e  off resonance case T he result is o f th is is th a t, secondly, the energy increase is 
correspondingly greater giving rise to  a high diffusion coefficient for the resonance case 
(T h e off resonance case has a zero diffusion coefficient w hen it reaches saturation  ) Thirdly, 
the general sym m etries o f the quantum  distributions correspond to  the general form s of the  
classical phase space for both  cases We conclude from  th is th at correspondence betw een  
the quantum  m apping and th e  classical one is very good  and, further, th at th e  observed  
energy increase on resonance, w ith th e  lim ited  m atrix  size, points to  possible unbounded  
grow th in energy as we would expect in a classical phase space ensem ble w hich includes  
som e orbits in the stoch astic  layer
T h e success w ith  the pure initial sta te  prom pted  a further analysis w ith  a m ixed  
in itial sta te  T h e m ixed  sta te  chosen is m ade up of a gaussian d istribution o f pure eigen­
sta tes and includes b o th  even and odd parities As already m entioned  previously in chapter  
5 there is no interaction  betw een odd parity states and even parity sta tes W hile we ex­
p ect this we have, up to  now , on ly investigated  an even pure e igen sta te  as our in itial sta te  
so it could be argued th a t, w ithout evidence to  the contrary, th e  results for th e  W igner  
distributions to  date could be characteristic of th e  even sta tes T his is the reason w hy a
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Fig 7  7  Im age of P w {Q ,P )  for the initial sta te  corresponding to  the a gaussian  
distribution o f the probability am plitudes centered on th e  10 th eigenfunc­
tion o f the u n d n ven  system  N ote the differences betw een  th is and fig 
( 71 )
Q
Fig 7 8 T h e corresponding contour plot of P w {Q ? P)  for th e  system  as described  
for th e  im age plot m  fig (7 7) above
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m ixed sta te  is now  considered to  allay th ese fears T he evolution o f th is m ixed  state in 
tim e can be seen from  the results presented in chapter 6 for the probability am plitudes, 
th e  energy evolution  and the w avefunction evolution T he in itial sta te  is identical to  that 
chosen for th e  m ixed  sta te  used m  th e  chapter 6 , a gaussian d istribution of probability  
am phtud es centered on the 10th eigenfunction T he d istribution of th is in itial sta te  is 
illu strated  m  figs 7 7 & 7 8 T he differences betw een it and th e pure sta te  m  figs 7 1 & 
7 2 are im m ed iately  apparent T here is no obvious circular sym m etry, except for the outer  
rim  caused by th e  fin ite set of eigenfunctions, and th e  inner pattern  is alm ost flower like in 
its  form  T h e only observable sym m etry  from  these figures is 4 —fold but th e  fine detail of 
the d istribution  is absent due to  the restrictions placed on th e  size the grid o f calculated  
points m  th is phase space can take In the analysis presented here all but th e first pair 
o f figures have a 80 x 80 grid of calculated distribution points spread over the sam e size 
section  of phase space centered on the origin As a result, som e of the sm aller structures  
axe absent because th e  grid’s resolution is too  course to  pick th em  out
T h e result o f iterating forward m  tim e th is m ixed in itial sta te  w hen th e kick 
stren gth , /z9, is 1 5  and the param eter ¡3 is |  can be seen m  figs 7 9 & 7 10 T he tim e  
interval from  initial sta te  to  the sta te  show n is 20 iterations o f the m apping (equivalent to  
5 full p en o d s o f oscillation  of the und n ven  oscillator as /?, w ith  its present value, gives a 
1 4 ratio betw een t 0 and r  T he sim ilarity to  the on resonance case for a pure even initial 
sta te  is obvious w ith  th e  four islands being m ore prom inent than  for th e  previous case  
in fig 7 3 Furtherm ore, as we shall highlight later in fig 7 13, there is evidence in fig  
7 9 th a t four m ore islands could be present each situated  on the corners o f th e  sides the  
prom inent islands m ake up O nly half o f these new  islands exist but their presence w ould  
point to  a possib le continued (or exten d ed ) 4 —fold structure in th is quantum  distribution  
T he contour p lot, m  fig 7 1 0 ,  too  show s a half island typ e structure but it is not as clear as 
the im age plot m  fig 7 9 T hus we have som e evidence to  suggest a quantum  periodic tiled  
structure existing in the W igner distribution of the system  o f th e  order of th e  resonance  
w e’re considering
T he absolute test would b e to  construct a very laxge evolution m atrix  (say 5000 x  
5000) and check to  see how far w ith th is m atrix  th is extended structure continues in to  th e
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Fig 7  9 Im age of P w {Q , P)  for system  20 tim e steps after the initial sta te  show n  
m  figs (7  5) & (7 6 ) T he system  is on resonance w ith  /? =  j  and  
¡iq — 1 5  Som e of the structure seen in figs 7 3 & 7 4 is not as clear but 
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Fig 7  10 T he corresponding contour plot of P w {Q ,P )  for the system  as described  
for the im age plot m fig (7  9) above
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quantum  quasi phase space At present th is is beyond the com puting and software lim its  
available to  us but w ith  m ore powerful com puters and a m ore efficient hnk to  M athem atica  
to  generate th e  Laguerre polynom ials we should be capable of exploring the phase space  
m ore thoroughly  and probing th is apparent 4 —fold structure
Serendipity m  science is quite com m on and indeed we found som ething by accident 
w hich highlights the extended  structure we have ju st m entioned  T h e original d istributions  
we obtained  had a beautifu l tiled structure up to  th e  lim it of th e  eigenfunctions exten t in 
th e  phase space T his structure w as taken by us to  be the proof we needed o f a quantum  
hke tiled  p hase space until we discovered the w rong file w as used  by th e  program  T he  
stnnmng sim ilarity  betw een  th ese results and the classical phase space p lagued us so m uch  
th a t we decided to  incorporate the tiled structure as an in itial condition and iterate the  
m ap forw ard, properly th is tim e, and observe th e  evolution o f the structure T he next 
tw o pairs o f figures show  the initial sta te  and th en  th e  result after 2000 iterations o f the  
m apping T h e stability  of the pattern  is startling and leads us to  beheve th at the preferred  
distribution  is close to  th at in the im ages in figs 7 11 & 7 13 So the m istake m ade initially  
has paid dividends in th a t it has highlighted the existence o f an extended  tiled structure, 
which appears quite stab le, in  the quantum  quasi-phase space
W e end our exam ination  of the quantum  phase space by highlighting th e  correspon­
dence betw een th e  qauntum  and classical and by briefly m entiom ng further im provem ents  
and research directions T he correspondence can be considered quite strong betw een the  
quantum  system  and th e  classical T he on resonance and off resonance cases yield  phase  
spaces m  b oth  regim es w hich are definitely related T he only minus is th e  rotation  factor  
m entioned  but a change o f basis negates th is T he possib le existence and stability  of the  
extended  tiled  structure in the W igner distribution for th e  resonance case w hen =  f  
su ggests th a t such a structure is a preferred by the system  over others and th at if the  
m atrix  w as larger th an  its current 350 x  350 then  we could possib ly  explore th is m ore  
thoroughly As for future directions, a m ore detailed look at th e  finer structure of the  
W igner d istribution  to  check for further correspondences betw een th e  classical and quan­
tu m  cases and am attem p t to  confirm , using large evolution  m atrices, th e  unboundedness  
o f certain on resonance scenarios T hese results, though  im p ortan t, are on ly illum inating
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Fig 7  11  Im age o f Pw(Q>P)  for th e  initial sta te  corresponding to  the diffuse d is­
tribution  o f th e  probability am plitudes as d iscussed  in the text N ote the  
distinctive tiled  structure and the close relationship betw een th is typ e  o f  
p attern  and the classical phase space tiled structure
Fig 7 12 T h e corresponding contour plot o f P w {Q ,P )  for th e  system  as described  
for the im age plot in fig (7 11) above
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Fig 7  IS Im age o f Pw{Q, P)  f ° r system  2000 tim e steps after th e  initial sta te  show n  
in figs (7 11) T he system  is on resonance w ith  f3 =  y  and \iq =  1 5 
T h e stability  of the tiled pattern  is evident from  th is im ages and contour  
plot below
Fig 7 14 T h e corresponding contour plot of P\v{Q,P)  for the system  as described  
for the im age plot m  fig (7 13) above.
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T h e conclusions th at can be drawn from  the work presented in th is thesis are m any  
as are th e  num ber of routes further work can be persued T he H arm onic O scillator was 
chosen prim arily because it is one of th e  m ost fundam ental physical system s and not a 
m athem atically-insp ired  m apping, such as the piecew ise-hnear standard m ap o f Scharf & 
Sundaram  (1991) T h ou gh  som e conclusions can b e drawn from  such unphysical system s  
th ey  cannot be attributed  as purely physical phenom ena as such system s axe physically  
unreal T h e harm onic oscillator is not and as such is an ideal candidate for analysis
In our classical analysis o f the sy stem ’s phase space we show ed how  the stochastic  
layer is th e  principle m echanism  behind  the diffuse transport and unbounded energy grow th  
of certain orbits w hich he w ithin  the layer itse lf T he principle directions o f transport 
illustrated  m  fig 3 1 show the diffusing of orbits along the (stab le and u n stab le) m anifolds 
of th e  period four hyperbolic points w hose sep aratn x  net is the layer itself for in fin itesim al 
kicking We have have found for the kicked oscillator, at resonance, th at the existence of 
periodic orbits in or around the stochastic  layer influences the breakup of th e  invariant 
orbits as w ould be expected  from  the K A M theorem  A s a result o f th is breakup, th e  
boundary of the layer becom es increasingly com phcated as th e  kick strength  is increased  
Our analysis allows us to  predict w hich resonances and hence w hich periodic orbits should  
be present m  the sy ste m ’s phase space by m eans of a function  obtained  v ia  a polynom ial 
expansion  of th e  kicking term  T he correlation betw een prediction and num erical results 
w as found to  be very good  despite the practical problem s in num erically locatm g com plete  
sets of periodic orbits W e further show ed th at the elliptic fixed points o f period four at the  
center of th e  m ain  invariant islands becom e hyperbolic for a kick strength  o f 10 0 causing  
th ese islands to  break m  tw o for kick strengths above 10 0 (c /  tab le 3 1 & fig 3 2) This 
result holds th e  key to  our quantum  analysis, th at being th e  origin becom ing unstable  
above a certain kick strength  allowing diffuse orbits to  exist close to  it for reasonable kick 
strengths Therefore we can analyse th e  quantum  m apping using low order eigenfunctions  
know ing th a t if there is a correspondence betw een the quantum  and classical w e should be
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able to  observe diffuse typ e w avefunctions for reasonable kicking We do m fact see this 
and therefore can conclude the tw o lim its do have a direct correspondence
T h e detailed stu d y  of th e  evolution of the stochastic  layer as the kick strength  is 
increased is o f fundam ental im portance as it enables us to  see the effect o f increasing non- 
m tegrabihty  on the system  at large T he m ost striking change in the layer is its  variation  
m  w idth  w ith  kick strength , w hich we studied  in detail and com pared to  th a t predicted  
by perturbative analytical argum ents (Cherm kov et al 1989) We found th at th e w idth  
o f the layer as a function  o f the kicking strength  follows an exponentia l variation of the  
form  ue~ n, where u =  l / (k ic k  strength) T his is the form  predicted  by Cherm kov et al 
(1989) for kick strengths <C 1 We find th at th is result is true for a range of kick strengths  
considerably in excess o f the theoretical prediction T his validity is surprising w hen one  
considers th e  increased com plexity of th e  layer itse lf and the overall increase m  structure  
at the layer boundary w ith increased kicking
T h e diffusion in the classical regim e, analysed in chapter 4 based on th e  argum ent 
of R echester & W hite (1980), was found to  correspond exactly  w ith th at for the kicked 
rotator and th is correspondence was put dow n to  the dom inance of the turbulent m otion  
over the invariant periodic & restricted m otion  m the cells (refer to  table 4 1 in chapter 
4) T his is im portant because such sim ilarity, when the turbulent m otion  is dom inant, 
is evidently  generic of all one-dim ensional ham iltonian system s when the kicking term  
is cosinusoidal Furtherm ore, the lower asym p totic  lim it was found to  be identical to  
th at found by L ichtenberg and W ood (1989) w ho constructed  an approxim ate theory of 
diffusion on the stochastic web w hich is valid m the sm all fici region Our results on  
th e R esonance E nhanced  Diffusion are unique in th at no-one has yet show n the spikes in 
the diffusion coefficient to  exist for the kicked harm onic oscillator (Ishizaki et al (1989) 
show ed th is diffusion to  exist for the kicked rotator) or explicitly  show n th em  to  vary as the  
phase sp ace’s periodicity  changes Our argum ent for th is anom alous diffusion is based on  
strong correlations betw een  successive points and follows on logically from  the argum ents 
of R echester & W hite T he m ain  conclusion to  be drawn from  th is diffusion analysis 
is th a t correlations do exist for reasonable kick strengths but normally die off w hen th e  
kick stren gth  tends to  infinity However the anom alous diffusion has strong correlations
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regardless o f how  strong the kick sten gth  is once it equals a positive integer tim es the  
sy ste m ’s phase space
T h e quantum  m apping we derived has not been, to  our know ledge, used before 
Furtherm ore th e  approach we use, to  obtain  th is m apping, based on the approach of Fox et 
al (1990 & 1994) has not been  apphed to  th is system  either T h e approach is quite sim ple  
and was chosen for its  d irectness, th at o f relating the probability am plitudes for successive  
kicks T h e success o f th is approach can be gauged from  our ability to  calculate energies, 
quasi-energy levels as well as w avefunctions and W igner d istributions From our analysis  
o f th e  system  we have been  able to  m ake som e interesting conclusions about th e  quantum  
system  W e have seen certain sta tes naturally saturate giving rise to  quasi energy levels 
(Israilev 1990) in the kicked system  T he corresponding localisation  in th e  w avefunction  
has also been  exam ined  and prom inent peaks found to  exist m  these local sta tes For 
larger kick strengths th e  w avefunctions spread out w ith  an increasing rapidity w ith kick 
strength  and their energy increase was found to  be quite linear (up to  th e point th ey  hit the  
boundary im posed  by the finite m atrix  size) We used th is linearity to  calculate a quantum  
diffusion coefficient and found it to  have a definite non linear form  In fact we found the  
pow er-law  to  be of the form  0 2 {fiq)4 7 T he w avefunctions for th ese kick strengths were 
found to  be quite diffuse w ith little  structure on them  except for a gradual fall off Q tends  
to  oo (caused  by the finite num ber o f eigenfunctions used) W e conclude from  these latter  
results th a t the energy saturation  is definitely artificial (caused  by the finite m atrix  size) 
and th at the energy was increasing hnearly in a seem ingly unbounded  fashion and not 
follow ing th e  nature o f the suppresion of chaos in the kicked rotator
T h e W igner d istribution for the quantum  phase space can be seen to  have a definite  
four-fold sym m etry  w hen the system  is on resonance (/3 =  j ) and, for a sim ilar initial sta te  
and kick strength , the resonance case is m ore spread out and definitely of higher energy  
th an  its off resonance cousin T he off resonance case also has a m ore circularly sym m etric  
nature about it th an  the resonance case T hese point to  a definite correspondence betw een  
th e  classical case (the off resonant & resonant phase space structures visib le in chapter 2 ) 
and th e  quantum  case (th e  W igner d istributions in chapter 7) Furtherm ore we observed  
from  an m ixed  in itial sta te , at a kick strength  of 1 5, th a t th e  resonant structure form ed
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is very close to  th e  tiled structure we used to  test for the existence o f a stable extended  
tiled  structure (re  figs 7 11 — 7 14) W e found th at th is m ixed  in itial sta te , at that 
kick stren gth , becam e diffuse as tim e evoloved (as show n m  chapter 6 ) T his, coupled  
w ith  th e  sim ilarity to  th e  extended  tiled structure, is indicative of continuing diffusion of 
th is w avefunction over the phase space Our reasoning is quite sim ple, such an extended  
structure bears a striking resem blence to  the classical tiled phase space structure and, as 
th e  w avefunction is spreading out w ithout any indication  o f saturation , we conclude that 
th is is p roof th a t the system  is behaving as if it has a quantum  analog to  th e classical 
stoch astic  layer Therefore we conclude the existence of quantum  chaos in  th is system  as 
the quantum  regim e has w avefunctions w hich, from  the results presented m  chapters 6 & 7, 
m im ic classical ensem bles w hich have elem ents in the stoch astic  layer It is using ensem bles  
like th is th a t th e  classical phase space is constructed  and to  have quantum  w avefunctions 
construct a tiled structure so close is proof th at som e correspondence ex ists betw een  the  
dynam ics of b o th  lim its
We have accom plished our m am  objective, th at of show ing the existence o f quan­
tu m  chaos in th e  kicked harm onic oscillator T he research undertaken here has brought 
to  hght m any unknow ns about the system  itself and we have also highlighted som e of the  
w ays in w hich future research on th is system  can proceed T he kicked harm onic oscillator  
is a truly physical system , one w hose properties should m ore fully increase our know ledge  




EXPLICIT FORMULATION OF THE POTENTIAL TERM
The form of the equation that we have chosen for the potential is V(p, q) =  
fj,g( cos (kq)) (after Berman et al. (Berman et al. (1989)). This term  is in effect the 
non-linearity in the system Hamiltonian and as such makes the integrable oscillator equa­
tions non-integrable. The degree of non-linearity depends on how many terms in the series 
expansion of cos(x) are required to accurately describe the potential term . As is well 
known, the larger the argument present in the cosine then the higher the num ber of terms 
needed to be accurate. Using the cosine series expansion we will show how the potential 
term  in eq. (2.1.15) is arrived at. From the definitions in eqs. (2.1.3) and (2.1.4), for the 
operators a(t) and at(<), we have for q(t)
9 ( < )  =  7 V 2 j £ ( a t ( < ) _ a ( < ) )  { A A )
So our equation for the potential becomes
V(a, a t)  =  nq ( cos ( * v/f t/(2 Afw0)(a t(t ) -  a (f)) ) ) (A.2 )
For convenience we define K  to be (ky /h /(2M u o )). We show in chapter 2 how the h 
dependence is removed from K .  Thus eq.(A.2) is simplified to
V(a, a t  ) =  fiq ( cos ( £ ( a t ( f ) _  a(<)) ) ) ( A.3)
To proceed further we have to change the compound argument of the cosine into simpler 
arguments of cosines and sine. This we accomplish using the well known trigonometric 
identity:
Cos {A -  B) =  Cos(A)Cos(£)+Sin(A)Sin(B)
Eq.(A.3 ) now becomes:
V ( a ,a t)  =  fiq ( cos ( f  at(<) ) cos { * a ( t )  ) +  sin ( f  a t( t)  ) sin( ^ a(i) ) ) {AA)
We do not have any explicit rules for the commutation of a and a t with trigonometric 
functions whose arguments are either a or a t . To allow the comm utation to proceed we
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find it necessary to  express th e  sines and cosines in term s o f their series expansions T hese  
sen es expansions, for the sine and cosine functions, are w ell known and for our argum ents  
break dow n to
00 ( - i ) n(JCA)2"
n = 0 '  '
( K +/ \ \  ( —l ) n ( H f / t ) 2n+1 f .j. ^2n+lsm ( ± a \(t) ) -  Ç  (2n +  1)i------ ( a t (*) )
{A 5a)
(A 56)
So w hen expressed m  this sen es form  eq (A  6 ) takes on th e  form idable but m ore useful 
appearance
V (a , a^)
71=0 (2 »)»




n (  V I , \ 2 n + lE ( - l )n{K / l )  , t / i ^ 2n+i y - i ;  v-tv;(2n +  l ) '  \ ! (2n +n= 0 ' '  n= 0 '» l ^  ( - l ) n(iT A )2B+11)' 2 n + l (A 6)
T h e next task  is to  com m ute th is w ith  a(t) for th e  e x p lic it form  o f —t ( a , V (a , a  t ) )  
Eqs (2 1 8 a — d) will be put to  good use here to  sim phfy th e  equations im m ensely  For the  
cosine term s we have a com m utation  of the form
00 00
(a (f) , £  ( a t (t))2n £  ( a ( t ) ) 2")
n = 0 n = 0
00 00
=  ( «(*), E “= 0 M W ) 2" ) E ( « W  )2n +  ( «C0 , E~ „ ( «(<) ) 2n ) E (flt W )an (A 7)
n = 0 n = 0
using th e  relation  m  eq (2 1 8c) Taking the sum m ation  after the com m u tation  m akes no  
difference so for the first half o f the n g h t hand side in eq (A 7) we have
00 00( < t ) ,  E“o ( «t (<) )2n ) E ( “M )2” = E ( “(*)> ( w )2n ) E ( )2n »)
n = 0 n=Q n = 0
w hereas for the latter half we get
( «(o. e~ 0 ( «w )2n ) E ( ‘ty) )2B = E ( c y 2n > E ( at(o )2n (A-9)n=0 n=0
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n = 0
The parts to be commuted with a(J) consist now of an operator to the power of 2n There 
is one problem, however, and that is the n  =  0 term  of the summation This gives ( a(i), 1 ) 
which is zero So the summation should be performed from n =  1  to n =  oo with the 
Ti — O term  separate Noting th at, using eq (2  1  8d), ( A, B 2n ) =  2n ( A , B )  i ? 2 n _ 1  we get 
for eq {A 8 )
(< t ) ,  £“ o (at(<)) 2" ) E ( < * )  )2" = E 2n ( atW ) 2 " _ 1  E (*(<) )2" ( A  10)
n = 0 n = l n = 0
l2tifor eq (A 9 ) the story is different because a(t) commutes with itself so th a t ( a ( i) ,  ( a ( i ) ) )
=  2n ( a ( t ) 1a ( t ) ) a (f)2" “ 1 =  2n * 0 * a(t)2n~l e O  So substituting these identities into eq 
(A 7) we get
8
2 n - l
( a w , E r = o ( a t(< ))2n * E r = o ( ^ ) ) 2n) =  E 2 n ( « t w ) E ^ ) ) 2" (A 1 1 >
n = l n =0
So the complete cosme term  from eq (A 6 ) becomes
n = l '  ' n= 0 ' ’
The summ ation from 1  to oo presents no problem as by introducing a new dummy variable 
u — n  — 1  we get
E  f c ^ * ( . t ( 0 > - "  -  - f  E (- ^ P  ( . » ( 0 ) -  M  .3 ,
Tl — 1 '  '  « = 0  '
which is just — y  sin ( ^ a t(¿ )  ) So the cos ( 7 - ( a t (t ))  ) cos ( ^  ( a(*) ) )  term becomes 
— y  sm ( T" ( ° t ( i ) )  ) cos ( 7 " ( a ( t ) ))  following the commutation with a(t)
For the sine terms we have a simialar argument with the commutation being of 
the form given below m eq (14)
( « W , £ r . . ( « t ( i ) ) !" + ‘ * £ 7 . . ( * « » “ + ' )  =
i «(i), sr., («t(o) !“+i > E  < «<<) )2“+1+1 «(<), s”. (-m )!n+i) E  («*(<>)!"+'
n = 0  n = 0 (A  14)
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T aking th e  approach we used  for the cosine term s we get
oo
2n
( a(t), o ( at(<) ) 2 n + 1  * E ”  o ( < * ) ) 2n+1) =  E ( 2n +  !)  ( «f (<)) " E  ( « ( 0  ^
n = 0 n = 0
(.A 15)
The term  modified (a t(i))  by the commutation with a(t) affects the to tal sine sum as 
follows
£  ^ -  f t t i r ’ (.*(.»- *>
n = 0 ' n = 0 ^
which is just 7 - cos ( y a t ( i ) ) Thus the term , sm ( y  ( a t ( i ) ) ) sin ( y  ( a(t) ) ) , becomes 
Y cos ( 7 " ( a t ( t ) ) ) sm ( y  ( a(t) ))  after the commutation
So we have now obtained expressions for both the cosine product term  and the sine 
product term  after commuting with a(i) W hat remains now is to combine these results 
to obtain an expression for the potential after commutation (1 e the term  / ( a ,a t ) )  We 
find th a t, m its final form , the potential term  satisfies
- ¿ ( o ( i ) , F  ( a ( i ) , o t ( f ) ) )
=  fj.q { K s i n { ( o t ( i ) ) ) cos ( 7" ( ) )  ~  K  cos ( ±  ( a t ( i ) ) ) sm ( ±  ( a ( t ) ) ) }
or more succintly
/ (a ( t) ,  a t (t)) =  - L ( a(i), V ( a(t), a t ( t ) ) ) =  { K  ( sm ( ^  ( a t(<) -  a ( t ) ) ) )}  (A 17)
This is the substitution we make for / ( a , a t )  m chapter 2
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APPENDIX B 
THE ANNIHILATION & CREATION OPERATORS
In eqs (5 1 7 ) and (5 1 8 ) we defined the a & a} operators m terms of Q and 
¿ ^ (=  P)  The eigenfunctions of the hamiltoman can be found without using the operator 
technique, previously, by explicitly solving the differential equation with trial solutions 
This way the solutions found are identical to those found using the more direct operator 
approach The eigenfunctions found u n ( Q ) have the form
" " l e , =  V F ^ ( e " * r = x p M < 3 2 )  ( £ 1 )
where«„(<?) =  ( “ ¿Q2 ) “ d « 1  ( Q ) =  ^  ( Q  ~  ^ ) « o ( Q )  =  a tu „ (Q ) Like-
wise it can be shown that for any n
un+1 ( Q )  =
V Î((«  +  1)') ( '9  -  *  )n+ ‘ '1~ i Q '  ’ =  v/(»  + 1)2 (Q  “  ^ ) ( 'Q )  <B2)
thus
«„+1 ( Q ) =  -7 = = = o t u n ( Q ) or V n T T tt„ + i ( Q )  =  a U n ( Q ) (B  3) Vn +  1
The annihilation operator a =  ^  ^  +  Q ) does the opposite of the at operator by taking
a polynomial of order n  down to a polynomial of order n — 1 with a y/n coefficient How 
this comes about is by looking at the commutation properties of a and a t , 1 e
( a, at ) =  aat — at a =  1
so th a t if we operate on u n then
( a , a t ) u „ ( Q )  =  aat Un ( Q )  _  ata u n ( Q )  = u n ( Q )  ( B  4)
Hence y/n +  1  * au n+i ( Q ) — aftaun ( Q ) =  u n ( Q ) Assuming the operator a changes 
un { Q )  to y/n  4* ru n+p ( Q ) then we have that
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y/n +  ly/n  + 1 + ru n+p+i ( Q ) — y/n + ry/n  +  p -f l'U-n-hp-hi ( Q ) =  ( Q ) (B 5)
As th e u n ( Q ) form  an othogonal basis then  n  +  p + 1  =  n < ^ p  =  —1 Furtherm ore  
\ / n  +  l y j n  + 1  +  r -  y / n  +  r ^ n  +  p +  1 =  1 n  +  p +  1 =  n  so \/™ +  1\A* +  1 +  r -  
y/n+~Ty/n =  1 O  r =  0 T hus a u n ( Q ) =  >/™u n - i ( Q )  as sta ted  earher in th is sec­
tion
T his ends our brief justification  o f the a & a t definitions T h ou gh  not very ele­
gan t, th is justification  serves for m e as a way to  visualise how  these operators m anipulate  
eigenfunctions o f th e  quantum  system
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APPENDIX C 
SIMPLIFICATION OF THE COMPLEX TERM IN P„(Q ,P)
Here we w ant to  sim plify the com plex term s contained w ithin  th e  { }  brackets m  
eqs (6 2 14-15) so th a t we can show  the W igner d istribution , P w {Q iP ) ,  to  be real valued  
(if not alw ays positive) To do th is we shall split the com plex term  into  tw o parts the  
first will b e the product a* am while the second will deal w ith  the (—Q +  ¿ i3)™-"" term
Let th e  com plex probability am plitude a* =  -f then  the expression for
a * a m becom es
< a m =  ( ai,r>am +  ) +  t ( a{nr)a t m) a £ a ) =  a  +  0  ( C l )
For th e  case w hen m  and n  are interchanged we get a — l/3 Furtherm ore for any com plex  
num ber z taken to  th e  power m  we find th at it still has a com plex conjugate relationship  
to  its com plex conjugate taken to  the sam e power
(x +  iy )n =
x n+ m x n~1y + ( i )2 ( " )  * n- 2t/2+  + W " " 2 ( ^ )  * V - 2+ (* )n- 1n * y B- 1+ (ty )"  (C 2a)
and
(x -  iy )n =
x n -  i n x ^ y  +  ( - t )2 ( n ) x n- 2i/2 +  +  { - i )n~2 ( » ) x 2y n~2 +  ( - t ) B- 1n * y B- 1 +  ( - t y ) n
(C 2b)
A s ( t )2m is equal to  ( —t)2m Vm £  Z and ( t )2m+1 =  —( —t)2m+I again for m  €  Z then  
th e  above tw o equations give a real part w hich is identical b u t im aginary parts w hich  
are the negative of each other thus m aking (2  — iy )n the com plex conjugate of (x +  iy )n 
Therefore ( —Q ^ - ¿ P ) m" n is com plex conjugate to  (—Q — iP ) m~n or, in our case w hen m  
and n  are interchanged, (—Q — ¿ P )n“ m Therfore we have the sum  of th e  product o f two  
com plex num ber w ith the product of their com plex conjugates below  anam is denoted  
(o  +  ib) and (—Q +  ¿ P )m_n is replaced by (7  +  16) so th at th e  com plete com plex term , 
a*nam( - Q  +  i P ) m~n, is
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a„am(—Q +  i P )m’ n = (a +  tb){c +  id)
(a + ¿&)(7 -h = (07 -  b6) + ¿(67 4- a£)
(a — t6 )(7  — 16 ) =  ( 0 7  — M) — ¿ (6 7  4- a£)
which when summed gives a real number, 2(a j — b6) Thus the distribution is real 
To numencaily evaluate the equation(s) leading to the Wigner distribution would require 
an immense am ount of computing power so any tncks to reduce this cost in time would be 
welcome The phase space of P  & Q is spht into four quadrants but here we shall restrict 
our argum ent to just two of them  (1 and 3) and then apply the results to the other two (we
can do this because any point (a, b) in the quadrant 1 is just (—l) ( a , 6) in 3 and likewise
for 2 and 4)
+ P
2




Schematic of the four quadrants constituting the phase space 
The distributions for the respective quadrants are
W )  =  E E  A n + l . m + l {a * a m( - Q  +  iP ) m " }  n <  m  (C 4a)
m = 0 n = 0  
oo n
A It ■+ 1,171 + 1 { a* a m(—Q — t,P)n m } m < n  (C 4b)
n— 0 m =0
for quadrant 1  (note the superscript 1  on P w {Q ,P )  and
oo m
P 3w ( Q , P ) = Y l 1 2 ( - 1)m~ n A ^ + i { a l a m ( - Q  + i P r - ” } n < m (C  4c)
m = 0  n = 0
oo 71
Pw{Q> f ) - E E  { a*nam( - Q  -  lP Y - »  } m  < «  [C 4d)
n = 0  m = 0
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for quadrant 3 where we have defined A„+i ,m+i to be the m atrix element
/om«!
e x p (-(Q 2 +  P2))(- ir  V ^  L n ~ n (2  (Q 2 +  P 2) ) n  < m
or
e x p (-(Q 2 +  P 2 ) ) ( - 1 ) " ^ _ I - -  ( 2 (g 2 +  P 2) ) m  < n
It is clear from eqns (C 4 a — d) th at for m  — n (n <  m)  even, the term s in the third 
quadrant equal th a t m the first whereas for m  — n  odd the term s are of equal magmtude 
but opposite signs The same is true for n  — m  when m  < n  To illustrate things lets 
restrict m  and n  to values less than  4 The matrices would be as follows
A m A J3 A i 4 \ / A n  —A12 A13 — A 14\
A 22 ¿23  j 24 for drant 1 - A n  A22 - A 23 A24 for drant 3
A23 A33 A34 I a 13 —a 32 A33 - A 3 4  I
A24 A34 A44 /  \  — Ai4 A24 — A34 A44 /
In general these two matrices are very different however we will now show th a t if we 
rest net the initial condition to a PURE eigenstate then the matrices for both quandrants 
one and three are the same To see this refer back to chapter 5 where we denve the 
quantum  mapping In eq (5 1  31), we show that there is included m the expression for 
Am((iV -f l ) r ) ,  a term  contained within {} which forces the expression to zero if p — m  is 
odd Therefore if the initial state is a pure odd numbered state then, m order for p — m  
to be even, only odd states exist in the resulting system (similarly if we begin with a pure 
even num bered state) Thus we end up in eqs (C  4c — d) with the same expression for Pw  
as we have in eqs (C  4a — b) The im portance of this is to allow us to cut down on time 
when calculating the phase space itself by obtaining two quandrants while only calculating 
one
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